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Rape: a conStant threat to women 
This is the first of two articles about the fears and, 
concerns of women on campus. 
By Martha Thomas 
When Mary walks along on campus at night and hears 
, someone_ approaching her from behind, she stops, turns, 
confronting that person be they male or female, waits for 
them to pass her and then continues on her way now 
following. · ' 
She also carries a tool called a "scratch-all" a wooden 
handled device that she describes as "sort of; miniature 
ice-pick. " This, she cl~ims, she will use only as a last 
resort, be~ause_ "it c~mld be taken and used against you." 
Mary hves m Hitchcock Hall, but walks from her 
evening class i~ _ _DeMerritt, all the way around College · 
Road, and down Main Street, staying under street lights. 
,This route more than doubles the distance from her 
class to her dorm, but it is a precaution that she feels is 
entirely necessary. . 
"People call me paranoid ," she said, "I don't care. I call 
myself careful." 
Some may call Mary paranoid, but she is not alone in 
her fears. The recent attack of:a-student on Mill Road has 
increased the .awareness and the fears of women all over 
campus. 
noes lrnowle4_g~ of a sexual assault that occurred 
against a 20 year old woman who was outjoggingalonga 
wooded road in broad daylight one Thursday afternoon, 
keep women from running, walking, or functioning daily 
without fear? 
Violent crimes, including physical and sexual assaults . 
ai:id rape do occur on campus and in town, but according 
to Jan Harrow, UNH English instructor and member of 
th UNH President's Commission on the Status of 
Women (Women's Commission), only one out of ten 
assaults are reported. This is a national statistic she said 
but it is likely to be representative of u'NH and 
surrounding towns. 
Carol Bischoff, director of Residential Life, said that 
although there have been no reported rapes on campus 
this year, "there have been several sexual assaults not 
just in halls, but in exterior areas such as parking l~ts." 
One student claimed that the danger of attack is not 
publicized widely enough. "I'm not afraid when I'm alone 
late at night because I donYknow if there's a problem or 
not," she said. · 
Last year she lived in a women's dorm arid there were 
rumors of men in the bathrooms at night. She heard this 
from a member of the house council but there was no 
communication of the information to dorm residents. 
"If they let peopl~ know what,,was going on it wouldn't 
happ~n as much; people would protect themselves," she_ 
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In keeping with the annual tradition, a giant Christmas wreath was 
placed on Stoke Hall yesterday. (Henri Barber photo) 
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Communications division 
Class demands too high 
By Kathy Kupovics 
: A sign posted on the 
communications bulletin board 
reads," Attention: if you are on the 
waiting list, you can register for the 
::ourse, but don't be surprised if 
you are deleted.'' . 
' As the sign indica tes, the 
number of students in the 
.-:ommunications division of the 
theater and communications 
\Clepartment is increasing while 
faculty and resources in the 
division are not. 
According to figures released by 
the Higher Education General 
Information Survey (HEGIS), 
there were two degrees awarded in 
1970 when communications first 
became an option of the theatera , 
department's major, and in 1980 63 
· degrees were awarded . 
The student / faculty ratio is 
sixty students to one teacher or 300 
to 360 students to six full-time 
facult_y members, according to 
Wilburn Sims, director of the 
communications department. 
"Right now everything is OK," 
Paul Goodwin, an instructor in the 
department, said. "But 1n the long 
run, something's got to give. I see 
no evidence of the student 
population going down." 
Goodwin said a poll conducted 
nationwide indicated that in the 
past ten years the number of high 
school students intending to 
declare communications as a 
major has doubled. 
"We're not even up to the 
national average yet," he said. 
In addition, two of ·the six 
faculty members, assistant 
Professor Kenneth Sweet and 
instructor Ileen Kaufman, are 
leaving their jobs, Sims said. 
Goodwin said full-time faculty 
must also do research and perform 
such services as advising as well as 
teaching. 
There are no teaching assistants 
to aid instructors in correcting 
papers and exams either, Goodwin 
said. 
"Students should expect that by 
the time they are seniors they will 
have smaller classes. ~he faculty 
should be able to expect that if they 
teach well and their courses are 
popular, the University will 
support them," said Goodwin. 
"But when there's no money, 
something gets crushed, usually 
the students," he said . 
Pre-pre-registration meetings 
were held this semester for 
communications majors in which 
students signed up for the classes 
they needed, and not necessarily 
_the ones they wanted, Sims said. 
At the last meeting, approxi-
mately 300 to 350 students were 
given special request forms and 
asked to sign up for the courses 
they needed, Sims said. 
Faculty will process these forms 
to identify students with "hardship 
cases" who might "get caught" 
_ short of credits · necessary to 
graduate on time, Sims said. 
"Right now, I don't know of 
anyone who can't graduate 
because of not getting the classes 
he or she needs," Sims said . 
· When asked if the student/ fuc-
uly ratio has the potential of 
harming students academically, 
Sims said, "If the students are 
overcrowded in their classes to the 
point where overcrowding affects 
the quality of their education, if the 
· teachers are working themselves to 
death and must assign fewer 
papers, if the students don't get the 
classes they need to graduate, yes. 
The real problem-is for the student 
not to get stuck (an extra 
semester)." 
"This faculty has lots of energy 
and are committed to what they 
have to do," said Pat Fleming, who 
has been a full-time faculty 
member for eight years. 
"They take the job of being a 
faculty member seriously and will 
do what they have to in order to 
help keep the department 
running," she said. 
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Police release details 
on assault su_spect 
A description of the man who may have kidnapped and sexually 
assaulted a UNH student on Nov. 20 has been released by town 
police. 
Former professor sues UNH Polic~ say _the man i_s white, in his mid-20's, and approximately 5 feet, 11 m~hes tal_l. Pohce also said he may have a stocky build, light brown, fnzzy hair, a mustache and a round face with fat cheeks. 
. The man was dressed in hunter's garb and carried what is believed 
to be a pump shotgun, police said. By Darryl Cauchon 
A former University of New 
Hampshire engineering teacher 
and researcher has filed a. suit in 
U.S. District Court in Concord to 
get his job back. 
Musa Yildiz, employed at UNH 
since 1972 and fired Nov. 21, 
claims that U njversity officials 
1enied him his civil rights by not 
granting him tenure. 
Yildiz has also filed a 
discrimination complaint with the 
federal Eq_ual Emp~oyl'!!ent 
Opportunity Commission 
claiming he was fired because of 
his age and national origin. Yildiz 
is Turkish and in his 50's. 
In his suit, Yildiz said former 
dean of the college of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences Richard 
Davis gave him both oral and -
written promises to grant him 
tenure. 
Atty Thomas Flygare, director 
of legal services, said Yildiz was 
never given promises for tenure. 
Davis has also denied any such 
commitments were made, Flygare 
said. 
Flygare also said that Yildiz's 
termination has no relation to his 
age or national origin. 
Named in the suit are University 
president Evelyn Handler, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Gordon Haaland, Dean of the 
College of Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Alexander , 
Amell, and the University System 
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He wore a knitted, flourescent red watch cap, with mittens that 
seemed to match, they said. · 
Police believe the ~an _may have been driving a ligJlt grey, boxy 
four-door sedan, wh1c~ 1s clean and well-kept. The automobile 
appeared to be approximately two years old, they said. 
"~lth~ugh not a Mercedes, it was similar in appearance to one," 
pohce said. ~ · 
Anyone wit~ information about the identity of the man has been 
urged by pohce to call 868-2327. All information will remain 
confidential, they said. 
The woman was apparently jogging near the intersection of Mill 
Road and Packers Falls Road that afternoon when 1she was 
assaulted at 12:40 p.m. She is a sophomore. 
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_NEWS 'IN BRIEF 
INTERNATIONAL 
Walesa calls strike 
WARSAW--The head of Poland's independent trade union 
Solidarity has called for a nationwide strike alert after the 
government broke up a strike staged by students at a Warsaw 
firefighters' school. ' . 
. Lech Walesa asked all of Solidarity's chapters to prepare itself for 
mstant readiness. Union officials said discussions were under way to 
determine what form of retaliation may be taken against the Polish 
government. 
Constitution,: plan approved 
OTT AW A--The Canadian House of Commons approved the 
plan for a new constitution, staging the end of its ties between it and 
Great Britain. ·, 
By a 246-24 vote, t~e passage of the proposai"was seen as a victory 
for Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. 
The resolution asks the British Parliament to hand over full legal 
responsibility for the Canadian Constitution to the Ottawa 
government, after some changes had been made. 
NATIONAL. 
Senate · rejects missle plan 
W ASHINGTON--The Senate has rejected an Administration 
proposal f 9r basing the proposed MX missle in existing miss le silos. 
The Senate approved an amendment that would take $335 million 
from the silo system and place it into further research into alternative 
methods of basing the missles. 
Under the amendment, the Reagan Administration would have to 
recommend an alternative by July I, 1983. 
The amendment passed by a vote of 90 to 4. 
Baker. warns of cuts 
WASHINGTON--The Senate Majority Leader has warned 
that the , next phase of federal budget cuts will probably include all 
benefit programs, except for- Social Security. · 
Seri. Howard Baker Jr. (R-Tenn) said President Reagan's 
proposed 1983 budget would include substantial cuts in Medicare, 
Medicaid, food stamps, welfare and numerous federal pension 
programs. 
Government sources said the cuts would total about $30 to $40 
billion in a two year period. 
LOCtL 
Seabrook investigation sought 
SEABROOK-- The Associated Press reported yesterday that 
state Public Utilities Commission Chairman Michaef Love wants to 
investigate work practices at-the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant. 
The AP reported this week that more people were being used to 
construct Seabrook than any other twin-reactor plant in the 
country, that some employees were engaged in "make work," and 
that an average of two hours work was done each eight hour shift. 
Love told the AP that an investigation was planned but that the 
commission did not have the expertise to conduct it. · He said the 
process of putting together an investigation was continuing. 
The Public Service Company of New Hampshire was scheduled to 
hold a news conference at its office in M~nchester today. 
Rosengard earns scholarship 
Dana Rosengard, a senior at UNH, was awarded a career 
scholarship by the council for Advancement and Support of 
Education (CASE) to attend the council's annual District I 
Conference next year. 
He was chosen from among 49 applicants and is the first student 
representative from the University. 
CASE, a nonprofit educational organization, serves over 2,300 
academic institutions and provides professional development 
programs in alumni administration, fund-raising, institutional 
relations/ information services, and management. 
Weather 
Today will be partly cloudy,_with temperatures ranging from 35 to 
40 degrees, according to the National Weather Service in Concord. 
Tonight, temperatures should drop into the low 20s. 
The extended forecast has the possibility of a coastal snowstorm 
approaching the area today or tomorrow. 
Financial aid future -is gloomy 
· By Sharon Voas 
Four-fifths of the students at the 
University ef New Hampshire are 
receiving federal assistance this 
year. Some, if not all, can expect to 
tighten their belts next year as the 
Reagan Administration puts the 
federal budget on a diet. 
Student aid is a prime target of 
the Reagan Administration's 
budget cutters. The official policy 
of the new Administration is that 
students and parents--not the 
gov-'rnment--should bear the 
brunt of ·college costs. . 
In August, President Reagan 
signed a 1982 federal budget--· 
$35.2 billion smaller than the 
previous year's budget. However, 
Reagan has now asked Congress to 
cut an additional $13 billi-on from 
the $695 billion budget. 
Aid to students will probably be · 
among the additional cuts, UNH 
Financial Aid Director Richard 
Craig said. · 
How great the impact will be 
and which students will be affected 
will not be known until• Congress 
· and the White House agree on the 
1982 federal budget. 
Congress and the Adminstrat-
ion have not resolved their 
conflicts over the budget proposal. 
These figures are based upon the 
budget signed before further cuts 
were requested. 
The students most dependent on 
federal funds are those who came 
to college without any money from 
their parents or savings of their 
own. Other than federal assistance, 
private scholarships and personal 
earnings are their only potential 
supports. 
Craig said one-tenth of the U_NH 
population -- 739 dependent and 
258 independentstudent--depend 
entirely on outside aid. 
Guaranteed student loans and 
Pell grants are the largest source of 
federal assistance. Supplemental 
education opportunity grants 
(SEOG) substitute for Pell grants 
in special cases. 
The budget signed in August 
lowered the Pell Grant ceiling form 
$1750 to $1670 per year. Further 
cuts are possible. 
However, of greater potential 
impact are the revisions in the 
eligibility scale which were 
proposed at that time. 
Parents are currently expected 
to contribute 10.5 percent of"their 
discretionary income (total income 
minus taxes and -allowances for 
family expenses) before their child 
can qualify for a Pell Grant._ As 
earlier proposed the regulations 
for 1982-83 would raise the 
parental contribution to 40-55%of 
the discretionary income. 
The American Council on 
Education, estimates that 800,000 
of the 2.7 million students now 
receiving Pell Grants would be 
eliminated from the program. In 
the 1980-81 school year, 3038 of 
the 10,000 students at UNH 
received Pell Grants, Craig said. 
Pell grants (formerly called 
basic education opportunity 
grants are tuition grants given to 
low-income students). 
Guaranteed student loans are 
long-term, · )ow-interest loans ( also 
known as HELP loans) and since 
1978 any undergraduate student 
could borrow up to $2500 a year. 
The government paid the interest 
on the loan while the student was 
in college, as well as paying ~he 
difference between the mne 
AID, page 25 
How the cuts ·_ affect two UNH· students 
-· Sheila Powley 
By Sharon Voas 
Trying to get a college education has been a 
Catch-22 situation for UNH sophomore Sheila 
Powley. 
At first, things were looking good. Smith 
College, an expensive private school in 
Massachusetts, awarded her a very large 
scholarship when she graduated from high school. 
· But despite the scholarship, Powley's finances only 
held up through the first half of her sophomore 
year. ' 
When the money ran out Powley had to drop out 
of school. The Catch-22 had started. 
She worked to save enough money to go back to 
school but with no professional skills, she could 
only get minimum-wage jobs and could not earn 
enough to return to college. 
After almost five years of trying to save, Powley 
took what she could get in federal assistance and 
private scholarships and came to UNH this fall. 
She is barely-. getting by on what she has now, she 
says. If_ she lo~~s ~ny of ~er federal aid next yea~ she 
thinks she defm1tely will not be able to continue 
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Sheila McDonou~h 
By Sharon Voas 
Sheila McDonough could not support herself 
and her two children when she was a machinist -
even with a second job as a waitress. She came to 
UNH with the nope that learning a professional 
skill would give her a chance to support her family 
more adequately. 
"My role as a mother is side-by-side with my role 
as a breadwinner," McDonough said. "I have to be 
a breadwinner." 
Now, after three years at UNH, she is afraid 
federal budget cuts will keep her from coming back 
for her senior year. 
'"I'm scared. I don't want to quit school and have 
the last three years be a waste," said the 25-year-old 
mother of two. "I don't want to be back out there 
with the same skills." 
McDonough supports her nine-year-old son and 
four-year-old daughter by herself. Her ex-
husband, she said, does not have enough money to 
pay the $ 100 per month child support payments. 
She received a $1750 Basic Equal Opportunity 
Or~_nt this year. Part of a national direct student 
Mc.DONOUGH, page 8 
University student found dead 
A 32-year-old woman enrolled 
at the University of New 
Hampshire died Nov. 20th aft~r 
being discovered unconscious in 
I her Forest Park apartment. · 
Sarah Talbott was pronounced 
dead at about 6 p.m. at 
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in 
Dover, an hour after her body had 
been discovered on a bed in her 
apartment. 
An autopsy performed by 
Strafford County Medical Referee 
Dr. Louis Ziegra indicated that 
Talbott died of an overdose of 
drugs, according to Strafford 
County District Attorney Dennis 
May. 
University police and the 
Strafford County Sheriff's office 
are still investigating the incident. 
Talbott's body was discovered at 
about 5 p.m. on her bed in 
Apartment 15 of the Forest Hill 
apartments, where she lived with 
her two children. The person who 
found her body called the Durham 
dispatcher, who called the 
Durham Ambulance Corps. 
Talbott was enrolled as an 
undergraduate at the University. 
Her parents live in West Hartford, 
Conn. 
Her body was taken to the 
Tasker & Chesley Funeral Home 
in Dover. David Flanders, director 
of public safety at the University, 
said, "There is absolutely no 




By Joann Stemmermann 
Students are waiting four to five 
weeks to get an appointment with a 
staff member at Career Planning 
and Placement Service, according 
to its Director Edward Doherty. 
The "usual wait" of two to three 
weeks got behind because of an 
illness to one of three staff 
member$, receptionist/ clerk for 
Career Planning and Placement 
Service said. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Service is that part of UNH's 
Division of Student Affairs which 
aids students in obtaining 
professional career employment 
upon graduation. 
"I made an appointment the 
third week into the semester, but 
they kept postponing it," said 
senior Mark Phelps. Phelps, who 
has an appointment next week, 
said, "that's unbelievable. I'm 
terrified to think what it will be like 
next semester." 
Sarah Mason, a senior, has been 
waiting three to four weeks for an 
appointment. "I don't know if it's a 
long wait. I don't have anything to 
compare it with," said Mason. 
Assistant Director for Career 
Planning and Placement David 
Carroll said, "We realize we are 
understaffed in terms of time but 
budget realities are with us. We 
CAREER, page 13 
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Raymond Gerrish has been sentenced to three months in prison. 
. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Gerrish receives two 
years of probation 
By Darryl Cauchon 
A former University of New 
Hampshire student and part-time 
instructor charged with interstate 
transportation of 374 stolen UNH 
library books has been sentenced 
to three months in prison. 
Raymond Gerrish, 40, having 
already served three months since 
his Aug 16th arrest in Colorado 
was released Monday from the 
New Hampshire state prison in 
Concord. 
Upon release Gerrish is to go on 
probation for two years. 
Gerrish reversed his plea of 
innocent to guilty Nov. 2nd to 
interstate transportation of the 
Uni-ve-rs-ity iibrary books valued at 
more than $5000. 
·Student actions 
shut vending '.room 
By Lisa Prevost 
Incidents involving "rudeness 
and threats" over the past month 
have resulted in a series of short-
term closings of the Dimond 
Library's vending room, according 
to Loan Librarian Betty Heple. 
Heple said there have been four 
major incidents in which a person 
refused to cooperate with the 
student monitor on duty, and 
would not consume the food or 
drink in the room, as library rules 
require. 
Most of the problems occur at 
night, she said. 
"In one instance, the studen·t left 
with the food and headed up the 
stairs," Hep le explained. "The 
monitor, of course, followed him. 
The student turned around and 
said, 'If you follow me any farther, 
: I 11 deck you.' The monitor let him 
·go," she said. 
Stack Supervisor Ric Barnes 
said he tells the students assigned 
as monitors to call upstairs for him 
or his assistant if students give 
them a hard time. 
The vending room is closed up 
immediately if a student refuses to 
comply with the rule. 
"It upsets me to have to put my 
students down there to get 
abused," Barnes said . "They just 
about die when they see it at 
night." 
He said one monitor had a Coke 
thrown at him, although most of 
the time the abuse is verbal. 
Section 125-3 of the Rights and 
Rules Handbook in the Caboodle 
states that verbal abuse will not be 
tolerated against faculty members 
or· fellow students. 
"The women are worse than the 
men," Barnes said. "The guys we 
put down there get abused so bad." 
According to Dr. Donald 
Vincent, head librarian, the reason 
for the rule prohibiting food- and 
drink outside of the vending ro_om 
is because it is "damaging to the 
library to have food and drink 
mixed with the books." 
Vincent said it not only is costly 
to pick up after students and repair 
damaged books, but that the food 
can attract mice and insects into -
the library. , 
"I find it · very distressing," 
Vincent said. "We try to provide 
amenities to the students. If they 
abuse them, we're in a very 
awkward positipn." 
The room was last closed on 
November 16 and 17, but Vincent 
doesn't like to close it because of 
the reduction in seating capacity. 
The library does not make any 
money from the vending machines 
in the room, says Heple. 
"The student is warned as soon 
as he walks in the room," she 
points out, referring to the sign 
outside the door which states that 
no food or drink can be taken from 
the room. 
She said it is harder now to 
. enforce the policy because the 
library can no longer afford to 
monitor the room on a regular 
basis. 
"When it first opened, we 
monitored it full-time and it cost 
$5000 a year," she said. 
There is usually a monitor in the 
room for two or three hours ever) 
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Students 'bare' the 
_facts of posing · nude 
The former UNH graduate 
student was apprehende<;l Aug 
16th in Boulder, Colorado where 
police discovered hundreds of 
books belonging to the UNH 
library in his Ryder rental truck. 
An inventory of Gerrish 's truck 
also revealed books belonging to 
the Dover, Concord and St. 
Thomas Aquinas High Schools 
and Whitman College of Walla, 
Walla, Washington. 
Station· optimistic 
despite budget cuts 
By Lisa Prevost 
In -a survey conducted by The 
New Hampshire, of 40 male 
students and 40 female students, 
only 20 men and two women said 
they would even consider ·doing 
nude modeling for drawing and 
painting classes in the UNH art 
department. 
The art department currently 
has a list of about 50 people willing 
to model nude, according to 
secretary Suzanne Silvia, but only 
about 15 are used regularly. 
Silvia said the department will 
"need models desparately" next 
semester, but the majority of 
students surveyed said they would 
be too self-conscious to model 
nude. 
The job pays $4.35 an hour, 
there are no qualifications and all 
names are kept strictly 
confidential. 
Many of the models are art 
students and the ratio of males to 
females is about equal. 
"The most important thing to 
me was being involved in art 
-whether I was drawing or 
modeling," said one fem ale model 
and art student who wished to 
remain anonymous. · 
For her, the hardest things 
about nude modeling are being cold 
and holding a position for a long 
time. 
Although she was anxious 
during her first session, she was 
determined to do it. 
"I was very defiant because I had 
friends giving me flack," she 
explains. "Nice girls don't do that 
sort of thing." 
While modeling she concen-
trates on what the professor is 
saying, what is in front of her, or 
on the music which is usually 
playing. 
"One session had rhythm and 
blues and I was singing along," she 
recalls. "Somebody had to tell me 
to stop tapping my foot. I didn't 
realize." 
She says she receives more 
negative responses about her 
modeling from men than from 
women. 
"Men tend to see it more in 
sexual terms than in working 
terms," she says. 
The most difficult situation she's 
ever been in happened while 
drawing a nude model who turned 
out to be her boyfriend's ex-
girlfriend. 
"I kept thinking, 'Oh God, she's 
got nicer legs than I do'," she says, 
laughing. 
Art Instructor Craig Hood says 
he tells his students who have never 
llrawn from a nude model before 
to respect the model's privacy. 
"I tell them very emphatically 
that they should not laugh or 
giggle," he says. "People who are · 
naked are very vulnerable." 
Hood says he makes sure the 
models are warm enough, and 
provides a heater if necessary. 
He allows the models to take 
breaks whenever they need to and 
tries to give them poses they will be 
comfortable with. 
Though the worst thing a model 
can do is move, Hood-says he gets 
around it by marking the floor or 
chair with tape to get them back 
where they were. 
"In most of these classes, people 
are just grateful to have a model so 
they aren't too demanding of 
them," he said. 
Models may do a number of five 
or ten minute poses or only two 
poses for longer periods of time. A 
typical session is three hours long. 
Suzette Martin, a junior 
majoring in art, picked the job as a 
nude model this semester because 
it fits well into her schedule since 
she spends most of her time in the 
Paul Arts building. 
Although she was nervous her 
first time, she describes the 
atmosphere as very relaxed. 
"People who are not artists 
would not understand the way you 
cal} look at a nude figure almost as 
a still-life object," she explains. 
NUDES, -page 24 
UNH police Sgt. Robert Prince 
said the stolen books will be 
returned to the library shelves. The 
books had been stored in the 
University library and would have 
been used as evidence if necessary. 
Prince said the case is still under 
investigation, but declined to 
comment further. 
U.S. District CourtJudge Shane 
Devine suspended Gerrish 's one 
year sentence Monday and 
sentenced Gerrish to serve only 
three of the 12 months. 
By Martha Quigley 
Channel 11 could suffer more 
state and federal cuts in funding; 
but station director of 
development Dave Grifith says 
they're still in "good shape." 
"We 'II be going through a tight 
year or two but we'll make good 
the losses,'1 Grifith said. We need 
more private support, but 
productions looks good." 
"The year that begins July I st we 
anticipate a federal cut of 
$100,000," said Grifith, ••1 don't 
know what to expect on the state 
level." 
Last year the Channel 11 state 
funds were cut from $648,6Q0_ to 
$165,000 resulting in station 
cutbacks, Grifith said. 
The daytime instruction and 
nightly news programs have been 
abolished, he said. The station also 
had a 20% reduction in staff, 
Grifith said. 
The station is in the process of a 
fund raising drive, Dir.,,.+~- _r 
Production Sam Price said. This 
11 day "blockout is nationally , 
coordinated with all the TV · 
stations." Channel 11 personnel . 
has extended their fund drive one 
day and hope to raise $5,000 to 
$6,000 a night." Price said. 
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Sigma Beta pledges Kevin "White Shoes" Damon and Arthur "Mac" .McNaughton perform the "Little 
Birdie Song" in front of a full house in Spaulding 135 as associate professor of Administration John Burt 
looks on. (Tim Skeer photo) 
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Life in Egypt today worries Muhamed Ahmad 
By Lisa Prevost , 
"They just make the people here 
think that Sadat was gunned down 
'Jecause of opposition to the peace 
~reaty with Israel," says M uhamed 
. Ahmad; a UNH graduate student 
trom Egypt. 
"They"is the US news media. 
From news commentaries he has 
seen, Ahmad says the media only 
presented o~e side of former 
President Anwar el Sadat-the 
good one. 
"Here they just show Sadat as a 
· man of peace," Ahmad explains. 
"But I can tell Peter Jennings 
(ABC-TV reporter) knows a lot 
about people a~ound Sadat that 
were corrupted. 
Perhaps this view of Sadat as a 
hero is why it was hard for 
Americans to understand the 
obvious lack of emotion among 
the · Egyptian citizens after tpe 
assassination of a man who's main 
goal seemed to be ensuring peace. 
"There wasn't much grief 
because Sadat wasn't that popular 
a man in Egypt," Ahmad says 
bluntly. "Whenever you would say 
something against the govern-
ment, you might get arrested." 
Ahmad, who has lived with his 
wife, Ebtehal,' in Forest Park for 
almost two years, graduated from 
-~ the University of Cairo in 1972 
· anu rnen serv'ea m tne army ,1u1 
three years. 
He does not pl_an to _ return to 
Egypt, however, atter he completes 
his masters degree in civil 
engineering, unless there are some 
"drastic changes" in the Egyptian 
government. 
It is not that he is not proud of 
his country. You have only to step 
into the Ahmads' living room to 
realize this, for the walls are 
covered with Egyptian paintings of 
princesses, snapshots of ancient 
cities, and mysterious metallic 
designs. 
"Egypt has the greatest history 
in the world," he says. 
Actually, it is because he loves 
the country he grew up in that he 
can't stand to return and see the 
people "treated badly." 
He and EbtehaJ still keep in 
touch with friends and relatives . 
Recently they bought a short wave 
radio so they could hear Egyptian 
broadcasts. 
But Ahmad believes conditions 
are steadily worsenin_g. "The last 
time I was in Egypt I was very 
much amazed," he says. "I felt like 
this country was getting more and 
more corrupt." 
This trip took place in 
December of 1979 and he and 
Ebtehal expected the country's 
situation to be much improved. 
But everywhere they went they 
encountered people asking for 
bribes in return for minor services. 
"Here it is very simple to get a 
driver's license. "says Ahmad says. 
Sltear Kreati"11s 
. 6/1:Nt!irde 
·Rte. 4 and Rte. 125 
(Above'the Pharmacy)· 
Redken Products. 
UNtSEX HAIAStYlJNG.- . 
WALK IN SERVICE OR.APPL · . . 
Mon.-sar 9-5 868-2060 · Thurs. Jil 8 p:m. 
'30perator 
ShOf! 
"But in Egypt-you don't pass your 
test if you pon't pay someone a 
bribe." 
"People have to get more and 
more bribes to get around the 
money problems," he adds . 
What does he attribute these 
problems to? The Sadat regime. 
One that the United States 
supported. 
"Sadat made the people imagine 
that peace (with tire US) will bring 
prosperity to the country," Ahmad 
, says. "We kicked the Russians out 
and we got the Americans. But the 
people didn't gain anything from 
the treaty." 
It is the common people that are 
Ahmad's main concern. Although 
he was a · member of the middle 
class in Cairo, he, like most 
Egyptians, has relatives in one of 
the crude mud-hut villages without 
<;1ny conveniences. 
Most of the villages in Egypt do 
not have electricity, Ahmad said . 
"One of the few villages that had 
electricity was Sadat's native 
village." 
He was very surprised, though 
not saddened, by the assassination 
of Sadat, and sees it as a sign of the 
displeasure of the Egyptian people 
with the worsening economic 
conditions. 
"I couldn't imagine that 
something like that might happen 
in Egypt," Ahmad says. "If one 
looks at the history - of Egypt, 
political violence was not 
something that was a part of it." 
He agrees with Reagan's 
opinion that it was not safe for him 
to go to Sadat's funeral. Yet he 
recalls how different the country 
was when former President Nixon 
visited Egypt in 1974. 
"The Egyptians were afraid of 
their country's relations with 
Russia ," he says. "There were huge 
amounts of people in the streets of 
Cairo. About two million. I don't 
think he could believe it. It just 
showed the Egyptian people were 
willing to have a good relationship 
with the US." 
As the situation worsens ·in 
Egypt, Ahmad says, they are 
becoming less impressed with 
Western influence in their country. 
"Egypt receives $8 billion 
American dollars," Ahmad says. 
'' But if you just go to the villages of 
Egypt you won't feel the country is 
getting $8 billion." 
He doesn't blame the US for its 
policy, however, because "if they 
don't support these kinds of 
regimes then they might fall into 
the hands of Russia." 
According to Ahmad, what 
Egypt needs most is a democracy, 
not a US-supported dictatorship. 
The place to start, he says, is 
with a training program in the 
· villages on h~w to vote anp_bo_w to _ 
.NIGHT 
.GRILL 
In the MUB Cafeteria 
·Chili, Salads, B.urgers 
and Hot Dogs 
Monday ·- Thursday 
4 p.m. - 8 p~m. 
be a part of the country. 
"The majority .of Egyptians 
(during Sadat's regime) wouldn't 
go and vote because they 
considered it a waste of time," 
Ahmad explains. 
Though he doesn't know of any . 
torturings, _ like those which · 
occurred under former President 
Nasser, he says opponents to 
Sadat's policy were warned to 
"keep their mouths shut." 
Ahmad points -out that Sadat 
had politicians, journalists and 
blind clergymen put in jail for their 
views several weeks before his 
death. 
However, the people still had 
their-share of jokes about Sadat, he. 
laughs. A popular one -had to do 
with a brownish spot on Sadat's 
forehead which supposedly came 
from the Moslem custom of 
touching one's head to the ground 
while praying. 
But the people claim he got it 
while serving as vice president 
under Nasser. Nasser wore a large 
ring on his hand and rumor had it 
that whenever Sadat opened his 
mouth to speak, Nasser would hit 
him in the head to keep him quiet. 
Ahmad explains the way the 
Egyptian people looked at Sadat 
with an analogy to Nixon and the 
American people. 
"The American people thought 
Nixon was doing OK on foreign 
policy, but what concerned them 
most is what he did inside the 
United States," said Ahmad . 




(continued from page 3) 
"We 're going to end up changing 
the goal," said Price. "~he 
beginning of every year we proJect 
what we're going to raise. If w_e 
raise more money, that helps but it 
is seldom that we go over." 
Channel 11 has transmitters in 
Keene, Hanover, Littleton and 
Berlin. The cutbacks have resulted 
in "taking the Berlin transmitter 
off the air and cutting on the 
channel hours on the other three," 
Grifith said. 
Grifith said they do not 
anticipate a major bre~kdown. 
The Channel 11 transmitter on -
Saddleback Mountain in 
Deerfield is an antique, Grifith 
said. By' obtaining 2.2 million 
dollars from the capital budget, the 
transmitter is being replaced. 
The cutbacks are a result of the 
state's financial crisis, he said. 
BIRTHDAY? CHRISTMAS? CONT ACT LENSES and 
CHANNUKAH? ANNIVERSARY? 
ANY DAY! 1 !--. 
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l:y Martha Sleep 
The fall of 1983 is going to be 
round up time at the ranch, but it 
won't be cattle they are herding. 
Instead, if the experiment goes 
well, thousands of salmon will be 
captured in Casco Bay, Maine 
according to Zoology professors 
Philip J. Sawyer. 
He and his wife have started an 
ocean ranch in Yarmouth, Maine 
from which he plans to release a 
million baby salmon into the 
waters off Yarmouth this May. 
The ocean ranch uses a species 
of fish with a strong homing 
instinct. The eggs are hatched, 
raised to a specific size, that can 
live in the ocean and then released 
in the ocean. 
"We have been oriented toward 
fish research and working with fish 
for several years. My whole life has 
been fish. I've always been 
interested in them," Sawyer said. 
"We tried two or three different 
ways to work with them (fish) 
under Sea Grant Research or 
Private Sponsorship--sometimes it 
works, sometimes it doesn't," he 
said. 
The salmon eggs are first 
shipped air freight from Alaska to 
Boston, and taken to a hatchery 
near Maine's Sugar Loaf 
Mountain. Once hatched they are 
transferred to specially designed 
detailing pool's next to the Central 
Maine Power Company plant on 
Casco Bay. 
Sawyer said some federal funds 
were used but that the hatchery is 
primarily privately funded. 
"We originally built an unusual 
hatchery. Water in it was recycled 
and solar heated. Because of the 
conservation of water we got some 
Federal funding to prove the 
system."It worked! It took three 
years just to get the necessary 
permits--there are an incredible 
number of obstacles." 
"The generating plants are 
running at all times pumping 
250,000 gallons of water through 
the plant. That water has an odor 
that fish can detect and identify as 
its parent stream (original 
birthpl~ce)," he said. 
They "imprint" the odor then 
leave Casco Bay for the ocean. 
For this work, Sawyer chose two 
Pacific species of salmon, the Pink 
and the Chum. 
••There are several reasons for 
picking Pacific salmon. The eggs 
are available and the Pink and 
Chum lifestyles do not conflict 
with the Atlantic Salmon," he said. 
On .their return they'll be caught 
and held until the eggs are ripe and 
then they will develop their own 
stock. 
, Sawyer explained, .. one 
experience in the Atlantic (by the 
parent fish) is transmitted to the 
offspring. After a few cycles they 
are adapted to the Altlantic. If we 
get back half of 1% our first try 
we'll be delighted." 
· Staff changes 
Darryl Cauchon has been 
named as news editor of The New 
Hampsh_ire, beginning with 
today's paper, editor in chief 
Lonnie Brennan announced. 
Cauchon will replace Jackie 
MacMullan, who will leave her 
position as news editor to become 
sports editor with Steve Damish. 
MacMullan and Damish will 
replace Lafry McGrath, who was 
sports editor since January 1980. 
Both Cauchon and Damish were 
staff reporters for The New 
Hampshire before assuming their 
editorial positions. 
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CALEltDAR 
FRIDAY, December 4 
LAST DAY FOR PRESENTING FINAL COPIES OF 
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION OR MASTER'S THESIS TO 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR BINDING (DECEMBER 
GRADUATION). LAST DAY TO TAKE FINAL 
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION FOR THE MASTER'S 
DEGREE. 
LIFE FEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Holiday Cheers: 
An Approach to Responsible Drinking. Films, workshops, and 
displays by the Alcohol Advisory Committee. Sponsored by 
Residential Life, Counseling and Testing, and Health Education 
Center. Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. For 
additional activities, call Kathy lrla-Chesney, 862-2120. 
MA.THEMATICS COLLOQUIM: Embeddings and Immersions 
of Projective Spaces. Prof. Samuel Gitter, Brandeis University, 
Room M327, Kingsbury, 3-4 p.m. 
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs . Boston College . Swasey Pool, 4 p.m. 
TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs . McIntosh College. Lundholm 
Gym, Field House, 6 p.m. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs . Minnesota Blue Jays. Snively 
Arena, 7 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH students 
with ID $I; children under five admitted free . Men's athletic tickes 
are not valid. 
COMMITTEE ON SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF EL 
SALVADOR LECTURE: Universities in El Salvador and the 
Political and Economic Situation. Prof. Joaquin Samay9a, 
Catholic University of El Salvador. Sponsored by Student Political 
Forum. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m. Admission: $1. 
SENIOR RE CIT AL: Janie Fitz, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul ,_ 
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
UNIVERSTIY THEATER: Lanford Wilson's drama, "The Mound 
Builders," is set in a Midwest archaeological dig. Interweaving past 
and present.the action of the play develops the conflicts between 
conservation and commercialism. Directed by Joseph D. 
Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts center, 8 p.m. 
Admission: USN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3; 
general $4. 
MUB PUB: Abrams and Anderson - a ·comedy team and Now 
Sound Express. Sponsored by M USO. 8 p.m. Admission: UNH 
ID/ Proof of age required. 
/ 
SA TU RDA Y, December 5 
WOMEN'S EXHIBITION ICE HOCKEY: vs. Minnesota Blue 
Jays. Snively Arena, 3 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UN H 
students with ID $I; children under five admitted free. Men's 
athletic tickets are not valid. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
Admission: Reserved $5; general $3.50. Tickets not sold in advance. 
For additional information, call 862-1853. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN: Christmas Concert. 
Sponsored by Student Activities. University Galleries, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
SCOPE CONCERT: J. Geils. Field House, 8 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Lanford Wilson's Drama, "The 
Mound Builders." Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller. Johnson 
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. Matinee 2 p.m.; evening 
performance 8 p. m. Admission: USN H students and 
employees / senior citizens $3; general $4; matinee school groups ( 15 
or more) $1. 
On the 40th Anniversary of 
the U.S. involvement in WWII 
. One should no~ forget the 
,/ 
MUB PUB: To Be Announced. Admission charged. 
CREATIVE ARTS SYMPOSIUM: Sculpture exhibit, lectures, -
films, workshops. Sponsored by Association for Creative Arts and 
Programming Fund Organization. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 a.m.-closing. Exhibition continues through 
December 13. 
CONTRADANCE: with Swallowtail. Sponsored by Country 
Dancers. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. All 
dances will be taught. 
SUNDAY, December 6 
RED CROSS BLOOD BANK: ••It's a Dickens of a Christmas!" 
Sponsored by Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon-5 p.m. 
CREATIVE ARTS SYMPOSIUM: Sculpture exhibit and 
opening. Antoinette Schultze, sculptor and painter. Sponsored by 
Association for Creative Arts, Programming Fund Organization, 
and Eaton House. Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 
1-4 p.m. Exhibit open daily IO a.m.-5 p.m. through December I 3. 
SENIOR RECITAL: Alyson Smith-Ciechomski, string bass and 
Kristen Swanson, violin. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 3 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: "Rude Boys·."Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 
and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass. 
MUB PUB: Sunday Nite Oldies. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢. UNH 
ID/ proof of age required . 
MONDAY, December 7 
RED CROSS BLOOD BANK: ••1t•s a Dickens of a Christmas!" 
Sponsored by Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through 
December 9. 
AMLL PORTUGUESE FILM: ••How Tasty Was My Little 
Frenchman." English subtitles. Donation: $ I: Room 110, 
Murkland, 4:30 p.m. 
NEW / OLD CINEMA: "Twentieth Century," directed by Hawks. 
Sponsored by M USO. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m. 
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES: Strong at the Broken Places. Max 
Cleland, former Administrator of the V .A. and triple amputee. 
Catholic Student Center, Madbury Road, ·Durham, 8:15 p.m. 
TUESDAY, December 8 
RED CROSS BLOOD BANK: ••1t•s a Dickens of a Christmas!" 
Sponsored by Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The End of Antiquity. 
William R. Jones, History. Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 
p.m. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs .. Providence College. Snively Arena, 
7 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH students with ID$ I; 
children under five admitted free. Men's athletic tickets are not 
valid. 
AMLL PORTUGUESE FILM: ••How Tasty Was My Little 
Frenchman." English subtitles. Donation: $1. Room 110, 
Murkland, 8 p.m. 
Holocaust 
An Evening in Remembrance of ·the Holocaust 
A slideshow of the Concentration Camps and 
Two Survivors to recount their experiences 
8 pm Wednesday, Dec 9 
Carroll-Belknap Rm, MUB 
Admission Free, Everyone is Welcome 
Sonsored by: 
Jewish Sudent Organization 
Hillel, PFO 
An interesting, informative and important presentation 
( 
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NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN COFFEE HOUR: 
The Language offices will hold weekly coffee hours in the 
upstairs lounge of Marston House, the foreign language 
mini-dorm . Sponsored by AMLL. Wednesday, 
December 9, 3-5 p.m. 
INTERSESSION WOMEN'S STUDIES SPECIAL 
TOPICS 595: Exploring the· Female Experience: 
Weaving New Connections. Two week course will be held 
January 4-15, 1982. Four credit course fee, $50 per credit 
hour. A MANDATORY meeting for all participants will 
be· held December 16. For more . information, call 
Women's Studies Office, Room 307 A, Dimond Library, 
2-2194. 
PART-TIME TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 
GRADUATE STUDENTS: Applications for Semester 
II are due in the Graduate School Office by December 9. 
Contact Sylvia Poitras at 862-2210 for requirements. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
DREAM WORKSHOP: Discussion of dream origin and 
analysis. Sponsored by TOSNOM. Monday, December 
· 7, Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m. 
Admi_ssion: students free; non-students $1. 
INDUSTRIAL FORUM ON CAREER AL TERNA-
·TIVES: Tailored to those considering a career in 
engineering or science, but all are welcome. Sponsored by 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Wednesday, 
December 9, Room 206, Horton Social Science, 7:30 
p.m. Refreshments will be served. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below. 
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room 
2E, Stoke- Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-US NH 
personnel. 
Tours and demonstrations of the computing facilities will 
be arranged on request. For information about course 
content and tour scheduling, call Computer Services, 
862-3527. 
MICROCOMPUTER INTEREST-GROUP: For those 
interested in the use of microcomputers in an educational 
setting. Friday, December 4, Stoke Cluster, 2:30-4:30 
p.m . . 
BACKUP: One-session course explains how to archive 
or .store files on magnetic tape. Monday, December 7, 
Stoke cluster, 2-4 p.m. Prerequisite: Beginning 
Timesharing. Previous experience with tapes is helpful, 
but not ·required. Course fee: $2. 
HELP SESSION: For individual help about specific· 
problems. Tuesday, December 8, Stoke Cluster, 8-9:30 
a.m. · 
BEGINNING SOS: Instruction in creating an_d editing 
program and data files on the DECsysteml0. Tuesday, 
December 8, Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m. Prerequisite: 
knowledge of timesharing equivalent to that covered in . 
Beginning Timesharing. Course fee: $2. 
COUNSELING & TESTING 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES WORKSHOP: 
Jealousy. STET, December 9, Scholfield House . .7 p.m. 
GENERAL 
LIFEFEST: A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: New 
Games workshop. come and play! Jeff Whitman and 
Chris Roland, Physical Education Department. 
Sponsored by Residential Life. Counseling & Testing, 
and Health Education Center. Friday, December 4, New 
Hampshire Hall, 7:30 p.m. For. additional information, 
contact Kathy lrla-Chesney, 862-2120. · 
\ 
SOME CHRISTMAS 
GIFf IDEAS FROM 
WILDERNESS TRAILS 
TRAMP - NYLON WALLETS- The rage in wallets. Ultra lightweight. 
Waterproof Assorted colors. $4oo_$ J 400 
At:OR!VSLIPPER SOCKS- Solves the problem of drafty floors an~ coldfee't. 
Jnsultated leather sole. Natural wool sock upper. $ J 7. 95 
SIERRA CLUB CALENDARS- Wilderness, Trail, Wildlife, & Engagement. 
A gift everyone can use. $5.95_$695 
IMPORTED WOOL SCARF- These beautiful scarves are imported from 
Ecuador. Natural earth tones~blended with soft pastel shades. 100% wool. 
LEATHER PALM GLOVES- We sell out of these every year. Woolen glove 
with a soft leather palm for good grip. Perfect for driving or those not-so- . 
cold days. $2200 · 
J ~lPildtrnt55 [rails 
~ :=-- Pettee Brook Lane Tel . 
Durham, New Hampshire 038.24 (603) 868-5584 
Special Christmas hours: 
Mon, Tues 9-5:30 
Wed, Thurs, Fri 9-8:30 
-VISA ' -· -
Sat 9-5 
Sun 11-5 
Wilderness Camping, Backpacking 
and Cross-Country Ski Equipment 
. Group remembers 
deaths in El Salvador 
By John Gammon 
Noma Pompilo Menbreuo was 
killed on May 14, 1980 by 
plainclothes officers who arrived 
at the school in a red microbus. 
The men shot the 28 year old 
Director of a rural school in El 
Salvador with submachine guns 
inside the school and in front of her 
students, according to a plaque 
carried by a demonstrator in front 
of Thompson Hall yesterday. 
For the second time in a month, 
people from the Committee in 
Solidarity with the People of El 
Salvador and the Solders for Peace 
held a demonstration. They were 
protesting Menbreuo's death and 
the "sacrificial death of more than 
20,000 Salvadoreans as well as the 
on going persecution of the 
Salvadorean academic commun-
ity," said Reverend David 
Grainger, a Minister at St. Thomas 
More Church. Approximately 50 
people p_articipated in the 
demonstration. 
The protesters wal~ed from St. 
Thomas More Church up Main St. 
to Thompson Hall. Each carried a 
plaque with the name of a teacher 
or student who was killed in El 
Salvador and a brief description of 
their death. 
The information was provided 
by Amnesty International, an<I 
international organization which 
investigates violations of human 
rights around the world. 
The Rev. Federick Penhett, also 
of St. Thomas More, addressed the 
gathering, calling for "American 
policy-makers to limit the 
violence." 
According to Pennett, more 
than 10,000 Salvadoreans have 
been killed in the first nine months 
of this year. 
•• Amnesty has found that no less 
than 92 of (the deaths) were caused 
by soldiers or security officers of 
the Right-Wing ruling Junta," 
Pennett said. 
The demonstration coincided 
with other national events planned 
by the Religious Task Force on El 
Salvador a national group to 
commemorate the lives and deaths 
of four American (STET) killed in 
El Salvador on December 2 of last 
year. 
Yoav Elinevsky, a demonstrator 
and a member of the Student's 
Political Forum, seemed pleased 
with the rally saying, "taking into 
account the political awareness of 
· this campus, the turnout was 
good." 
Professor Joaquin Samayoa, of 
the Catholic U niveristy of El 
Salvador, will speak tonight on El 




The Mound Builders 
By Lanford Wilson 
Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
December 1-5 at 8 p.m. 
December 2 and 5 at 2 p.m. 
Preview: November 30 at 8 p.m. 
General: S4 
UNH Students/Employees, Seniors: S3 
Preview: Sl 
Reservations: (603J 862-2290 
Dinner-Theater Package 
New England Center Restaurant 
~ C p I. TEL. 868-2280 
~ ARE nARMACY 
/I -;,,'\ 51-53 MAIN ST. DURHAM, N. H. 
~INC. 
Sale Of The Dau 
A different item on sale everyday 
Frldau, Dae. 4. 
Pretty Hair, Pretty Nails, Pretty Neat 
Cho~ce of Revlon nail polish FREE 
saturdau, Dae. 5 
@,&&.ke® gift sets 250/o off 
mondau, Dae. 7 
Kodak film (110-24 and C135-24) 
$1.99 per roll (limit two per customer) 
Tuasdau,Dae.a 
Jovan Musk Oil 0.8 fl. oz. 
2 bottles for $4.99 
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Eliot took a magic carpet ride across America 
By Sheila McDonough 
Scott Eliot lived in New 
Hampshire for twenty seven of his , 
twenty eight years. For the last ten 
months, however, he has traveled 
from Florida to Michigan and 
from California to Texas. 
"Hitch-hiking isn't the safest 
way to go, but when you're broke it 
is the only way," explained Eliot. 
Last January Eliot quit his job at 
UN H and withdrew from school. 
He decided that before he settled 
down into school and a job that he 
needed to travel. 
"I had some personal problems 
and getting away seemed the best 
thing to do. I didn't give myself 
time to think. I packed my knap-
sack and said goodbye to ~ _my 
girlfriend, all in the same day that I 
made up my mind to leave," Eliot 
said. 
Eliot headed south as winter 
came to New Hampshire. '"Not 
because I wanted to go to Florida, 
but because it was cold here and 
that seemed like a warm place," he 
said. 
Eliot arrived in Miami wearing a 
heavy winter coat and lugging his 
knap-sack. His hair was dirty and 
his stomach was empty. With the 
little amount of money Eliot had, 
he entered a diner near a carnival 
and his "luck changed for a while." 
"A lady pointed out a truck stop 
across the street where there are 
showers. By the time I had cleaned 







you get a 
Pitcher For 
h Sl 
carny,'' he said. 
He went with them to the 
carnival and was hired. Eliot drove 
the trucks and tractor trailers 
hauling the carnival's games anq 
booths. 
"Booths," he said, "If the guys 
heard me calling them booths 
they'd punch me. They call them 
joints. There is a lot of language to 
pick up." 
Eliot said the carnival was "like 
a society inside society" in which 
everybody takes care of each other. 
They took him in "right away," 
Eliot said, and as long as he 
worked hard he had a place to stay. 
Eliot slept under a carnival truck 
for six months while in Michigan 
and on the road. 
"The bosses stay at winter 
quarters with their families for the 
school year and then they come up 
to Michigan in the spring. But 
whenever they need to, the bosses 
jump in their RV's (mobile homes) 
and drive up. T_!lat's the top, and 
then there's people like me 
working, doing the real work, on 
the bottom," he said. 
While running his "Bushel 
Basket" booth, Eliot said he 
"didn't like taking money from 
people." 
"For a· quarter you get to throw 
a basketball in the basket. What 
you don't know is that the baskets 
are tilted just so, and it is read hard 
to get the balls to stay in. I would 
toss it in everytime (from constant 
practice). It looked easy." 
"There was this one man with his 
three kids. I wanted to tell him no 
matter how hard he tried, laying 
those quarters was not gomg to get 
the kids that huge stuffed animal 
they wanted," he said. 
When Eliot had had enough of 
the carnival lifestyle, he headed 
west toward Colorado. 
Colorado, Utah and Nevada 
were "boring," he said, with their 
-flatlands of scrub-brush and 
tuml?_le-weeds. 
~I~ 




Every Wednesday Chose From 8 Different 
Spaghetti Toppings $2.75 
Toppings include: 
Meatballs, Red clam, Sausage, Florentine, Shrimp 
Broccoli, White Clam, Meat Sauce 
Begins Dec. 9 
Lunch 
Mon-Fri .I 1:30-2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
Mon-Thurs - 4:00-8.:00 p.m. 
Fri-Sat - 4:·00-9:00 p.m. 
Sunday • 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
After nine months on his 
countryside tour from New 
Hampshire to California, Eliot 
became homesick for his girlfriend 
rnd the friends he left behind. 
"I wasn't lookin2 forward · to 
trekking across the U.S. agitin. So 
when I hitched a ride with this 
Mexican-American couple out of 
· Santa Barbara, I went with them to 
Texas." 
Eliot worked at a furniture 
moving company in Houston for 
two weeks where he ate and slept at 
home with the Mexican-American 
couple, Jesse and Lily. , 
· They took him out to drinlcing 
parties in the parking lots of the 
Seven-Eleven stores around 
Houston. 
"When Jesse really got wild, we 
would ride around and he would 
shool his thirty-eight out the 
window at street lights," said Eliot. 
"Mexican~Americans are just 
like in the movies. They drive 
around in low-rider cars with the 
dingo balls and the naked ladies 
hanging from the mirors," he said. 
After two weeks, Eliot had 
earned enough to buy a plane 
ticket to Boston. 
"Looking out the window of the 
plane I watched the country I had 
Just trucked around being 
miniaturized. There were patches 
of green going one way and the 
patches of brown another. The 
patterns of the roads and houses 
looked like toys, and then they 
were gone. It is like all this 
countryside is out there just 
waiting for someone to go by and 
appreciate it,'' he said. 
The past ten months are a part of 
Scott Eliot that no one can take 
from him. 
Eliot said he learned a lot from 
the trip and has no regrets even 
though his pockets are still empty. 
"It is something I gave to myself. 
I had to do it before I could settle 
down for good. It was great." 
The 
New Hampshire 
SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBUN 
JAN 27-MAY 5 . INSTITUTE OF IRISH STUDIES 
12-15 CREDITS 
SUMMER SESSION INSTITUTE OF IRISH STUDIES 
AUG 1-AUG 21 AT TRINITY COLLF:GE, DUBLIN 
6CR~DITS 
FOR INFORMATION: 
r ,,~ ~ Dr. John J. Mclean 
... .._ , , Mohegan Community College 
a.. -.. .J Norwich, CT 06360 
886-1931, x243 





·study Abroad: England. 1re1and. lsrael,~Me,xico, Spain, Denmark, Egypt, Germany, India, Switzerland, 
Ghana 
Work Abroad: England. Ireland. France. New Zeala.nd 
NEXT SEMESTER 
BREAK TO THE ROCKIES 
14 Units of College Credit Availabll' 
A semester of intensive, backcountry education at the 
nation's foremost wilderness training center. THE NA-
TIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL. 
Earn college credit while learning a broad spectrum of 
wilderness skills. The NOLS Semester in the Rockies ' 
offers a 3 ½ month program of wilderness training 
ideal for students in the sciences, environmental studies 
recreation-or anyone looking for an· exciting alterna: 
tive to the standard desk-and-laboratory semester in 
college. 
The NOLS Semester program includes four · intensive 
expeditions: ski touring in the winter backcountry of 
Wyoming, backpacking through the deserts and prairie 
of Utah, a speleology course in the remarkable Wind 
Caves of South Dakota, and a climbing camp which 
begins with the basics and works up to advanced 
rescue techniques. 
This rich educational wilderness experience is open to 
men and women 18 years and older. 14 units of college 
credit is available; over 150 colleges and universities 
have recognized the N()DS training program as an 
important academic field experience. 
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Dover--unf 1;1rnished ----McDONOUGH----
< continued from page 2) 
loan she received last year-$1250- was counted "' Aid to Famili~s with Dependent Children 
Small, old, apartment. Living room, kitchen, bath, large 2nd 
floor storage room. Ref.-stove. $165 .00 mon. plus oil and electric. 
6 month lease or I year. Pets neg. 
toward her financial aid ceiling this year. However, (AFDC). This year the food stamp allotment was , 
McDonough said she had already spent the loan cut from $93 a month to $67 a month because her 
money last year. grants and loans from last year were counted as 
A work-study allotment of $1500 was also made income. She is receiving $2940 in fooct stamps and 
Ray Desja'rdin-s 
742-5919 
for McDonough this year. Although she has AFDC payments during this schoolyear. 
worked during other semesters, she claims the McDonough 's total income for the 9-month Dolls 
demands of school and family have prevented her school period (counting the work-study funds 
from working thus far this year. although she is not earning them yet) come to 
"Just the time spent looking for a job has hurt $7085 after educational expenses. Food, laundry, 
my schoolwork," McDonough said, "and my rent and utilities will total $6490 in the same 
academic record is already hurting from the time I period. 
~~ 
spend with my kids." These figures take into account a journalism 
-------when McDorfoUgn-gels liomeTrom sdfooT she _______ _ infefifsliip-·she ·wm nave· nextse'inestff:-As ·aii"Tiiiern---- · 
_________ AvailabJe_ At __ ____ ____ . 
does the housework. From dinnertime until the she will only earn $45 a week but her tuition for the 
children's bedtime, she spends with her children. semester will go down to $100. 
Then she studies from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. "I wouldn't have been able to continue next 
Getting by is hard. The children wear hand-me- semester if I didn't have the internship," she said. 
downs from cousins. Christmas gifts will be bought If her federal aid is reduced she could not 





at the Salvation Army store. continue as a full time student McDonough said. 
"I eat ·what the kids don't eat, and they eat a lot She would try to support ·her family and save 
of cereal and spaghetti," she said. "We don't eat enough money to take one class at a time. 
much meat." .- __ - _ _ - . ''The only way I can go to school is with a 
The farnily_gets food stamps and payments from · BEOG"_ McDQnough said, -
----~POWLEY-----
full tim~. -
(continued from page 2) 
expenses. 
"I'll have to take one course at a time forever," 
Powley said. "I really' want to go to school." • 
Powley, 24, can get no money from her parents. 
She is the daughter of a truck driver and a lunck 
counter cook. Her heavily indebted parents have 
four children and three of them are in college with 
federal assistance. 
Powley works 13 hours a week at a work-study 
job and 15 hours a week as a counter clerk at a 
cleaning store. 
As an independent student she struggles with the 
extra expenses of commuting and maintaining a 
home. She also pays almost $50 a month on a loan 
she had to take out to cover debts which built up 
before she even came to school. 
After the payments for basics like rent, utilities 
and food are made, Powley has only $70 a month 
left over for all other expenses. To keep down 
heating bills, the temperature is kept at 55 degrees 
in the }:louse she shares with four other people. 
1901 
COristmZls 
· In additionl to _her wages she is receiving $1250 
on a national direct student loan, $1400 from a Pell 
grant, and $780 from a private scholarship. After 
educational expenses she has $5,340 left for living 
Powley believes the Reagan Administration's 
policies will make the situation worse. Cra~s "I don't buy it," she said. "My situation is only 
getting worse and J- see it,_only getting worse in the 










Christmas Things for fun and gifts. 
Wicker animal baskets, wicker, 
brass, glass, tin, and paper boxes, 
mobiles, kites, and air things. 
Satin lip pillows, dried apple tree 
ornaments, and Christmas cooking 
things. Croc-0-Shirts, 27 and 40 
_ inch shoe laces, and baby- things. 
And, a few questionable things. 
.d ~ ~ i 
·,~. •':o. 
Gifts for Everythings -
at • S 




Mill Road. Durham, N.H. 
603-868-5202 








Granite State R_mm 
f\emorial Union, UNl1 
New Hampshire 
D·OVER RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
SKI/SKATE SALE 
Dec. 4th, 5-9 p.m., Dec. 5th 9-5 p.m. 
Location: Dover Recreation Center 
· Lower Washington St., Dover, N.H. 
CALL 742-5718 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
"Ski Equipment" "Skating Equipment" 
•X-Country •Hockey Skates 
•Downhill •Figure Skates 
•Clothing & Accessories •Roller Skates 
NEW & USED EQUIPMENT AT GREAT SAVINGS! 
PARTICIPATING RETAILERS: 
*L'Equite Sports *Piche 's Spo~ts 
*Putnam Sports *Ski Shed 
Plus: PRIVATE CONSIGNMENT EQUIPMENT 
******************************* 






(Great Britain, 1980) 
"One hell of an event, a remarkable mix of character study. rock opera and social 
documentary," 
Sunday, December 6th 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Strafford Room, MUB 
$1.00 Admission 
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Student Senate opposes laundry cost • 1ncrease,s 
By Deirdre Wilson 
The Student Senate attacked a 
proposal by Residential Life to 
increase laundry costs next 
semester. 
At their last meeting on Nov.22, 
senators proposed a bill that would 
request Residential Life not to 
institute the increases, some of 
which could reach up to 50 cents 
per wash from 35 cents. 
The bill was later tabled, but 
action on it was expected at their 
meeting this Sunday, along with a 
proposed halt to Residential Life's 
annual transfer of $20,000 from 
laundry services to the general 
, Residential Life budget. 
Anthony Zizos, administrative 
assistant to Residential Life, said 
the laundry cost increases and the 
budget transfer were necessary. 
•~over the past five years, we 
have traditionally moved laundry 
profits into the general Residential · 
Life budget," Zizos said. "The net 
effect of that is keeping room and 
board rates down. The room rates 
are set in such a fashion that they 
depended on the transfer this fiscal 
year." 
He said the laundry meter 
increases were to cover equipment 
maintenance and replacement, and 
to prevent a deficit in the laundry 
service budget this fiscal year. The 
price increases would be effective · 
January, 1982. 
Zizos said the laundry machines 
usually made a profit,_but this year 
there would ne none. 
"We're projecting a $9,000 net 
loss to the reserves in fiscal year 
1982," he said. "The gain to the 
reserves has decreased over the 
past five years." 
Zizos explained the laundry 
service has l,een $40,000 "in the 
black," while the Residential Life 
budget has been $900,000 "in the 
red." 
"We need this transfer of 
$20,000 to off set Residential Life 
expenses," Zizos said. 
Student Senator Chris 
Wiegman, a Hetzel Hall resid~nt, 
introduced the bill that would halt 
the $20,000 transfer and the 
laundry cost increases. 
She said the money transfer was 
unnecessary, and the laundry costs 
increase would only aggravate 
students facing continual tuition 
and room and board increases 
every year. 
Supporting the senate bill, 
Residential Life Council chair 
person Kathleen Jarvinen stated 
that currently, room and board 
increases of $250 to $300 are being 
generated within the Residential 
Life department. 
"I don't think that $20,000 is a 
significant factor to decreased 
room and board costs," she said. 
Under the proposed Residential 
Life plan for laundry costs, there 
would be the following increases: 
--thirty five cent washes would 
be increased to 50 cents. 
--present electric dryer costs 
IO cents per 15 minutes would be 
increased to 25 cents per 30 
minutes. 
-:present natural_gas d_ryer costs 
of 25 cents per 30 minutes would be 
increased to 25 cents per 20 
minutes. 
. '' I n s o me ways t h i s i s 
economical,ly justifiable," Zizos 
saia . . "It. ortly takes me forty 
t Itiinutes to dry my clothes, and that 
would cost $.50. There wouldn't be 
a ten minute waste of energy." He 
explained that students already 
paid for water and electricity in 
their room and board bills, but 
that natural gas costs were borne 
by the Residential Life 
department. 
Chairperson of student services, 
Jim Carroll attacked the 
Residential Life plan. "We're 
looking at an increase of 25 cents , 
total, and tacking on an extra IO 
minutes to dry clothes," he said. "It 
takes me 30 minutes to dry my 
clothes. That's a waste, a rip-off. I 
think the Senate bill is excellent 
and justified." 
Student Senator Mike Harmon 
gave his approval to the Senate 
bill, which would not allow the 
increases proposed by Residential 
Life. 
"I like the bill," he said. 
"Because I don't like the continual 
reserve transfer. The Residential 
Life $900,000 deficit has been 
reduced via surcharge. If the 
University continues to charge in 
one area, to pay for another area, 
we don't get an accurate view of the 
true cost of how much we're paying 
to go to UNH." 
Harmon felt that the state's tax 
system fostered this attitude of 
"hiding costs." 
Zizos t'old the Senate he though 
Residential Life needed the 
laundry cost increase. 
"If we don't have the reserves, 
Residential Life goes in the hole 
more," he said. "And unless there's 
a price increase this year, natural 
gas prices, and the increase in 
equipment replacement prices." 
Zizos also told Senators that 
there was currently enough in the 
reserves to probably defray those 
costs, and if they used the reserves, 
the laundry service would break 
even. But room and board rates 
would go up more than expected. 
Student Body Vice President 
Andy Katz suggested tacking on 
extra laundry costs to the room 
and board bill instead of giving 
residents the "hassle" of having to 
pay more each week, but most 
senators were hesitant about his 
suggestion. 
Residential Life Council 
Chairperson Jarvinen stressed 
again that increased prices would 
also mean a waste of money and 
er.ergy if a resident didn't need the 
entire amount of drying time. 
Ray Foss, financial affairs 
chairman, proposed an 
amendment to the senate bill 
requesting only an increase in the 
cost of using natual gas dryers. 
Student Activity Fee Council 
Chairperson Laura Nagy claimed 
that the issue was confusing. 
"Certainly more research should 
be done before we vote on this," 
she said. "Our constituents should 
be consulted." Nagy also said 
refusing to let Residential Life 
raise .laundry prices "just because 
we want our laundry prices at 30 
cents" is impractical. · 
"The Residential Life budget is 
so unpredictable right now," Nagy 
said. 
The Student Senate decided to 
table voting on the bill until the · 
next senate meeting, which will be 
this Sunday. 
Anthony Zizos made one last 
plea. "I'm really upset," he· said. "I 
want to remain amicable with the 
Senate and the Residential Life 
Council. We have researched this 
conflict. This is significant . But in 
terms of finance, I can't justify not 





Universit)'. of Maryland College Park 
NEW PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAM 
IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
MASTER OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 
Professional Education for Careers in 
• Federal, state and local government 
• Public policy activities in the business sector 
• Nonprofit organizations and associations 
Charter class to enroll Fall Semester 1982 
SCHOLARSHIP AND FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
For further information and application materials, 
call or write: Nancy Berta 
Assist,ml to the Dean 
School of Public Affairs · 
1218 Social Sciences Building 
University of Maryland 
College Park, MD 20742 
(301) 454-7238 
The University of Maryland is an equal opportunity institution. 
Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. 
C THE TIN PA1-.ACE ~ 
THE DANCE-A-THON 
IS BACK! 
. ~ FOOD & DRINK 7 
In Our Fireplac_e · Lounge 
Wednesday is ... 
Ladies Night 
Free Rose to each lady! 
Hetzel Hall goes wild once again in 
its benefit for the Kidney Foundation 
To be held Feb. 5°,6 & 7, 1982 
in the Granite State· Room, MUB 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
THE ~._(J. 'S WUNH-FM 
THE CHORDS-
STVN and ... 
DANCERS!!!! 
This year's grand prize is a week for 
two in ·Bermuda to the 
WINNING couple 
(COLLECT SPONSORS NOW) 
Packets available at the Commuter Center, MUB 
Information Desk, Area I, II, and III desks, Hetzed 
Information Desk, Area I, II, and III desks, Hetzel 
Hall (see front . hulle~ii). ~:>Oard) · 
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Cambridge Program discovers England 
By Maryann Lauchauer 
The cost of living in Britain is 
not so expensive this year that 
UN H cannot run its Cambridge, 
England program for the fourth 
time this summer, according to 
English Professor John 
Richardson. 
The program, which began in 
1979, was not held last year because 
of the unstable finance issues 
abroad and extremely high British 
inflation, Richardson said. 
•• American money is really 
strong i relation to the pound this 
year, though," Richardson said, 
.. let's hope it stays that way." 
The Cambridge Program is an 
effort between the faculty at UNH 
and Britain's Trinity Hall at 
Cambridge University . It is 
designed to introduce American 
students to England. 
courses, preferably one from a 
British and one from an American 
faculty member, Richardson said. 
".Elizabethan and Jacobean 
Drama", .. Novels of Obsession", 
and .. Modern British Politics" are 
some of the courses available, the 
brochure said. 
..There's no way around the fact 
that studying British Literature 
and History in Britain is a really 
positive experience," said Kathy 
Harcourte, who participated in the 
program as an undergraduate_ in 
1979. 
.. you meet the people. You get a 
much better understanding of how 
the British think and why they 
make the decisions they do," she 
said. 
The weekly schedules in 
Cambridge show that emphasis is 
not totally academic, Richardson 
said . The weekdays are short and 
the weekends long, he said . 
however, is not that difficult . 
Richardson said, and usually fo; 
the 50 available positions only 75 
people apply. . · 
.. There is a particular breed of 
students interested in going on a 
program like this, "he said, .. it's not 
like masses and masses of people 
want to go." 
People who have gone said they 
value friendships they developed 
bet.ween British students, and 
other members of the program. 
.. We were all in a foreign place 
together so we really got to know 
each other and became friends " 
Marc Schwartz , associate 
professor of history and three time 
Cambridge teacher said. 
.. It is . very stimulating. In 
Durham it's not easy to reach 
students outside of class, but in 
Cambridge it is. We live and eat 
together, go to the theatre, go on 
trips." 
Harcourte said Cambridge 
University, which currently has 
more than 9000 students, has a 
reputation as a .. true community of 
scholars" in which students .. live 
and study as a knit social group," 
the brochure said. 
The total expense, not including 
roundtrip transportation, is 
estimated at $2350 . 
Applications are due by April I, 
1982, and can be obtained from 
Michael Deporte, associate english 
professor and director of UNH's 
. graduate english program. 
Deport's office is located m 
Hamilton-Smith Hall. 
Call for a Complimentary Facial 
. . 742-6077 · . 
COSMETICS Martha Laurie . 
•~· -·· · . . 
9 ' . 






Broadway ·. Dover 
742-1893 ·· - I 
Students and faculty will reside 
in Trinity Hall from July 5 to 
August 13. Trinity Hall, 
established in 1350, .. is one of the 
oldest centers of learning in the 
english-speaking world," 
. according to the program's 
Richardson said UNH 
publicizes the Cambridge Program 
at over 600 colleges and 
universities by sending posters to 
the English, Philosophy, Art, 
History, and Music departments. 
f>.U · Independent Consultant 
'~/ . 11 Fed~r~l St. Dover, NH 03820 
MOLSON BEER GIFT ITEMS 
Five Color Screen Printed 
brochure. \ ITEMS 
PRICE SIZES 
EACH s M L XL 
Students select two four-credit Competition for the session. You are invited to worship with us. T-Shlrt · $6.95 White/Red Trim 
New Creation · Fellowship Jersey (Red) $8.95 \.. 3/4 Sleeve 
THE~STRAND THEATRE 
20 Third St. -Dover, N.H. 749-4123 $1.25 ADM. 
-A new Assemblies of God congregati9n 
serving the Durham/Newmarket area. 
Therm. Underw..-
Top White/Back $9.95 
Printed, long sleeve 
Sweatshirt (White) $9 95 Long sleeve • 
/ Rated R . meeting a_t 
Please Add $1.00 
Postage a Handling · $1.00 Halloween · 11 
Starring Jam-le Lee Curtis 
Oyster River Elementary School 
Garrison Ave, Durham, NH 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 
Cashier's Check - Immediate Shipment 
Personal Check - Allow 3 - 4 Week• 
Showtimes 6.~30 & 8:45 . Ends Dec. -8 
. ~ 
~e~· 
· at the Cookie Jar 
"ice cream chipwich" 
Vanilla or chocolate ice cream 
sandwiched between two freshly 
baked chocolate chip cookies. 
"Last Week junior Jon Clark ate 
5 in a row. 
A new Cookie Jar Record! 
The Cookie Jar 
Durham Laundercenter 
Hours: 
Mon.-Wed. I I a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 11 a.m. to I :30 a.m. 
Sun. 12-9 p.m. 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
for more _information call: 




City -----tate ----Zip _ 
Beer Gear Inc. 
P.O. Box 367, LIiburn, GA 30~47 
SAUL O SIDORE 




OF THE VETERANS 
ADMINISTRATION 
"STRONG IN THE 
.BROKEN PLACES" 
Monday, December 7, 1981 
Catholic Student Center 
University of New Hampshire 
8 Madbury Road 
Durham, N.H.; 8:15 p.m. 
FREE ADMISSION 
. .. . ~ 




Bischoff said that although male visitors in women's 
bathrooms were a problem last year, ••it was not a 
widespread problem, and the information was 
communicated by word of mouth throughout the dorms. 
. Now, said Bishcoff, ••1 think that students feel quite 
secure in residence hals," but there are certain '"common 
sense'-' safety measures, such as locking their own doors 
and not propping entrances open at night. 
Cynthia Katz, the student member of the Women's 
. Commission claimed that The New Hampshire should 
increase its effort to publicize crimes against women that 
occur at UNH. "People have to know about these 
attacks," she said. "The New Hampshire has to be more 
responsible." 
According to Harrow, one reason for inadequa~e 
information is that ••authorities are worried about 
hysteria. But," she added, ••there's a fine line between 
hysteria and information." 
Dierdre Blair, chair of the Women's Commission said 
that the recent incident at Mill Road increased fears 
concerning the safety of women. "Last week fears met a 
crescendo," she said . 
Women who are afraid, said Katz, address the issue 
. personally by not walking alone after dark or by staying 
at home, rather than becoming involved collectively. 
"Why should I be afraid of taking a walk by myself late at 
night," she said, "isn't this my world as much as anyone 
else's? What's lacking here is a sense of community 
support. People have to look out for each other." 
Even knowing the facts, said Katz, people choose to 
remain unconscious to a lot of problems that women 
T ace. i ,fon't know what they're afraid of." 
One reason for the lack of involvement, said Katz is the 
attitude that "if they (women) are not directly involved, it 
·won't affect them." 
••1 wonder if women who are attacked radiate a feeling 
of weakness, of vulnerability," she continued, "while 
women who aren't have an air of strength, of 
assertiveness, as if they're saying, 'don't bother trying'." 
· Alison (not her real name) thought that if she was 
attacked , she'd be able to defend herself. "I had always 
thought that if someone jumped me I'd physically 
overpower them by kicking or screaming," she. said, 
adding ••1 guess I was one of those people who said the 
problem won't happen to me." . . 
But it did . Alison says that her previous assumpt10ns 
didn't "take into account the emotions of the moment, 
the fear" of actual rape. 
••when it happened, she said, '' I did the best I could to 
save myself from further harm." 
Alison's experience was one that is .termed 
"acquaintance" or "date" rape: she was raped by a man 
that she had met once before. He drove her home, and 
despite her protest,_ forced himself upon her sexually. It 
LO 
< continued from page 1) 
took Alison- two days to realize that what she had been 
subjected to was, in fact, rape, ·•not just an undesirable 
·, sexual encounter." 
••1 felt I should have done something more. lfl'd fought 
harder it wouldn't have happened." But, she added, ••1 
said 'no' clearly enough. It's his problem if he doesn't 
understand the word no or if he chooses to disregard it. I 
wish that more men would learn that if a woman says no 
he should give up. If she didn't mean it, that's her 
problem--she won't get wliat she wanted. But he 'II save 
himself a possible rape charge." 
Alison did not report her experience because she 
believed for a long time that she was to blame. ••1 guess it's 
just an idiosyncracy I have that I look to blame myself," 
she said. 
This attitude, according to Alison is particular to 
women. ••women tend to blame themselves 'for failure 
and attribute success to fate--where men are generally 
just the opposite," she said . . 
Now Alison is more aware of the possibility of rape, 
b~t she is not more afraid, "because it ·doesn't do any 
--CLASS--
( continued from page 1) 
Ken Sweet, a communications 
faculty member, said "Some good 
things have happened in light of 
the confusion and anger. There is 
dialogue going on between • all 
· parties concerned." 
"Where the situation created 
tension and uneasiness, students 
took the initiative, talking to the 
Dean, writing letters to the 
President of the University," he 
said. 
Sweet said the growth in the 
cor.amuriications department ·is 
due to the economic situation in . 
our society. 
·•in hard economic times 
students tend to be more 
pragmatic. They see how 
important effective communica-
tion will be once they get into the 
.real world," he said. 
Sweet is leaving UNH to direct 
the Granite State Independent 
Living Foundation, an organiza-
tion to improve the quality of life 
for disabled individuals. 
good to have an obsessive fear. . .it will cut you off from 
society, from risks." 
One affect however, has been her increased awareness 
of her actions when she is with men. ••when I'm with a 
man alone, l 'm so conscious of not giving out 'come on' 
messages. That may be an obsession with me," she said. 
Now, she beieves, if it happened again, she'd be able to 
divert the man." · 
••My belief (now) that l could get myself out of it is just 
as strong as it was before," she said . 
One of Alison's concerns is helping women to protect 
themselves. •• A lot of things they tell you to do: 
screaming, kicking, running, these defenses will only 
work about fifty percent of the time. In other cases, they'll 
only get you hurt more. Hurt in rape is being perpetuated 
by this advice," she said, explaining that an attacker will 
use physical force to stop his victim from screaming, in 
order to avoid calling attention to the scene. , 
"Of course I still have great fear of rape, I guess I may 
just be avoiding it. But I don't want to forget my 
· experience. I want to help ·other women," she said. -
Professor Joaquin Samayoa 
Former President of the 
National Federation of Catholic 
Colleges of El Salvador 
the Academic Community 
and the 
Civil War in El Salvador 
Friday, December 4, 1981 
7:30 pm 
Murkland 110, UNH 
Admission: $1.00 
Sponsored by: Committee in Solidarity with the People of El 
-Salvador, American Friends Service Committee, 
International Students Association, Progressive Students 
Study Group, Soldiers for_ Peace 
• - • • - •.. J ... 
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1 
1 ~~ l~nAm ) 
TELEVISION [··' I !l ~- " l( 
NETWORK ••• 11111 presents a 
· l I has openings for I DRE.AM 
l BUSINESS MANAGER I t WORKSHOP ·I 
PRODUCTION DIRECTOR 1
1
. ! \ 
1 PUBLICITY DIRECTOR ! with l 
i i ~ ! Anne Atkinson l 
l Mon. Dec. 7 l 
* All Paid Positions ! 7-9:00 p.m. ! 
! *Unlimited Experience ! 1 Carroll Belknap - MUB l 
l *Will Train · i i \ Have your dreams an81yzed 
1
~ 
I Pick Up Your ! 
I ~ Students Free r I A~~lvicNatioonFFAitCTEhe I I J 
1 
Non-Students 81.00 
L~~~=~-j ·L~~~~:__, __ 
EDUCATING FOR THE 
PREVENTION OF NUCLEAR WAR 
Wednesday, December 9th 
Strafford Room 
9-lOam "WORLD SURVIVAL THROUGH UN 
REFORM" 
A v-i.de.ot.a.pe on the p1t..eve.n.Uon 06 
nu.c.le.aJL Walt thJr.u. UN Jte 6 OJun. 
10-llam "THE LAST EPIDEMIC" 
Videotape. highUghu · 06 .6lJpo-
A-iwn oJr.ga.ni..zed by Phy.6.lcla.n6 
6oJt Social RupoM.lbLUty. 
_ll-12pm WORKSHOP ON WAR TAX 
RESISTANCE 
Le.advr.: F JUtnclne. a.nd Thoma.6 Wall. 
.. 12-lpm INFORMATION EXCHANGE 
· S poM o!Ling a.nd pallti.cipa.Ung 
o!UULlzati.on6 wlU have. LUvr.-
atuJr.e. and Jte.pJtU enta..tlv e.A a.vai.-
lable. 6oJt fuc.u..6Aion. 
l-2pm WORKSHOP ON NUCLEAR ARMS 
FREEZE CAMPAIGN 
Le.a.dvr.: A1t..nle. AlpeJr.t. AFSC 
Carroll Room 
2-3pm "WAR WITHOUT WINNERS" · 
A 6il.m 06 .intvr.v.ieL-06 pJtodu.c.e.d 6oJt 
the Ce.ntvr. 6oJt Ve.6eMe In6o. 
13-4:30 "THE RUSSIANS ARE PEOPLE TOO" 
A wo1t..k.6hop a.nd 1,Ude. .6how a.bout 
a. 1 9 8 0 Pea.c.e. S em.ina.Jt to the USSR • 
Le.a.dvr.: Ru..6.6e.ll John.6on AFSC 
4:30-5 "SOLDIERS FOR PEACE" 
V.l6C1.L.6.6.ion 06 a. ma.M.lve. Sov.le-t-
Ame.!Lic.a.n .6tu.de.nt exc.ha.nge.. 
Le.a.dvr.: Ste6a.n Pa.Ail 
at U.N.H. 
Murkland Auditorium 
6-Spm "THE SEVENTH· SEAL" 
An 1 ngma.Jt Be1t.gma.n 6ilm cia6Aic. 
8:15-ln:30 Keynote Speakers 
"PERCEPTIONS AND MISPERCEPTIONS 
OF THE SOVIET THREAT" 
Stephen Vagge.tt 
Coa.Li;U,on 6oJt a New foJte.,i.grt 
and Mili.:t.o.Jr..y Pot.icy 
Wcu,hington, V.C. 
"NATIONAL SECURITY- HOW MUCH 
IS ENOUGH?" 
Paul F. WalkeJt. · 
~ ContJc.ol Ruea1tc.h 
V,Vte.c.toJt, Unlon 06 Con-
c.eJtne.d S cie.n:tuu 
CambJudge., MA 
Spon40Jti.ng 0-'lga.niza;U.ont,- Coaliton of Students Against the Draft, International Students Association, 
Students Advocating Natural Energy (SANE), United Campus Ministry, St. Thomae 
More Catholic Student Organization, Soldiers for Peace 
Paltt.lcipating 0Jtga.nlzati.on6- Amerlcan Friends Service Committee, Clergy and Laity Concerned, Pax Christi, 
Seacoast Draft. Counseling _$ervice, Veterans Against Foreign Wars, Seacoast 
Clamshell, World Fellowship Center, Inc., Progressive Student Study Group, 
Student Political Forum-CISPES, Women's Party for Survival, Nashau Peace 
Center, Seacoast Socialist-feminist Connnittee 
\ 
For more information call United Campus Ministry 862-1165 
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could use another assistant 
director easily." Doherty-said that 
_ C.P.&P.S. is "lucky" to have the 
\ number of staff members they 
currently have. 
"In the past two years students 
have become more worried and 
concerned about jobs and careers," 
said Carroll. "The demand for the 
service is l<:1rger than last year and 
larger than the year before." 
The staff has not increased in 
size in the last three years, 
according to Doherty. 
There are · three professional 
staff members, Director Edward 
Doherty, Assistant Director Judi 
Sparanges, and Assistant Director 
David Carroll. 
"To meet students' needs," 
Carroll said, "group sessions such 
as Futures Career Development 
Workshops were sta,rted. Turn-out 
has been poor for some of the 
group workshops. Students seem 
to prefer individual appoint-
ments." 
Evaluations on these programs 
have been favorable. however, and 
Doherty said that students must 
realize they will have to participate 
in group programs. · 
Carroll said next semester 
directors will evaluate methods to 







You've become a 
life saver. Literally. 
For installing our 
Employee Education 
Program. For letting 
us supply free films, 
exhibits, speakers, 
pamphlets, posters, 
and articles for 
your company 
publications. For 
accepting our help in 
arranging "action" 
programs for your 
employees ... for 
detection of 
colorectal cancer, 
instructions in breast 
cancer examination, 
for detection of 
cervical cancer via 
the Pap test. 
For simply 
understanding that if 
cancer is detected in 
its early stages, 




coq:ipanies now have 
an American Cancer 
Society Employee 
Education Program. 
If yours isn't one of 
them, call us. 
! 
American CaaKer Society 
2,000000 people fighting cancer. 
(continued from page 3) 
meet student demand~ 
Cutting down appointment time 
from one hour to half hour 
sessions and having more reference 
programs are some alternatives, 
Carroll said. 
Carroll, the staff member who 
was ill for six weeks, returned to 
work three weeks ago. 
appointments and resume 
workshops. 
Every week the three · 
professional staff members at 
Career Planning and Placement 
Service take fifteen to twenty 
students for one ho~r appoint-
ments. , 
During Carroll's absence, Judy 
Randall was hired temporarily and 
handled many of his_ individual 
"If it hadn't been for Judy 
Randall I don't know what we 
would have done," said Doherty, 
"not just any~ne can do this job." 
. - - ...,_..... -
ROLLER SKATING PARTY 
Meet Sat. Dec. 5th at 1:00 
TH,E STONE CHURCH 
on the hill in Newmarket 
·-· -
By MUB Front Entrance Friday & Saturday Dec. 4 & 5 
or call 742-3046 
749-2818 Only $2.75 
BEN BALDWIN 
I THE BIG NOTE 
Sponsored by United Methodist Young Adults $1 off admission with this ad until 9:00 
If you think "high bias" is 
discrimination a,ainst tall people, 
you're not ready or New Memorex. 
shimmer with startling crispness. High bias tape is specially formu-
lated to deliver remarkably improved 
sound reproduction, particularly in 
. the higher frequencies. 
And no high bias tape does that 
better than totally new Memorex 
HIGH BIAS II. 
Even quiet passages sound 
clearer. Because new Memorex 
HIGH BIAS II has--4 to 5dB lower 
noise. Which means dramatically 
reduced tape hiss. 
We've developed a unique new 
formulation of superfine ferrite crys-
tal oxide particles. And while that's a 
mouthful to say, it delivers an earful 
of results. 
And thanks to Permapass~M our 
extraordinary new binding process, 
the music you put on the tape stays 
on the tape. Play after play, 
Singers ring out more clearly. 
Snare drums snap and cymbals 
even after 1,000 plays. 
In fact, new 
Memorex will always 
deliver true sound r-------------------
1 Ready?GetaMemorex 
: HIGH BIAS II Cassette for 5'P. 
I Send us this coupon with $1.00 check or money order payable to "Memorex," and we'll send you a HIGH BIAS II C-90 (sugg. retail price I $5.99). Mail to: MEMOREX, P.O. Box 2899, Reidsville, NC 27322. 
I 
Note: HIGH BIAS II tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a 
_ Type II (Cr02) setting. 
I I Name ______________ Usual tape brand ____ _ 
I Street _______________________ _ I 
I I City _________ State _______ .Zip 
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON. Offer void where prohibited , taxed or restricted. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. This I 
L coupon may not be mechanically reproduced and must accompany your request. Expires March 1. 1982. .J ---------------------© 1981. Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara , California 95052, U.S.A. 
reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free. 
So trust your next recording to new 
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal 
bias MRX I or METAL IV. 
As a discriminating tape user, 
you'll have a high opinion of the 
results. 
A highly biased opinion, 
that is. 
NOW MORE TUN EVER 
WE ISi: IS IT LIVE,· OR IS IT 
MEMOREX 
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....... 4 23 B:3fi \4 
Closed Sunday 
ulliuaunn 
We have most of the second semester book orders in and will pay cash up to 
50% of the list price on all current editions ordered for next semester. 
Our Christmas gift to you--
A coupon worth 10% off any one textbook of your choice 
purchased next semester. 
Free refreshments will be served 
Please bring identification 
A service of The UNH Bookstore 
• f I ' • • .. I ~ ~ ' • ' t ~ \ . • . . • ,. 
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University Forum 
· The high _ price for defense 
... Now this conjuncture of an immense military 
establishment and a large arms industry is new to the 
American experience. The total influence--economic, 
political, even spiritual--is felt in every city, every state 
house, every office of the Federal government. We 
recognize the imperative need/or this development. Yet 
we must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. 
Our toil, resources, and livelihood are all involved; so is 
the very structure of our society. In the councils of 
government, we must guard against the acquisition of 
unwarrented influence, whether sought or unsought, by 
the· military-industrial complex. The potential for the 
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. 
We must never let the weight of the combination 
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We 
should take nothing for grante·d. Only an alert and 
knowledgable citizenry can compel the proper meshing 
of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense 
with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and 
liberty may prosper together."· 
PRESIDENT DWIGHT n. EISENHOWER, 
JANUARY 17, 1961 
President Eisenhower's farewell address, presented 
over twenty years ago, could hardly seem more timely in 
view of today's escalating military expenditures. "Get 
tough!" the present administration argues as it ponders 
an East-West tug-of-war. Should one be skeptical, they 
need only glance at the front pages of The New York 
Times for constant, vivid reminders. "House Votes 
Funds On the B-1 and MX, Backing President"isjust one 
recent headline. Photographs of the first completed 
Cruise Missile and Trident submarine have also made the 
grade. The list of examples is indeed exhaustive and 
hardly worth belaboring. However, whether or not one 
believes in the liklihood of nuclear war is not the point. 
The arms race is upon us as never before and we're paying 
for it! 
We 're not only paying $197 .5 billion for l 982's defense 
budget alone, but enduring tremendous sacrifices with 
our domestic services (the EPA comes quickly to my 
mind, though you can make your own lengthy list) and 
forfeiting much of our country's vital infrastructure. By 
· "infrastructure" I mean such essential services as clean 
water, reliable transportat_ion, efficient ports and a viable 
waste disposal system--all of which as essential to an 
industrial society. For example: for the price of two B-1 
bombers ($400 m) we could rebuild Cleveland's 
delapidated water system. Seven percent of the military 
outlays from fiscal 1981 to 1986 ($100 b.) could 
rehabilitate America's steel industry so that once more it 
would be the most efficient in the world. 
Bot how, in a society such as ours, can such massive 
military expenditures be justified in view of all of our 
more pressing social dilemmas? Since 1950 the United 
States has spent well over a trillion dollars on the 
military--about one-tenth of our total ec~nomic output. 
We witnessed as much as 30 billion dollars~ year being 
spent in the Southeast Asia alone. Why does this 
seemingly irrational allocation of resources occur? 
The notion of the military-industrial complex ( MIC) is 
perhaps one of the most familiar contemporary political 
phenomenons in our society. The theory has far reaching 
Feet 
I want to write about feet. Saturday a friend came to 
visit while I was making banana strawberry jello. 
Something new I had picked up that morning at the 
grocery. She had been playing hide and seek in the hall 
closet with some friends and a frozen haddock. They had 
turned all the aerosol cans in the house upside down for 
the freon and she smelled oddly of unpainted model 
airplanes. Her nose was running. She came and stood 
next to me at the counter where I was turning the amber 
jello ov€r with a wooden spoon in the deep ceramic bowl. 
She put one arm around me and brought her left foot 
firmly down on top of my right one. 
.. Think of your feet," she said (at the moment, it was 
1 hard not to) ... Your feet stay with you and define you," · 
which was easy for her to say because she had vibram 
soled boots on and I was only wearing a pair of flimsy 
slippers'. "Your feet always point in the direction you're 
walking. Always. Even splay-footed people--if, of course, 
you add trye vectors and take the sum." Take the sum, 
take the jello, just get you and your snotty nosed self and 
foot off my foot, I thought. But I said; "Whatever 
happened to your friends? All your little friends running 
their fingers through your hair tickling your elbows? 
Whatever. .. " But she wasn't listening. 
"Really," she said softly, with great intensity. 
In the second chapter of Run to Daylight, Lomba-rdi 
says; .. you can give a man good hands. By God, you can 
teach him to hold on to that ball. Make him carry it 
everywhere if you have to. St~ple it to his arm. But feet: a 
man blessed with j:!;Ood feet will go high in the draft 
. (Lombardi was always fond of saying this). Hecangofar." 
Lombardi was right. Tonight I am readmg Jerry 
Kramer's account of Lombardi's final championship 
season and I understand those feet. Kramer was an all pro 
for many years and had great feet. I can still see them out 
applications. People--particularly the disgruntled ones--
have employed it to explain the nation's high cost of 
defense, the longevity of the Cold War, the persistance of 
anticommunist mythology, the "perverted priorities" of 
the federal government, the interventionist ,activities of 
American foreign policy, and even the generation of 
cultural values in our society today. 
The MIC is enormous! There are roughly 20,000 
individual enterprises or parts of enterprises involved in 
the war economy. Collectively, these firms employ 2-3 
million people who research, design, produce and deliver 
material and services for the Department of Defense 
(DOD). Though these·enterprises might appear to be like 
any ordinary firm from the outside their operations and 
effect on the economy are significantly different. Their 
value cannot be adequately measured in terms of the 
dollar value of goods and services they provide nor the 
vast workforce they employ. These statistics ignore the 
qualitative and cumulative effects of devoting a 
preponderence of research talent on non-productive 
economic activity. The military serving firms include 
heavy quotas of skilled workers and technologists of all 
classes. Over one half of the res_earch and development 
engineers and scientists in America are involved either 
directly or indirectly with the DOD. 
The "MIC" and other related phrases (warfare state, 
new state-management, national security managers, 
Pentagon partners ... ) have arisen from a number of facts 
and trends in American history since World War II. The 
first would be the establishment of a large standing 
military with a vast budget. The second would be the 
consequent ·creation of a substantial array of economic, 
political, bureaucratic and psychological interests in 
continuing the high levels of military expenditures. And 
thirdly, the rise of military participation in the making of 
American foreign policy, obscure from the public eye, 
and the .declining influence of the State Department, 
Congress and public opinion. 
There are a variety of reasons why high military 
budgets are desirable. The ··power elite" (the corporate 
economists, the federal government and the military 
hierarchy) are firmly established in the principal 
institutional orders of American society to decide the 
affairs of the nation in the absence of significant restraint-
-or resistance by other institutions of special interests in 
American society. Military spending is acceptable to all 
corporate interests. It does not interfere with existing 
areas of profit making nor ren_1ove potential areas for 
profit making. Military spending does not undermine the 
labor market--one of the most essential institutions of the 
capitalist system. Military spending does not entail 
income redistribution. Nor does it challenge the basic 
ideological premise of capitalism that social welfare is 
maximized by giving responsibility for production of 
goods and services to profit-motivated private 
enterprises. Spending on the military is easily expandable 
and highly attractive to influential corporati9ns. Because 
more is always "needed" to maintain an adequate 
defense, it is increasingly profitable to firms that receive 
weapons contracts. And furthermore, no influential 
interest group is explicity against it. 
A further rationalization for the existence of massive 
armaments expenditures would be the ideology of anti-
communism. The Cold War has been drummed into the 
minds of polit~~ians _a_n~ _the publi_~ alike for over forty 
in front of Taylor and Hornung in those awesome end 
sweeps the Packers were so famous for in the late sixties. 
My feet too are a help; they keep my shoes on, take me to 
the bathroom in the middle of the night, take me outside 
when I've drunk a little too much, take me bowling. My 
feet keep me in touch with the earth. After all, is not a 
man dead whose soles have not touched ground in at least 
36 hours? In some states. 
Sometimes before going to bed, I look at my feet and 
they are the feet of an old woman and I am grateful that it 
hasn't spread. Other times they are oily and light brown 
and cracked and then I remember to take my shoes off. 
Sometimes they are younger, softer, and not half as foul 
smelling as everyone says. 
Dexter Phlegmbody, an absolute zero that I spoke 
with in Cambridge last week, spoke of poetry; "Poetry is 
a stasis, in a sense, where we take from the flow, take from 
the chrysalis of life and give it form and meaning, 
malurity. It is a distillation of all that is beautiful and 
moving in this world . Poetry embodies the most primal 
expressions of man's spirit, and the most complicated. It 
can be somber or joyous, or reflective. It bares the poet's 
soul to the winds and the elements. It is a very tender 
thing." 
"Yes, but how do you know when to capitalize or start 
a new line?" I asked. 
"I don't" know," he said . 
I came down hard on his right foot with mine (my new 
vibram sated boots) which seemed justification for the 
tw.o-fifty and the time spent on the bus reading Silent 
Gout. 
Feet are the most basic truths. Psychologists study 
body language. But when it comes to really having to kick 
ass, where are the psychologists? Death itself, that most 
fertile of artistic subjects, is _often described as "kicl<ing 
Joris Brillckerhoff 
years. This too is a powerful force behind military· 
spending. The American government's role as a global 
policeman for capitalism has reinforced this rationale for 
military expenditures. No one can say what affect this 
may have had on the character of American politics a~d 
policies, but we must consider the possibility that the 
prosperity and stability of American society now firmly 
rests on a destructive base. 
With regard to just "what is enough,' there is no 
general criteria for estimating whether our available 
defenses are sufficient. How do we know when an 
adequate level of military security is achieved? National 
security managers would argue that what we have just is 
not enough while the Quakers would argue that our high 
levels of spending is absurd. Terms like missile parity and 
military superiority are easily juggled to fit one's point of 
view. Military personnel have access to secret intelligence 
reports which remain unavailable to the public, and since 
few are willing to gamble with national security, the 
military's outlook is usually the one to be accepted. 
Another issue that must be addressed is the question of 
the "sheltered market." When sellers face insensitive price 
demand, allowing them to reap a profit regardless of their 
performance, they may be said to operate in a sheltered 
market. Sheltered markets might exist for "natural" 
reasons in a laissez-faire economy, or they might occur in 
an "artificial" situation in the case of the MIC. In this 
case, government policy rather than technology bears the · 
responsibility for the existing market structures and 
subsequently for the existing economic power. 
For the military suppliers it would be difficult to not 
make a profit. Profit to these firms not only entails a "net 
gain," but also such things as new laboratories, new 
staffs, new· production equipment and new buildings · 
acquired through cost maximization practices. The 
major aerospace firms which depend on the government 
for as much as 95 percent of their sales are a fine example 
of this sheltered market phenomenon. They frequently 
operate in government built plants, use government 
owned machinery, receive government-furnished 
working capital, receive patents on government financed 
research and development, and enjoy a guaranteed profit 
from the government. Incompetence, extravagance, 
shoddy-workmanship and mismanag_ement have 
essentially no effect on their survival. These firms 
function in a market of socialized risks and private 
profits. · 
The conclusions to be drawn are not ones that inspire 
contentment. Many argue that our heightened arms 
production (for both domestic and foreign consumpti(!n) 
only contributes to increasing suspicion and paranoia 
between ourselves and any potential adversary, and will 
inevitably compel us to prove our "machismo." The 
consequences need not challenge anyone's imagination. 
However, that's like discussing how the patient will die 
rather than how to cure the disease. President 
Eisenhower was so prophetic when he told us, "Only an 
alert and knowledgable citizenry can compel the proper 
meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of 
defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that 
security and liberty may prosper together." 
Joris Brinckerhoff is a senior at U. N. H. majoring in 
political science and economics. 
C.L. Shackett 
the bucket." Never slapping o·r licking. And who among 
us has never jumped for joy or wished for a young nubile 
oriental to walk on their back? In the formal art of ballet, 
it is considered in very poor taste to sickle the foot. 
George Balanchine once fired an entire corps for 
improper placement of the foot. It made for a very weak 
"Nutcracker" that Christmas, what with only three 
dancers and all. 
The beauty of the feet is in their honesty. "Bad feet can 
make for a lot of third and longs," said Lombardi. The 
foot is humbling, always occupying the lowest position in 
the vertical rung of the body. A person keeps his feet 
underneath him at all times during the day, depending on 
them alone for survival (the twenty-four hour room in the 
library late at night, comes to mind). The true artist does 
not try to manipulate his feet or make them work at the 
whims of his mind, but simply follows them. And 
sometimes they take him into the Lavendar. Room at the 
Sheraton where there is a large serve-yourself banquet 
going on for retired shoe salesman from Omaha. And 
nobody recognizes him. And sometimes they take him to 
a near empty subway station where he is freed of his 
wallet and two fillings, !his is the only real truth. 
C. L. Shackett is not the features editor -oJThe New 
Hampshire. He claims to have once seen the universe but 
it was dark out and he's not sure. 
The opinions expres•e4 in . 
University Forum do not retleet 
(necessa:rily) ._thos:~ .. ,o.t _.t,he 
editorial staff or the paper. 
T.H. 
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Editorial 
Laundry price increase is a wash-out 
------·----· --·-- ··1ne· -· Depaiiinenr·-~or-· Resiaenuar · Life- -is _______ ---· erfab1ea · thenf to~transfe"f -g·2o;oon ·eacli·yearTa·-···  ····- · iiofbe··expedecr -1:o-·co-nHiiiie ·1:o·jiaf iooiii iiite·s- ------- -- ..... -· 
proposing . to increase laundry prices in total of $100,000 for the past five years) into through hidden laundry prices. 
residence halls effective next semester. If they payments of the general housing deficit It will cost the students more than $1,200 to 
succeed, students will pay at least an additional This means every time a student uses a have the laundry machines re-calibrated for the 
25 ·cents Cd.ch time they do their laundry. washing machine, the student is paying for more increased prices. Also, students would face 
On the surface the increase appears than washing clo:thes. The money is channeled paying extra money throughout the semester for 
reasonable, considering laundry prices have not into other funds. the laundry service. 
been increased since 1976. However, it is Now, because Residentia\ Life has been faced Paying an increas~ dtrectly to :the room rates 
. nec~ssary to exa~ii1e ~here ¢..e_ reven1:1~ fron:i. · with. _the . intreased expense o( ru~ning t.1).e .· .. in_· September would _ be more . beneficial to 
the proposed increase will be spent. laundry services ( due to increases in salaries, · students by eliminating the re-calibrating costs, 
The Department of Residential Life, by state maintenance, equipment, supplies, etc.) the eliminating the hassle of paying extra for 
law, is a self-supporting entity; it does not future profitability of the laundry facilities is machines throughout the year, and more 
receive financing from state or federal funds. threatended. importantly by eliminating the false 
Rather, ~t is limited to managing rent revenue And this profit scheme should be threatened. representation of the laundry prices. 
obtained from the students ( approximately Residential Life should not be in the laundry If operating and maintenance costs ever 
4,500 each semester). Unfortunately, over the business to make a profit. If more money is threaten to increase to the -point where the 
past few years, Residential Life's budget has needed for the general housing fund, the money laundry facilities are losing money, an increase 
been running in the red. It now stands with a should come directly from increased room rates, in user price would be justified. However, the 
$900,000 deficit not through back-alley profiteering as it has in price increase should cover only the operating 
Figures released from Residential Life the past. cost of the service and not include an added 
indicate that for the past five years they have Prices for laundry services and room rates kicker to supplement housing operating funds. 
derived profits from the laundry service which should truly reflect their costs; students should 
Letters 
Budget 
To the Editor: 
As a member · of the Senate Finance 
Committee and a former student at 
UN H with the class of 1971, I have been 
very interested in helping- the 
University of N.H. System in every way 
possible. 
I read the comments made by State 
Senator Leo Lessard who represents 
the Durham community in your 
newspaper last week. He had been a 
guest speaker the previous week and 
had spoken to a number of students 
and faculty concerning the situation at 
the University and its budget. 
I think you should be very proud to · 
be served by a representative in the 
State Senate who has been effective in 
voicing his support and concern for the 
University. Unfortunately. he. myself 
and several others in the State Senate 
have as yet not been as successful as we 
would like to be in getting the state to 
recognize that it should have a greater 
commitment to the University system 
and to higher education. 
Sen. Lessard said in his comments 
that tuition could be raised next year 
even higher than the raise which was 
ex-i,erienced at the beginning of this 
semester. He has also pointed out that 
with the current state budgetary crisis, 
even additional funds may be withheld 
from an already gutted University 
System budget. The additional cuts 
may virtually eliminate state support 
for channel 11 as well as many other 
services and functions provided by and 
carried out for the University and those 
it serves. 
I will be among those with Leo 
Lessard who will be fighting any 
cutbacks but it cannot be accomplished 
just b}1 those of us in the Senate or the 
House of Representatives. 
It takes the active, open, courageous 
involvment of students, faculty and 
administrators of the University 
System as well as all those who are 
concerned about the future of h.igher 
education in the state. 
Rhetoric and lip service on the part 
of those who are concerned about 
education as well as those who happen 
to be politicians at this point in time 
will do no good. The fact is, action does 
speak louder than words, cliche as it 
may sometime sound. 
Consequently, I urge all of those who 
should be involved to get out in the 
open and support a restructuring of the 
tax system so that additional cuts will 
·not be necessary. Sen. Lessard and 
myself and many numerous others 
have been frank and open in our 
evaluation of the fiscal dilemma of the 
state and have supported an income tax 
based on ability to pay with additional 
monies going to education, cities and 
towns, but now more than ever there 
needs to be others who will off er similar 
leadership and commitment. 
My primary criticism of -some 
administrators at the University has 
been that they make themselves very 
well known during budget crisis but 
then seem to disappear until the next 
round. I think they as well as all the 
staff at the University System and its 
students should recognize the fact that 
the budgetary process and this current 
fiscal crisis is an on-going situation 
which requires considerable 
involvment on the part of everyone. I 
hope that will occur. 
Incidentally, I would like to 
congratulate The New Hampshire for 
its outspokenness and its good 
coverage about the N.H. scene. There 
needs to be a continued effort to keep 
everyone informed about what 
REPORTER'S 
CRITIQUE 
Tuesday, Dec. 8 
12 - 1:30 
All . reporters, new and old 
are encoµraged to attend. 
/ 
hap.pens in Concord since literally 
every student and many alumni are 
affected by the decisions made in the 
State House. 
If I can be of any assistance, please 
let me know. Thank you. 
Jim Splaine 
State Senator 
. District 24 
Portsmouth, Rye, Newcastle 
Handler 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the article 
"Handler Sees Communication Gap" 
which appeared in Tuesday's issue of 
The New Hampshire. I would like to 
recommend a course of action to 
President Handler. 
Just in case she's been too busy with 
budget cuts to be aware, I'd like to let 
her know there is a department on 
campus that deals with "communi-
cation gaps." Yes, that's right folks, the 
Communication Department. It's in 
the Paul Creative Arts Center and there 
you can find several overworked and 
frazzled instructors doing their best to 
handle crowded classrooms full of 
eager students. 
Despite these poor conditions you 
can still get a )Qt of ·damn good 
information about interpersonal 
interaction, handling conflict, the mass 
media, non-verbal communication, 
how to be an effective public speaker 
and many other items that can help a 
person make their way through a jungle 
of misperceptions and poorly managed 
communicative events. 
So if President Handler could hustle 
on down and get on a waiting list to get 
on a waiting list to get into a 
communication ·course before reaching 
mandatory retirement age, perhaps 





To the Editor: 
In regards to the article on tightening 
dorm party rules. we feel enough is 
enough. Our rights as indivduals are 
being taken away . Can this be proven 
unconstitutional'? Aren't the students 
of this campus at least eighteen years 
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old and considered legal adults? 
We should make decisions about 
drinking on our own. These decisions 
shouldn't be made by a "second set of 
parents", the administration. . 
It appears that they are trymg to 
- promote better busness for t~e 
drinking establishments of this 
. community. If bottles of wine used by 
more than one person are banned then 
each person will have to have their own 
bottle and everyone knows that if they 
' have their own bottle they will end up 
. drinking it all themselves and become 
more intoxicated than if they shared 
open your eyes, your mind, your heart 
and then ... act! . 
To become involved/ get infor-
mation, contact the Committee in 
Soldarity with the People of El 
Salvador, Box 126 - or visit the 
literature table in the MUB, Monday 
and 'Fuesday lunch hours. 
· Maria C. Yost 
El · Salvador 
same situation holds true for the 
popular forces in EI Salvador. · 
. Another analogy can be seen in our 
own'•~ American Revolution: without 
intervention from France the United 
States would not exist today. Also they 
did not try to interfere with our 
government. after the overthrow. 
Finally, there is only one course of 
action and only one country left to act. 
The action is to sit down for round 
table negotiations between all parties 
involved. France, Mexico, Norway, 
Ireland, Austria have all recognized the 
need for negotiations and have 
recogni~ed - the FM LN-FDR as 
one. To the Editor: . legitimate spokesmen for the people. 
We realize the importance of rules . Problems in El Salva~or will ~oon The United States, Jong time· 
and regulations on this subject butt~eeel nng louder than the ones m t_h_ e M1ddle __ ___ JJ.i,~fomat.ic.J.eade.r...i.n .. wo.tld.aff.airs.Jias. _______ ___ ~- ----
there has to be a limit. Are --__ y ___ E-ast -· or_ -even -·lou_ der--than. our o~ blr-ocked all serious attempts to 
ultimately going to restrict us· to the f u s f I 
, k economic woes, 1 . . . ore1gn po icy negotiate. · 
extent of locking doors at nine O cloc t~ward that c<;>Untry_ 1s not changed. There is little time left and I wish to 
and taking our out k~ys away? First,_ I _would hke to introduce reasons urge the American people to pressure 
why 1t ~hould be changed, then make our government to stop all aid to EI 
SCOPE 
To the Editor: 
This letter is directed to SCOPE. The 
ticket sales for the J .Geils cqnc:ert"was _ 
the most disorganized, dangerous, and 
unfair situation. There were not people 
"of authority" to make sure that 
students kept their place in line. 
r got to the MU B at 7:~0 p.m. 
Monday night. By then the stairs were 
full; the line went down one side of the 
wall of the MU B and had started back 
around. The door didn't open until 7:20 
Tuesday morning. There was a mad 
scramble for the stairs and some 
students missed a couple because they 
were being carried by the crowd. 
Students that had arrived at 5:00 a.m. 
were in line ahead of the students that 
had slept out. No one was available to 
keep order. We got inside and still had 
a two and half hour wait. , 
Once the ticket booth was opened 
there was no organization of separate 
lines for the ticket sellers. Students 
from the back were moving up the side 
to the front. I only saw two police 
officers, one was.telling us to move over 
to the side; the other was hollering from 
the front to push back. A line that size 
can't be backed up from the front. 
I believe if there had been more 
police officers and students to run the 
thing it could've gone much smoother 
and less dangerously. I know of people 
that got hurt. 
If SCOPE wants to sponsor these 
concerts that least they can do is supply 
the staff needed to run it smoothly and 
safely. Next time SCOPE could wind 
up with a court case on its hands._ . 
Lori YanBrockhn 
J~ssie Doe Hall 
El Salvador 
To the Editor: 
suggestions on how these changes Salvador and call for talks before we 
could come about. . . . ' cause an all out war in Central 
It seem_s the Reagan a_dm1mstrat1on s America . • 
need to give the repressive government 
of EI Salvador economic and military 
aid without regard t!J human. rights is 
"heightened in the wake of a stalemate 
between the-junta-and the opposition· 
forces represented by the Democratic 
Revolutionary Front and the 
Farabundo Mari Front for National 
Liberation (FDR-FMLN). 
It is fantastic to believe that a band of 
"extremist' or "leftist guerrillas" could 
hid the U.S. supplied Salvadoran army 
to a stalemate unless the opposition 
forces are indeed a popular movement 
of the people. Some may say that the 
gains made by the FMLN-FDR are 
actually carefully thought out plots by 
Cuban troops. Hardly. There exists a 
definite lack of proof that Cuban 
intervention has been significant 
enough to cause the stalemate. 
The CIA is in constant surveillance 
of the happenings in EI Salvador and so 
far all they can come up with is possible 
Cuban military intervention of a 
significant magnitude.The United 
States, however, has intervened with 
taxpayers' trucks, helicoptors and 
money for an unpopular dictatorship. 
With our insistance for a military 
solution in EI Salvador we are not 
sending warnings to foreign powers to 
stay out, but are sending invitations to 
Cubans or any country to intervene 
militarily. 
. The opposition forces have no choice 
but to seek help from anyone. When 
Vasser Arafat was asked in an 
interview with the Boston Globe on 
Nov. 21, 1981 if he was allied with the 
Soviet Union he said, "I am a liberation 
movement and I am looking for any, 
for any support from anywhere." The · 
Sincerely, 
Robyn W. Frick 
Barrington, Nl;I 
Purnell 
To the Editor: 
As we read the article written by . 
John Stevens concerning Dick 
Purnell's lecture series on 
relationships, we wondered if Mr. 
Stevens was at Dick Purnell's lectures 
' to hear him speak or just to write an 
article? 
It is our knowledge that Mr. Stevens 
wrote his article after attending only 
one public relations talk rather than the 
evening lectures which contained the 
main messages Dick wanted to convey. 
Mr. Stevens also questioned the 
purpose of Purnell's visit to the UNH 
campus. Dick Purnell came to UN H to 
speak to college students about how to 
deal with a few of the many problems 
that arise in day today living. Problems 
such as loneliness, lack of self-worth 
and how to deal with friends and dates. 
Dick explained God's perspective on 
these issues as opposed to society's 
views. 
Mr. Stevens wondered about Dick's 
approach to Christianity. It's true that 
his approach wasn't the "fire and 
brimstone" type, but there's much 
more to Christianity than shouting 
about "hell, fire and damnation". 
Dick's manner enables us to see, 
through his calm personality, how to 
relate to people and how Christ relates 
to people. 
Dick may have seemed vague ~o you, 
John, but his open expression . of 
typical problems and his way of dealmg 
with those reached many people. Of the 
close to 500 comment cards that were 
collected after his lectures, only two 
were negative. Many students 
r"equested further i_nformation, · 
recognizing a real value m the lec~ures. 
If-Mr. Stevens came "just to wnte an 
article", we are sorry that he missed the 
real message behind Dick Purnell. 





To the Editor: 
We would like to thank the following 
people for t~eir support this Saturday. 
Because of their efforts, we were able to 
provide area Scouts with a day filled 
with fun. 
Thanks go to Alpha Chi Omega, Chi 
Omega, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, Sigma 
Beta, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Community 
Market, Jodi's, Durham Book 
PAGE SEVENTEEN 
Exchange, Tally Ho, and the Wildcat · 
for sponsoring our Fun and Fitness ' 
Day. We wou-id also like to Thank 
Mary Donavan, Patty Enos, Monica 
Cooper, Liz Richards, Bill Faulkner, 
John Wolters, Linda Neilson, Anita, 
Anny Kay, and Ellis Lowry for 
volunteering their time. 
Thanks again 
The Fun and .Fitness 
Day Crew 
~bout letten-
. . i~i~_ ._ .. ··.· !famptlp_rr •~ .. ill 
~' leiters to the- editor and 
prints:. t~-. -~ as . space.· .allowi •. ' .but 
cannot auarantee the inclusion·of,any 
~k~ . . : .. ~ 
To be published. lettctt" ..._ bie 
~igned. ancf include addmi · and 
telephone number fot -wnfation. · 
. . All lctae,i; must .be typed. doQ~le 
spa~d and a maximum of 300 words: 
alf are subject to condensation. Final 
decision,. on letters are the editor•s. 
· Mail letters to : The Editor.-Tlw 
N~M· Hampshir~. Room I.SI. 
Mcmu,ial Union Building. UNH. 
Durham. N.H. 03824 
The Legal Aid Office of the 
Archdiocese of San Salvador estimates 
that there are 125,000 refugees within 
EI Salvador and twice that number in 
Honduras and other Central American 
countries. 
The miserable living conditions in 
the refugee camps have been 
documented by the World Council of 
Churches, Amnesty International and 
the U.N. High Commission on 
Refugees. These organizations, as well 
as Oxfam, CISPES and others are 
working to relieve the suffering of these 
people. 
'ffir°~ @@IlOO@ 1f@) 13~ 
~ ~0(s~{gftt)$. @ff 
But what is the cause of the problem? 
Why have these people left their 
homes? They are fleeing from the 
brutal army of their own government. 
This was the answer from refugees 
interviewed by a congressional 
delegation during a fact-finding tour 
along the El Salvador - Honduras 
border. Torture and murder of 
unarmed civilians are daily occurances; 
a cruel fact of life in EI Salvador. 
Clergymen have witnessed mothers 
and children being gunned down by the 
Salvadorean National Guard. The 
atrocities continue . 
. Four U.S. religious workers and 
30,000 Salvadoreans are dead. This is 
far too great a number to be attributed 
to actual combat and 'a few isolated 
abuses of authority.' It is the result of 
calculated repression; genocide of the 
population by the ruling military 
·regime. 
The U.S. government is currently 
supporting the present junta, supplying 
it with military advisors and arms. By 
aiding a government recognized for its 
gross violations of human rights, the 
U.S. administration is betraying 
democratic principles. More 
specifically, it has disregarded 
Congressional legislation of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. 
December 4th through 10th is 
Human Rights Week. It is a time to 
commemorate . It is also a time to raise 
the level of awareness on a matter often 
taken for granted and easily put out of 
mind. Let your conscience get you; 
&@IB~0~1f ~ Q 
at 
Durhani Red Cross 
Blood Drive 
on 
Sunday, Dec~ 6th - 1~-5 
M,T,W, Dec. 7,8,9th - 10-3 
at MUB 
A year ago, Tiny Tim, Scrooge and I Yes. we hear that you w:11 soon be 
paid an anonymous visit to-your "It's playing your role of Dickenians hero 
Dickens of a Christmas" Durham Red · for the second year. On Sunday 
Cross blood drive . We were curious to December 6th from 17.-5 and then 
see what you moderns were doing to · Monday December 7, Tuesday_ 
reform your world of 1980! December 8th and Wednesday 
Our observation concluded that you . Dec.ember 9th fro~ IO a.m. to 3 p.m. at 
were as dedicated to your fellowman as your MU B we will return to applaud 
I was - You truly gave of yourselves to . your encore . 
brighten another's life! The world is still a very weary one 
and more than ever needs renewed 
hope! We are asking you to again m~ke 
that hope come to life so that t~e Tmy 
Tim's of 1981 will know the Joys of 
Christmas and the Scrooges will never 
say "Bah Humbug" again!! 
_ Hopefully 
The Spirit of Charles Dickens 
Protem Blood Chairman 
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Your solution to holiday gift shopping is 
right on campus with special hours after 
Thanksgiving 
Plan to take a walk over and browse our full stock of gift books, New York Graphics, 
calendars, posters and stocking stuffer· supplies. 
Your favorite photo can be transfered to Christmas cards, your spouse's degree may 
be laminated on a beautiful wall plaque or find an interesting world globe for that little 
niece or nephew. · 
And all at SPECIAL PRICES to benefit members of the University community. 
Charges are available with Faculty/Staff ID or use VISA/ MasterCard. 
· MOST OF OUR BOOKS ARE 2O0/o OFF (EKCEPT CHRISTMAS HOURS 
8:00-5:30 11/30-12/23 TEKTJ DURING THIS · SEASON. FREE GIFT WRAPPING noon TO 5:30 . 
. OPEN ALL SATURDA VS 
IN DECEMBER UNTIL CHRISTMAS 
9 AM - 4:00 .PM 
If you are driving: Turn on Main Street at New Hampshire Hall. The store is located by 
the visitors parking in the lot· at the bottom of the hill. 
Save time, Money, Gas and find the perfect gift today! 
r . 
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Arts & Features 
The . Mound Builders searches but fails to • nse 
By . Christopher Brown and 
. Suzanne Portnoy 
The Mound Builders premiered 
Monday night at the Johnson 
Theater, leaving us intrigued but 
confused. We were intrigued by 
.playwright ·Lanford Wilson's 
message: an intellectual statement 
about the search for truth. We 
were confused by the relationships 
between characters who were 
highly emotional but uncomfor-
tably ambiguous. There is an 
affair, for instance, which has no 
substance. The . two never touch 
until the second act, when Chad 
Jasker makes an overt pass. ~ 
The play is a series of flashbacks 
in the mind of a University 
archaeologist, Professor August 
Howe, who $its at his desk in his 
office in late March dictating to a 
tape recorder an account of his 
expedition while looking at slides . . 
As he watches the slides of the 
summer expedition, a word 
triggers a memory and the stage 
lights go dim. The professor rises 
from his desk in the corner of the 
stage and leaves or becomes part of 
the flashback. 
The professor is a curious 
characterbecause he is scientific.· 
He categorizes everything 
including his feelings. In the 
flashbacks he remembers the series 
Standing (left to right) are Tracey Walker and Heidi Thomas; seated are (I tor) Linda Torrisi and 
Melissa Tschirgi. (Steven Davis photo) 
building something. She 
constructs novels. She strives for 
truth but never obtains it. Instead 
she encounters another unsolvable 
problem. She begins to drink. 
Similarly, when Jean is in a 
spelling bee, she spells and ·spells 
and spells, as though constructing 
an edification of spelled wo,rds. 
But when the spelling bee is over, 
she has an emotional collapse. 
All the characters try to build 
but all are frustrated . in their 
efforts. They ; are all "mound 
builders." They are all in search of · 
truths that are just beyond their 
reach and they refuse to face 
realities in their lives. 
So Delia becomes an alcoholic, 
the professor alienates himself 
from his wife, ' Jean undergoes a 
nervous breakdown, Dan violates 
the hopes of a property owner and 
consequently, is murdered. 
of conflicts between all of the · recovering from a long bout with Delia, the alcoholic sister, sits on The double casting in The 
participants of a dig. The summer drunkeness. She is a famous a sofa for most of the play, reading Mound Builders was senseless. 
There are consequence-s to the 
search for truth, to the edification 
of mounds. Mound building is 
always tragic, and the mound 
builder is always hurt. All of the 
characters' endeavors have been 
frustrated. But the narrator is 
worst of all since he does not play 
out the mental anguish of his 
frustration but remains calmly 
behind , his desk, cool and 
calculating. He refuses to show 
pain, to let the anguish bother him. 
He is a scientist until the end. 
is full of ma.rijuana, beers, novelist and believes in the power a magazine or sleeping. It was Each cast contained both weak 
rednecks and affairs. of the imagination. She is the uncomfortale for the audience (as and strong actors and actresses. 
He refuses to confront his philosopher in the play, the it must have been for her) watching The reasoning behind two casts is 
problems with hi5. wife and his thinker, the conveyer of the her stationary for that length of to give, we presume, more students 
alcoholic sister, Delia, who is playwright's message. She erupts time. A Ith o ugh in it i a 11 y a chance to act. But the Johnson 
visiting the site. into a tantrum, frustrated by the fascinating, her character became Theater is not the place for this 
The problem arises when the lack of emotion her brother shows. more and more tedious to watch. kind of educational encounter. The Mound Builders was double 
cast. On alternate nights, the play 
is performed by the blue cast and 
the white cast. The casts include: 
(blue cast, white cast, respectively) 
Professor August Howe: Brian 
Hotaling and Steve Dascoulis; 
Cynthia Howe: Kathy Lockhardt 
and Tracey Walker; Kirsten: Abby 
Nemec and Heidi Thomas; Dan 
Loggins: Joseph Kandra and 
Stephen Davis; Jean Loggins: 
professor is not in all of the Facial expressions were blocked Professor Batcheller may have 
flashback$. How can he have a Chad erupts with anger toward and lines were lost. been wiser to keep his experiments 
flashback to a scene in which he Dan, who had Chad's land Joseph D. Batcheller's direction in the smaller Hennessey Theater. 
was not a participant? The declared a national monument was not effective. We wondered, The two casts could have been 
flashbacks take on a life of their without informing him. But these "Are these real people or were they condensed into one strong cast. 
own and one forgets they are emotional conflicts have no basis simply born to stand there looking After seeing both casts we felt 
supposed to originate in the because the relationships between like giraffes behind couches and some competition. Is this healthy 
professor's memory. characters are ambiguous and chairs: static and contrived?" for the actors? 
The relationships between leave the actors and actresses.cold. It was not until the intermission, The redeeming factor of all of 
characters are confusing. The Perhaps some of our confusion when we glanced at our programs, the play's problems is Lanford : 
characters include the professor, could be attributed to the directing that we discovered that the play Wilson's message. The characters 
his wife Cynthia, his assistant Dan, and the set construction. One of consisted of flashbacks. Up until search for a retrievable object but Dawn Didham and Linda Torrisi; 
Chad Jasker: Anders Tornberg 
and Joel Porter; Delia: Lisa 
Fontaine and Melissa Tschirgi. 
Dan's wife, Jean, Delia, the the main problems but perhaps this time we were confused. The . things that are retrievable keep 
professor's daughter, Kirsten, and potential advantages of The flashbacks might have been more alluding them. 
Chad. Chad, who likes to fish and Mound Builders is the set. It is obvious if the desk indicating the At the end of the play the sight is 
drink beer, owns the property on cluttered and dingy, yet filled with professor's study was either bulldozed over by Chad. The lake 
which site of the dig, the Mounds, things for an actor to do--papers elevated or blacked out by the is dammed. It rises and covers the 
stands. on desks could be sorted out, stage lights. As it was, the site. The truths are hidden; they are ..._ ____________ ----' 
The professor's sister is an furniture moved, tables dusted-- professor's office blended in with buried. The professor is frustrated . 
intriguing character, in contrast anything thjlt would give a purpose the Ii vi n g room of the Delia is a novelist. She believes a 
with the prof~ssor. She __ ~~ for the_ actorsJ>ci.ng there. _ argiaelog_i~~ camp. person isn't happy unle~ they ar~ . 
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Giving thanks 
~: Todd Irvine 
"I'm all out of beer, would you like a cream soda?" Dad 
asked, closing the refridgerator. "It's kind of old. Maybe 
it's gone hard." He tossed the brown and white can in my 
lap. "The turkey's in the oven, it oughta be ready soon. I 
got a frozen one this year, had a hell of a time dethawing 
it. Do you want a pretzel or something?" 
"No," I said, 'Tm fine." I opened the cream soda and 
settled in my chair. I took off my shoes, and stretched my 
wet feet in front of the radiator to warm them. My dad sat 
in the rocking chair next to me and stared deeply into the 
pipes. Our dog Vladimir napped between the two chairs, 
snoring loudly. 
"Let me put a wet towel over that radiator," my dad 
said, rising. "It really makes the place nice and steamy." 
In a moment he was back,.spreading a damp rag over the 
radiator. "You sure you don't want some pretzels? I had 
some popcorns but when I put them on the stove they 
turn.ed out all blue. I guess they wasn't all right. But I got 
plenty of---" 
'Tm okay, really. Sit down. You've been running 
around since I got here." Dad slouched in his seat and 
opened his can of cream soda. 
I looked around the room. It was good to be home. I 
sniffed deeply and smelled the turkey burning in the oven. 
Vladimir rolled over and belched. 
"Dad," I said, "I think the turkey's burning." In a flash 
he was up, pulling the blackened bird from the oven. 
"I guess it's a little overdone," he said. "Well, grubs up. 
Get yourself a fork." 
I sat down at the table. I reached into the turkey and 
removed a small bag of wax paper containing something 
squishy. "What's this?" 
"I don't know. Give it to Vladimir." I tossed it on the 
floor, where Vlad sniffed at it suspiciously. I poured some 
stuffing onto my plate. 
"What'd you use to make this?" 
"Grape-nuts. I almost forgot to put them in, but I 
remembered at the last minute." 
Dad and I dug into the turkey, which to our dismay we 
discovered was still almost completely frozen. 
"I guess I didn't dethaw it so good," Dad said. "But at 
least the skin's done. I got a can of turkey parts in the 
cupboard if you want some." 
I declined when I saw that the can had a smiling dog on 
the label. Dad and Vladimir tore into the soupy meat. 
"I got some French Fries in the freezer, it you want 
some. They'd go kinda nice with the turkey. Of course, we 
could go to the Cumberland Farms and try to get us some 
beers. If you want some." 
So Dad and I got into his BelAir and cruised down to 
Cumbie 's. On the way Vladimir threw up his turkey parts 
in the back seat. "Guess he's making room for more 
turkey," Dad said. 
We rolled into the parking lot at Cumbie's. The 
parking lot was empty. I went up and pulled at the door. 
It didn't open. "I guess it's closed," I said. "But there's a 
light on inside. Maybe the door's just stuck." 
Before I could stop him, Dad stepped back and threw 
all of his 260 pounds at the door. It opened. 
"Where are all those bells coming from?" Dad asked. 
We firgured we had better get our tails out of there. So 
we hopped back into the BelAir with Vlad and took off. 
"Don't you want to run in and get some beer?" But I told 
him that I had a headache from all the cream soda. 
When we got back, I forgot to put the BelAir in park, 
and as we were walking up to the house, we heard the car 
roll down the driveway, through Vlad's doghouse, and 
into the garage. "Damn doghouse was asking to be run 
over anyways." 
But it didn't really matter. Dad and I spent the rest of 
the evening sitting around the radiator, chugging soda 
and singing drinking songs. I got over-carbonated and I 
burped a lot, but it was a lot better than the year Dad ran 
over Mom. 
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Red Norvo (Henri Barber photo) 
Red Norvo Trio Illeets 
expectations 
By Leslie MacPherson 
On Tuesday night, the Strafford 
Room of the M. U. B. came alive 
again as the Red Norvo Trio 
performed as part of the 
Traditional Jazz Series. The 
concert was twelfth in the three-
year-old series, and the only New 
England stop for the group. 
The Red Norvo Trio, comprised 
of Red Norvo playing the 
vibraharp, Tai Farlow on guitar, 
and Steve Novosel on bass played 
to the largest crowd iri the history · 
of the series. There were "close to 
three hundred" people, according 
to Associate Professor Paul 
Yerrette of the Music Department. 
Born in 1908, and influenced by 
the jazz that he heard on the 
riverboats cruising along the 
Illinois River, Norvo was one of 
the first musicians to use the 
xylophone, marimba, and related 
instruments to create a jazz sound. 
In 1950, Norvo formed a trio 
consisting of himself, Tai Farlow, 
and the late Charlie Mingus on 
Winterize yourself with the 
Freewaves 
Saturday; Dec. 5, 6:00·p.m. 
Rossington Collins 
n db 
a special interview 
Fo owe y 
live Both Sides 
featuring Garland Jefferies 
bass. They disbanded in 1956. 
After almost twenty-five years .of 
requests, the group reformed, this 
time with Steve Novosel • on bass, 
and played for a month at Michael's 
Pub in New York, where they were 
triumphantly received. 
With h~s infectious gleefulness, 
Norvo and the trio captured the 
audience as they began with 
"Follow 01e," "Here's That Ringy-
Dingy," and the Fats Waller hit, 
"The Jitterbug Waltz." "We've 
played one of the first jazz 
waltzes," said Norvo, with one of 
his animated smiles. 
Their unique combination of 
vibraphone, electric guitar, and 
bass produced a purely wonderful 
sound. They continued with "My 
Romance," from the show of the 
same name. It was a number which 
highlighted Farlow, a gifted 
guitarist in his own right. Norvo 
soloed with "Candlelight," and 
when the group played the popular 
"When You 're Smiling," the music 
seemed to skip and bounce along 
until it almost ran off the page. 
After intermission, and 
answering to several requests for 
autographs, Norvo, Farlow, and 
Novosel returned. The magic 
continued, and they played on with 
pieces like, "We'll Be Together 
Again," "Baubles, Bangles, and 
Beads," and "Fascinating 
Rhythum." . 
The last, "One of our really old 
recordings," said Norvo, could be 
described as tightly frenetic. Most 
in . the audience tapped toes, 
bobbed heads, or bounced their 
knees. 
From the first soft, four-
malleted opening chords of N orvo 
to the last racy runs, it was a night 
of captivating music. After two 
hours and twenty minutes of . 
playing jazz, N orvo acknowledged 
Farlow and Novosel and the three 
left the stage, but it seemed · 
somehow as though the music 
should have kept going. Said one 
avid listener, "I could listen to 
those guys all night." 
Arts revealed to UNH 
By Joel Folliard 
Starting this Saturday, UNH 
will be exposed. Through the . 
efforts of Marc Strauss, the UNH 
Artist-in Residence, this campus 
will be exposed to the talents of a 
number of local artists in The 
Creative Arts Symposium. 
The exposition, which will be 
held in the MU B from December 5 
through December 13, includes 
nine days of workshops, 
performances and lectures geared 
toward showcasing the usually 
overlooked local artist. 
"Because MUSO , (Memorial 
Union Student Organization) and 
SCOPE (Student Committee on 
Popular Entertainment) usually 
concentrate on bringing big name 
acts to UNH,"Strauss said. "We're 
tapping the equally good local 
talent which had been overlooked 
and is therefore unknown to a 
large segment of the student 
population." 
This is Strauss' second endeavor 
to show UNH students what is 
available in home grown talent. 
His first was the all day residency 
by The New Hampshire Ballet 
Company on November 20. "I 
ARTS, page 21 .. 
Marc Strauss, UNH artist-in-residence. (Steve Dodd photo) 
THE GRANITE 
IS now accepting applications for the 
paid positions of 
Following LBS is the Saturday Night Special 




Complete LP's aired every night 
at 11 :00 p.m. 
12/5 - Rod Stewart 
12/6 -James Blood IDmer 
12/7 - IDtravox 
12/8 - Novo Combo 
12/9 - Joan Annatrading 
12/20 - Tom Verlaine 
12/11 - Queen 
12/12 - Rings 
All ECAC UNH Hockey games to be covered on WUNH, 
91.5 FM, Durham 
Pick up our winter program guides in the area to inform you of what else is 
upcoming on the Freewaves. 
These will fill the positions 
Edit o' r~ In-Chief -
and Business M_anager 
for 
for the 82-83 academic year 
No experience necessary. 
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Dunn's poetry: sobering humor 
By Amy Nightingale 
Stephen Dunn is a poet who sees 
·"the sister he never had" in his wife 
sometimes. 
Monday night in the Forum 
room of the library, he casually 
enlightened an audience of about 
twenty, reading a variety of poems 
from his past publications Circus 
of Needs and Full of Lust and 
Good Usage, concentrating on the 
theme of labor and love explored 
in his latest book, Work and Love. 
Dunn was introduced by an 
English department faculty 
member as the "most humorous 
poet of New Jersey," yet his 
listeners were to discover that the 
outer humor disclosed an "inner 
seriousness from the dark part of 
the heart." 
Dunn began with a po~~ 
entitled "Eggs," speaking softly 
and deliberately, about "liking the 
shape of eggs" and growing to like 
"the shape of girls," adding that 
"sunny-side up was like exposing 
one's self to others." 
In "Midnight" he anticipated 
having to impart the reality of "the 
six o'clock news" to his daughter 
"sleeping in her room with kitten 
posters on the walls," and that 
someday she would have to know 
about the '"larvae of thieves in the 
gutters of the Bronx"-about 
"priviledges taken away." . 
Dunn weaves a world of 
unreconciled contradictions. In his 
poetry, where "smiling people" are 
"full of hidden unfulfillment" and 
the man in "Fairytale" finds 
himself alone, "distanced"from his · 
family, after the dream of adding a 
new wing to their house comes 
true. · 
The couple in "Leaves" do the 
raking together. It is "work · 
nobody loves with no skill 
involved, but tolerable , almost 
fun, like the familar sex" they 
share. Dunn believes people ' 
cannot love well unless they work · 
well. 
He lives in New Jersey with his 
family where he currently teaches 
at Stockton State College. His 
work has been recognized with a 
National Endowment for the Arts 
Fellowship and several other 
honors, including an Academy of 
American Poets Award. 
All three of his books, published 
by the Carnegie-Mellon Press, are 
available at the University 
Bookstore. 
-------ARTS---------
want to keep bringing local talent 
in this type of presentation in the 
future," Strauss said. 
Some of the UNH professors 
involved with the symposium 
expressed differing opinions as to 
whether or not UNH students are 
well informed about local talent. 
Larkin Warren, a poet and 
administrative assistant in the 
English Department said, "I'm 
glad to be involved with the 
symposium as it is an extension of 
my reading for the UNH Writer's 
Series." But referring to the 
possibility that students are not 
well informed about local talent, 
Warren said, "I'm not aware that 
they are not aware and don't 
already know about us." 
Kathryn Sky-Peck, a poet and 
lecturer in the English 
Department, said, "I think 
I 
that 
students are . not aware of local 
(continued from page 20) 
talent because of the shifting of 
majors away from the liberal arts 
and towards business and 
technical degrees." 
Pat Fleming, an instructor in the 
Theater and Communications 
Department, who will conduct a 
lecture and slide show, said, "I 
don't know if the students don't 
know about the local artist. But 
people usually never suspect that 
there's talent so close to them." 
In attempting to organize the 
dance residency and the 
symposium, Strauss found that his 
position as Artist-in Residence at 
Eaton House and the Eaton House 
mini-dorm itself could not provide 
enough funding for the type of 
event he wanted to present. "We 
needed more money than the Area 
III Programming Board · could 
provide us with." Strauss said,"We 
had to tap into student funding to 
GAMES ROOM 
Old-Fashioned 
provide campus-wide exposure." 
So Strauss founded the 
Association for Creative Arts 
(AFCA), which was a hybrid from 
last year's Student Arts Council. 
He then was successful in not only 
getting official recognition as a 
student organization but also 
Student Activity funding for the 
events. 
Some . of the artisans 
participating in the symposium 
include Antoinette Schultze, a 
sculptor and painter from South 
Eliot, Me., concerts by the New 
Hampshire Notables and the New 
Hampshire Gentlemen (two a 
cappella singing groups), a 
workshop of improvisational 
movement at the Mill Pond Center 
in Durham, with poetry readings 
and lectures by UNH faculty, and 
more. 
Mark Neisser juggled a win for the first UNH Talent Show. 
The competition sponsored by MUSO and SCOPE was held 
November 20 and 21. Neisser, who took first place pocketed the 
$150 prize. (Jonathan Blake photo) ' 
►· 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
GENTLEMEN 
proudly present 
PINBALL NIGHT DEBUT 1981 
6 p.m.-on, WED., DEC. 9 
GAMES ROOM, MUB 
In 
\ 
Want to improve 
SCRAMBLE, and other video 
games? Then come to the 
VIDEO SEMINAR! 
7 p.rn. 
THURS., DEC. 10 
GAMES ROOM, MUB 
A collection of their most 
prominent songs 
available now on vinyl discs 
(Records that is!) 
Purchase one for yourself, 
family, or friends. 
An inexpensive way to· say 
Merry Christmas! 
Available at the 
'UNH BOOKSTORE 
"Good Singing And Good Times" 
i. 
I 
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1981-82 -T_Jniversity -of 
New · Han1pshire 
Wotnen's Ice Hockey 
*** ·12-0-1· in Four Years *** 
SPECIAL 
2-for-1 Exhibition Game Ticket 
Offer 
Buy one ticket and get the second one 
free at any one of the following 
l 
Minnesota Blue Jays 
7 :00 pm, Dec. 4 
. Minnesota Blue Jays 
3:00 pm, Dec. 5 
Adults $3.00 
. Students $2.00 
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·I . / 4 · 
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-~ 7 ,_ / ·: 
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To: Students 
From: Financial Aid Office 
208 Thompson -Hall 
A series of on -campus Financial Aid 
information sessions ( including 
information on application procedures, · 
sources of aid available, 
deadlines, · etc.) will be held 
on the following dates: 
Monday, Decetnber 7 at 4:00 
MUB--Commuter Lounge 
Monday, Decen1ber 7 at 7 :00 
Devine Hall.--lounge 
Babcock House--lounge 





for 1982-83 ·( 
at the Financial Aid -Office, 
208 Thompson Half (M-F 8:00-4:30) 
Applicants need: 
1) a 1982-83 UNH Application Form 
(tan) 
-and 
2) a 1982-83 Financial Aid Form (FAF) 
PRIORITY DEADLINES · 
Undergraduates: February 15, 1982 
Graduates: May 1, 1982 
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of New Hampshire Board ·of 
Trustees. 
The suit claims the defendants 
"unlawfully denied Yildiz his civil 
· rights, including the failure to 
afford him one year's written 
notice before the termjnation." 
This includes Barbaros Cellihol, 
Kondogunta Siraprasad and John 
Wilson, the suit said. 
University officials wrongfully 
terminated him "by making 
YILDIZ 
( continued from page 1) 
promises of tenure to him and 
inducing him to develop Sea Grant 
and doctoral programs advan-
tageous to UNH," he said . 
The suit, which was prepared by 
attorney Tho11_1as Donovan of 
Manchester, said he has "lost his 
ability to return effectively to 
perform his teaching, advisorship 
and research services and will 
thereby suffer irreparable harm." 
Yildiz has asked that the court 
order his tenure or that he be given 
an opportunity to challenge the 
decision through the university 
grievance procedure. 
He sought a temporary 
restraining order to prevent his 
Nov.21st termination date but due 
to an illness of a U.S. District 
Court judge no hearing was 
r..,... _....,. ........... ._.. ... -- ___... ...,....,... _....,. ............. ~ ..... ..,.._...._... ....... . 
VISAGE· ~ CHILD CARE SERVICES 
) The Commuter/Transfer Center has on I file a list ofbabysitters and area day care 
I centers. If you are interested in baby 
PROFESSION AL SKIN CARE 
For Men and Women 
scheduled in time. 
Facial Treatment~ Deep Pore Cleansing Facial The suit, filed Nov 12th, said Y ild iz "has exhausted his 
administrative remedies" and has 
been denied proper opportunity to 
file a grievance at UNH. 
The suit claims that other 
,faculty members in the College of 
Engineering and Physical Sciences 
have received tenure from UNH 
under similar circumstances to 
I sitting, or wish to take advantage of our child care services, stop by Room 136 
L:~~~~~~::J 
Lash and Brow Tinting Waxing 
REG. $25.00 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE $17.00. 
those of Yildiz. 
THE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
University of Dominica 
Schools of Medicine 
and Veterinary Medicine 
Accepting applications for programs beginning in 
March and July.1982 leading to the MD and DVM 
degrees, and the Doctor of Philosophy degree in the 
fields of Epidemiology, Anatomy and Microbiology. 
Direct inquiries to: · . 
Carribbean Admissions, Inc. 16 West 32 St 
(6th Floor) New York, N. Y. 10001 or Dean A. . 
Cuadrado, University of Dominica, P.O. Box 266, 
Roseau, Commonwealth of Dominica, Windward 
Islands, West Indies 
Newington Mall 
Get ready to s'ki 
with these great 
PRE-SEASON 
SKI PACKAGE~~ 
JARVINEN CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Jarvi~en skis, fiberglass poles, cross 
country boots, step in bindings, mounting. 
comparablB value 124.98 ................................. 9995 
ADIDAS CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Adidas skis, fiberglass poles, cross country boots, 
step in bindings, mounting. 
comparable value 165.95 .......................... 11995 
-ATOMIC CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Atomic A.C.C. , skis, fiberglass poles, 
cross country boots, step in bindings, mounting. . 
comparable value 169.-, . .. : ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12999 
ATOMIC SKI PACKAGE 
Set includes A.C.S. skis, Tyrolic step-in bindings with 
brakes, aluminum poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving. 
comparable value 211.00 .......................... 14999 
YAMAHASKIPACKAGE 
Set includes AR1000 skis, Tyrolia step-in bindings with 
brakes, poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving. 
comparable value 208.00 . ............... _. . . . . . . . . . 15911 
YAMAHA SKI PACKAGE 
Set includes AR1500 skis, Look step-in bindings with 
brakes, ski poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving . 
.,,,,.,.,. "'"" 241.00 . ........................ ~ . . 119" 
Ski while you pay-Join the Porteous Ski Club. · 
COMPLETE -
Day & Evening Hours--BY appt. only , 





What we do at MITRE is as far as a decade ahead of what others con-
sider the state of the art. 
As General Systems Engineer for C3- Command, Control and Com-
muni~_ation~ - for th_e U.S_. Air F9rce El~9t~qn_ic Systems .Division, it's_. 
o-ur challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 1 O years from 
now. To analyze and engineer one-of-a-kind systems that will be more 
than current well into the 1990's. 
Our efforts have attracted many of the most accomplished experts in 
their fields. Engineers responsible for remarkable advances ·in areas in-
cluding- computer systems, systems software, systems architecture, 
radar systems, and satellite and terrestrial transmission. Engineers you'll 
be working with who can advance your career a decade in. technologies 
including fiber optics, computer security, sensor technology and voice 
recognition. 
Excellence is nurtured in every way possible at MITRE. Facilities com-
pensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people. Full tuition 
reimbursen:ient plus on-going, in-house lecture series from the unique 
MITRE Institute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional 
project mobility and dual ladder career pathing to get you where you 
want to be, at your pace. 
If you like 1 O more years wisdom - without the wrinkles - come to 
MITRE. 
University of New Hampshire 
Interviews 
Wednesday, Dec.9, 1981 
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1981 
Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if-you are a BS 






If x~u are ~ot able to interview with us on this date, send your resume to 
Philip H. Hicks at The MITRE Corporation, Burlington Road Bedford MA. 
01730. ' ' 
u.s,. Citizens~ip requ~red: MITRE is ~n eq~al o~portunity employer 
actively seeking applications under its aff1rmat1ve action program. 
MITRE 
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"You're dealing with anatomy, 
composition, and space around the 
figure. It's an intellectual pro~ess." 
Martin's husband and fnends 
know about her job, but she has 
not told her parents because they 
are "kind of old-fashioned." 
During breaks, she walks 
Educational Center' 
TEST PREPARATION 
i,PECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
NUDES 
. ( continued from page 3) 
around the ·room examining the 
drawings people have done. 
"It's interesting because 
everybody has a different style," 
she says. "I've recently · 1ost 30 
pounds so I'm surprised about how 
skinny I look." 
Martin remembers how shocked 
Prepare Early! 
Classes Enrolling 
In Your Area 
Call Boston Collect 
Days, Evenings & Weekends 
For Details 
(617) 482-7420 
F-or Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad 
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782 
Introducing 




· contact lens specialty center. 
Lowest price in the area includes: 
"F~el Safe" Plan: 90 day100% returnable fee. 
Highes~ gualify soft l~nses, FDA approved. 
F1tt1ng, Instruct1on, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits. · 
In-office service plan for lost and damaged lenses. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
Wide selection ef ~r eyeglass fr~: 
Gift certificates available. 
eye cont.ad unlimited 
423 Market St., in the Historic District 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200 
Open Monday through Saturday. 10am. 
she was the first time she had a 
nude model in a drawing class, but 
says most students get over it. 
"As art students we 're so 
exposed to the nude body as an art 
form that it's not a nervous sort of 
thing at all," she says. 
-
11Take a bite out of 
the news!" 
The New Hampshire 
Dec. 6 is 
Mike Warren's 
birthday. 
Wish him a 
good one! 
January Graduates: 
The lucrative field of 
employee benefits awaits you. 
What's employee benefits? 
A full 36% of any employer's payroll. That means it's 
important to them. And it can mean an unusual opportunity, 
if you're one of the special people we're looking for. 
We're Unionmutual. 
A company known nationwide for excellence and leadership 
in Employee Benefits - Group Health, Ljfe, Pensions and 
Disability Income. 
We're looking for outstanding January graduates to 
staff our sales offices across the country. 
After an extensive one-year training program, you'll. be ready 
to deal. with professional consultants, brokers and agents in 
meeting their corporate and professional clients' employee 
benefits needs. Th1sis a marketing position which will 
challenge your technical and people talents to the fullest. 
And since you're a mid-term graduate, you'll be 5 months 
ahead of your class in knowledge and hands-on experience 
when the rest of our college recruits join us in June. That 
can mean using your expertise sooner and quicker 
promotions. 
Starting salary is $16,000. 
We offer excellent fringe benefits and opportunity for 
advancement. 
You've worked hard for your January graduation. 
Now let that January degree give you the edge. 
Send your resume to: 
Glenn Zlmmennan, Manager 
Branch Marketing - Recruiting & Manpower 
Union mutual · 
2211 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04122 UniOilillUtual 
Unionmutual is an equal ,opportunity employer. 
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( continued from page 2) . ---LIBRARY--
( continued from page 3) 
· percent rate the student paid once programs for college students are helps college students obtain 
out of college and the going also slated for reductions of employment. The government night and for ·an hour during the 
interest rate. undetermined amounts. pays 80 percent of the student's day, according to Barnes. room, says-she always brings in her 
Under the regulations in the These are the National Direct wages on a job at a non-profit "W , 1 . own soda. 
b d 
· d I St d L p · t·t t· A f $1380 · er~ comtemp atmg maybe _"I never try t<? get 1·t from there," u get s1gne ast summer, u ent oan rogram (NDSL), ms 1 u 10n. n average o t d · 
d f f 
·1· · h th II k d db 2365 UNH d c osmg it own m the evening she sa~.s, r_eferr1ng_ to the vend1'ng stu ents rom am1 1es wit e co ege WO( -stu y program, was earne Y stu ents hours," he said. 
adjusted gross incomes of more and the state scholarship incentive last year. Pl room. J, hke to drmk a soda when 
h $ 
Th h I h. . . ans to ~ake the vei:iding area I'm studying. I don't see t an 30,000 a year would not be program (SSIG). e state sc O ars 1P incentive more _attractive and to isolate the there's such a big bl . 0 ;hy ·········-·· ·····-~-~~tiR:t1fJ61tt1tftfild.iEee:;~ri -··--g·o~·~i~\:-e.:-~!-~-uJ-;-~~-!~lof;s~-----•· f~~fa~!hr~-\~r~~J-a-·~~~;~a:5. ___ :~-~~~~-~~J~0?1!~e-~~~tt!1.8.!f.~?.-~iJL _~"c.hools .. seenLlobi.~~Je-etr;.·ha~; ____ _ 
Administration, said that some reductions in these programs witi tion of state and federal money. In b~e;rr;:ys ~~ce~~~ng Chnstmas it." 
wealthy families did not use them not be made through guideline or~er to !eceive money through 
for college expenses but for changes, Craig said. Instead, the this program, states must match 
investment purposes. total amount given to each the federal funds dollar for dollar. 
This change was made in program will be reduced at the In New Hampshire these funds 
, addition to the imposition of a five federal le~el. The colleges go thr:ough the New Hampshi~e 
percent origination fee which themselves will have to decide how Incentive Program (NHIP). Craig 
became effective on August 22, -to divide less money among the said the average state contribution 
. 1981. The result is -that a student- students. .. . . . . . . to state scholarship programs is 11 
taking a loan for .the maximum of _ ... _The National Direct Student ·times more than the federal 
$2500 pays interest on the entire Loan Program (NDSL) provides · contribution. The state of New · 
amount but receives only $2377. long-term, low interest loans to Hampshire, however, has always 
According to UNH financial aid· students. During the last school met on I y the minimum 
office figures, 4423 UNH students year, 2049 low income students requirement of matching the 
received guaranteed student loans received an average of $925 in federal funds. 
last year averaging $2037 per loans through NDSL. During the last college year, 
recipient. Through the college work-study NHIP awarded 904 UNH students 
Three other federal aid pr?gram, the Federal Government scholarships averaging $375, . 
. The Student Senate approached 
Vmcent last year with the idea to 
combine the area with the 24 hour 
room, making both areas more 
comfortable to study in. 
Vincent said only about 30 more 
seats will be added, but the main 
purpose is to eliminate the food 
problem by keeping the machines 
closed off from the rest of the 
room, making them easier to -
monitor. 
Jane Lamberts, a senior found 
drinking a soda outside of the 
. Ric?ard_ Gadsbois, a junior, 
doesn t mmd the vending room 
rule howe_ver. . , 
"They shoul_d have somebody in 
there all the time to prevent kids 
fro"! taking_ stuff ~mt," _he says. . . 
Lisa Hatfield, a sophomore who 
commutes, said· there wouldn't be · · 
such a problem if the room was 
bigger, as it is often difficult to find 
a seat. 
"At lunch til)le you're hungry 
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10 Festive Days of Savings* 
Friday December 4th 
Fisher Price Toys 20% off (Loft) 
All Children's Books 20% off (Loft) 
* 12 Days Has Been Done 
Saturday December 5th 
Fisher-Price Toys 20%' off (Loft) 
·1. Giels Band "Freeze Frame" in LP or Cassette $5.99 (Record Room) While they last 
.I,. 
Sunday December 6th 
Fisher Price Toys 20% off (Loft) 
1982 Calendars - Over 75 Different Kinds -- 20% off (Loft) 
Monday December 7th 
1982 Calendars 20% off (Loft) ,,, 
Books - Books - Books - Books 20% off (Including those already Marked down) · 
Tuesday December 8th 
Books 20% off (Loft) 
All Classical & Christmas Albums or Tapes - $1.00 off(Record Room) If you haven't seen 
our current selection, you 're missing some great buys in Classical music. 
Wednesday December 9th 1 
One 20 cent postage stamp FREE with every greeting card purchased that has a value of 50~ · 
or more ... as long as 500 stamps last (Loft) · 
Thursday December 10th 
All ·$8 .98 list "top 20" LP's & Cassettes $5 .99 each -- While they last in the Record Room 
Friday December 11th 
Random House College Dictionary 
The Ocean World - Cousteau 
Audubon Society of Marine Wildlife 
Audubon Encyclopedia of N.A. Birds 
Writers Market 1982 
Deluxe Moosewood · Cookbook Limited 
S~turday December 12th 
reg $12.95 
reg $45.00 


















All boxed stationary, notecards, desk accessories, recipe boxes and Hallmark Photo 
Albums -- 20% off (Loft) 
Sunday December 13th 
All Christmas Cards, Christmas Wrap, tags, ribbon & Bows and Holiday decorations --20% 
off (Loft) 
SPECIALS THAT RUN FOR ALL 10 DAYS 
(OR UNTIL WE RUN OUT OF STOCK) 
• One "Here I Am at UNH" Garfield Poster FREE with every Garfield T-shirt purchased ... on the main level {T &C) 
• Peaches Crates -- Great · for Decoration or Storage--particularly of records--20% off (Record Room) 
• The Moosewood Cookbook (paperback) Regularly $8.95 Now $5.95 (Loft) 
• One Last Year's Hallmark Ornament FREE with every $5 .00 card purchase upstairs in the Loft. 
Town & Campus 
Book (IN Card Loft - Record Room 
Monday December 7th through Thursday Decem~er 17th 'til 8 p.m. weeknights Saturdays and Sundays 'til 5 pm 
VISA * MASTERCARD * FREE GIFT WRAPPING * 868-9661 
64 Main Street - Durham, NH 
1 ... h, f~ ""I. t \ • i "'i I '\ .,. -. \ 1 
-- ... . '.',_;I.~ 
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CLASSIFIED 
_Auto_sfor_Sale_]§JI ___ Mllc_for~_ .. ---J]~ 
1976 FIAT, x 1 / 9, Must Sell This Week. 
$3000.00 or Best offer. 659-6181 . 12/4 
Kent Acoustic guitar normally S 1 bu, 
asking S 100 or best offer. Call Peter 
Andersen 2-1656 Congreve 217 between 
9:30 and 11 :00 p.m. or leave a message. 
12/ 4 
Apartments for .Rent 
1
. 
Female rnornrnate needed to, apt. In Servlcel Hd Repairs Ii~ 
Newmarket. (Sliding Rock, Apt. 104) "':==~!!!!!~~=-~====~·-=~~ 
Kitchen, bathroom, Living Room, own p · · T 
room, tennis courts. $150 per month plus recision yping. Reasonable, negotiable 
utilities. Call Melissa at 659-5269 or prices. Call De at 749-4077 before 11 am 
Cheney Rentals at 659-2303. On Kari- or ,after 9pm. 1211,3 . 
Van Route. 12/11. -----· 11, r 
Wanted: House or apt. sitting job for X- Personals 
Mas break. Will pay utilities during stay, 
prevent break-ins, watch animals, .:. 
prevent pipes from freezing. Call 942- JLH--Thanks for keeping me company! 
7785. l 2/8. Getting over the Tapanzee was a lot 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: for easier. Look at the bus load of .... TREAT! 
second semester at Sliding Rock Apts., CAS. 
Newmarket. On K-van route. Own room 
in 2 bedroom apt., tennis court, laundry 
fac ., partly furnishep . Rent $150 
each/mo. Studious, non-smoker · 
preferred. Call Melissa at 659-5269.12/ 8 
FREE ROOM: I have a room available for a 
Resident Assistant type apartment 
manager . For 1982 school year. Applicant 
must live in area for 2 plus years. Must 
have own tools and be free for a portion of 
summer. 424-4122.12/15. 
Need some place to go over Christmas 
break? Three bedroom house on the road 
to Newmarket. Reasonable rent. Easy 
commute to Durham. Quiet. Call after 
7 :00. 12/ 4. 
Two female _students seeking apartment 
to share or to rent. We are 2nd semester 
seniors who desire a place preferably in, 
or nearest possible to Durham. We are 
non-smokers and travelers on the 
weekends. P.S. We're also good women 
and easy to get along with. Faculty 
References on request. Please contact 
Karen Fahey or Sandy McNeil at 868-
1386. Leave message. 
ONE REMALE ROOMATE needed to 
share two bedroom apartment. Davis 
Court apts . , furnished, fireplace, 
comfortable living. Rent $195 per month 
starting 1-1-82, but well worth it! Call 
868-1248 and ask for Marcy or M .J. 12/8 
APARTMENT for rent in Durham. 
Kitchenette, furnished, parking off street. 
$925 per semester. Call Sean Lehman in 
Apt. 86, at 868-9818. 12/8. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: To share 3 
bedrooms with 3 other males. On Mill 
Pond Rd. in Durham. Call 868-2346 at 
5:30 and ask for Mike or Mark. 12/ 8. 
Spring Semester Apt. Durham : 2 person, 
1 bedroom apt. available. 4 Main St. $900 
per person. Available Dec. 23. Call Toni or 
Karene 868-7227.12/ 11 . 
Durham--Room in house (all students) for 
rent second semester beginning anytime 
after Jan. 1. Great location--practically on 
campus. Call Becky at 868-7274.12/8. 
Two wqmen looking for third roommate 
for large sunny apt. in Dover; Have own 
bedroom--need furniture, quiet 
neighborhood. Rent $117 / mo. plus 
utilities; accessible to both A & B Kari-
Vans. Call' Lorraine 2-1413 or Priscilla 2-
1380. Use campus phone in library or 
Comm./Transfer Center.12/ 8. 
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE NEXT 
SEMESTER? Opening for one guy- in 
Webster House. Rent is reasonable, 
convenient location, HBO, etc. Call 868-
1725 or stop by Apartment C-2.12/8. 
ROOM FOR RENT: 1 Room, furnished, 
kitchenette, carpeting, $725.00 a 
semester including utilities, available 
Jan. 1, 1982. If interested call 742-8518 
and leave message for Anne. 
DOVER: Small apt. Living room, kitchen, 
bath, large storage rooms on 2nd floor, 
ref ., stove. Available Jan 1982--6 month 
or 1 yr. lease. Quiet student only--
$165.00 month plus oil and electric. Pets 
r:egotiable. 12/15. 
Sublet: 2 bedroom in Newmarket just 
across the Durham line on 108, Karivan 
stops in front, $300 plus utilities; no pets; 
call Stogie at 659-2989 nights or at 742-
3606, starts Jan. 1. 12/ 4 
Durham-Female needed to share 
apartment in the Ghetto, available for 
second semester. Central location, 
minutes away from campus and 
downtown! $147/mo. includes heat. 
Contact Cheryl at 868-5865. 12/22 
"--H-elp_w_an_te~_]I if I 
Roy, you're such a Band Fag, along with 
Tom, Robin, and Elaine . Try any 
toothpaste shakes lately? Let's make 
dinner a weekly ordeal so we can choke 
and poke each other's eyes out like only 
true NM2 's know how! 
Mitch, YEAH BABY! Let's get together and 
do up a star Saturday night. I hope Chi 
Omega will be as wild as Sigma Nu . By the 
way, Robin P. says hi! Later much ... Band 
Fag (Silly Goose). 
Join Howard, Frank, and Dandy Don. For 
MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL. 45 cent drafts 
and WIDE SCREEN TV ACTION at the 
MUB PUB. Doors open at 8 p.m. Kickoff at 
9. Compliments of STVN. 
Attractive tall, dark and handsome boy 
looking for sensuous, erotic female to 
- escort and fulfill fantasies before, during 
and after the J. Geils concert. Tickets 
provided. No experience necessary but 
must be eager . The girl magnet "Cliff". 
742-0175. 
Point O'Pines Camp for Girls is looking for 
female counselors. Check Placement 
Office or write : Andrew Rosen, 221 
Harvard Avenue, Swarthmore, PA. 
19081 . 12/ 15 
Jeremy ... ( love you too! Signed, another 
ex-resident. 
Pookie ... Thanks for everything. Yours til 
Niagra Falls, Susan. 
The New Hampshire Gentlemen's first 
album, "Debut 1981" is now on sale at 
Town & Campus and the UNH Bookstore. 
If you enjoy the Gents live, you'll love all 
your favorite songs on "Debut 1981 . ··The 
New Hampshire Gentlemen ... "good 
singing and good times!" 
Happy 19th Birthday babe!!! December 2, 
1962 was a very good year ... because it's 
your special day. May your year ahead be 
filled with happiness and love. All My 
Love, ALT. 
I\QEED CREDIT?? ·Get VISA or 
MASTERCARD. No credit check. 
Guaranteed! It's simple, legal. Free 
details! Send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: Creditline, P.O. Box 334-U, 
Rye, N.H. 03870. 12/ 8 
Want to avoid feeling like part of a cattle 
drive on X-mas eve? Get some shopping 
done at the 12 Days of Christmas Sale at 
the Cat's Closet in the MUB starting Dec. 
7. 
Wanted ... Two Tickets to J. Geils. Please 
call Laurie, 862-1386, if you are willing to 
sell. 
Patti--so psyched you're part of the 
family! You've done so well and there's 
just one more week left. It'll be fun, I 
promise. I love ya! Hugs and kisses, MJ. 
ANYONE GOING TO THE BIG APPLE on 
the weekend of Dec. 11th? Two funloving 
girls need transportation to and from 
NEW YORK CITY. We can leave anytime 
on either Friday the 11th or Sat. the 12th. 
Will share expenses and a fun ride! If 
you're going, please call 868-1248 or 
868-1697. 
Looking for a special partridge to put in 
someone's pear tree? Come to the 12 
Days of Christmas Sale at the Cat's Closet 
in the MUB starting Dec. 7. 
STEELERS vs. RAIDERS. Don't miss this 
match, this Monday Nite at the MUB PUB. 
GIANT SCREEN T.V. Compliments of 
STVN. 45 cent drafts and NFL action at its 
best. 
Come to the 12 Days of Christmas Sale at 
the Cat 's Closet in the MUB. We can't 
promise you 5 golden rings but you might 
be surprised at what you'll find. Starts 
Dec. 7. 
Anyone wanting to sell J. Geils Tickets, 
please call Walt at 749-2883. 
Responsible live in child care needed for ,.. W--Sorry to be so late, but you know 
two boys 6 & 9, 3 p.m . til 1 o p.m. Tues.-Fri. me ... Thanks for the gift and card ... and for 
all day Sun. Days off Mon. & Sat. room & kidnapping me to the T.P. that other night. 
Board and salary, own trans. required. I appreciate your thoughtfulness and 
Reply Bx. 474. Rye, N.H. 03870 or call persistance. Keep in touch. I think I owe 
964-6427.12/ 15 y_o_u_a_d_r_in_k_._-_B_. _______ _ 
Draftperson wanted--someone to finalize Son--Thanks for all the good times this 
page layouts. plans for the 1980 Granite. semester : Friday's surprise party (sorry I 
Pays S2. 50 a page with a possible bonus if missed Jeff's "trowing up balloons"), 
finished in a timely manner. Pick up an ...,_ "getti~~ ripped, .. playing quarters, "towel 
a plication and return to the MUB Room , pants, Thursday ni.~es, after hour~ after-
1i6 b Dec 11 after hours parties, nurd hunting at the 
Y · · . computer, the Ashworth-steaks and a 
R.A. Position Available for _ spnr,ig song dedication, room-wrecking , 
semester Lord Hall. Contact Brian Lord sombreros and sunbathing, not to 
Hall Director 2-1819 mention all the great laughs and talks 
TODD MOORADIAN--010 YOU KNOW 
Wanted Photographer for Family Portrait . YOU HAVE AN ADMIRER 1.500 MILES 
Prices neog Call 868-9821 Sharon Libby. · AWAY WHO CAN'T STOP THINKING 
Leave name and number if not in . 12/ 4 ABOUT YOU? .;,.::_.:..,: ___ _.:, _____________ _ 
••Son--Thanks for all the good times this 
semester: Friday's surprise party (sorry I 
r,1issed Jeff's "trowing up balloons"), 
"getting ripped," playing quarters, "towel 
p_ants," Thursday nites, after hours after-
after hours parties, "nurd hunting" at the 
1 computer, the Ashworth-steaks and a 
song dedication, room-wrecking, 
sombreros and sunbathing, not to 
: mention all the great laughs and talks, 
Get psyched to go wild out West--you too 
"other roommate." We still have to have 
that California party (Remember B.Y.O. 
"B''). Attic Roommate. 
Phylis--Have you been on any magic 
carpet rides lately? Bids Night you were 
definitely flying!! You had enough cups to 
throw your own party! I hope you had an 
awesome time cause you deserve it! Get 
psyched for the weeks to come! P.S. 
Thanks for taking my VITALS on my 8-
day. The Kamikazi Kid. 
BAF--After Bids Night, I realized you 
never seize to amaze moi! It wasn't just 
the "CRUTCH" dancing at the Grange but 
the thought of you riding in a Stop-N-
Steal cart from frat to frat made me realize 
that nothing in this world could stop you 
from partying! Keep up the good work 
hatter and get psyched to DRINK LIKE 
NEVER BEFORE!! The Kamikazi Kid. 
Dover Recreation Department--
Ski / Skate Sale. Dec. 4th from 5-9 p.m. 
and Dec. 5th from 9-5 p.m. at the Dover 
Recreation Center, Lower Washington 
St., Dover. New and used Equipment at 
Great Savings! 742-5718. 
WONDER WHOOPEE WOMAN--Thank 
you for making everything so wonderful 
for two years . It takes patience. Be game 
for a wild Saturday Celebration of the 
Highlights of our First Fiftieth Century! All 
My Love--SUPER DUPER MAN. 
Got those final exam blues? Come to 
Babcock Main Lounge on December 11 
from 6:00-9:00 p.m. for a workshop 
entitled "How to Survive Finals." This 
workshop will focus on how to prepare for 
final exams and how to reduce test 
anxiety . Refreshments will be 
served .12/ 11 . 
SKI FREE!!! Find out how when you stop 
by the American Ski Association table on 
the MUB BALCONY on TUESDAY, 
DECEMBER 8th from 11-3 p .m. 
*sponsored by the New Hampshire 
Outing Club*. · 
To the residents of 36 Young Drive : I just 
had to say--have fun with finals! Love, 
your "finalless" roommate. 
To Charlie Tree: Alias "The Good Fairy of 
the Forest." Have a wonderful. spirital. 
and happy "23" on 12.2's humpday. 
Remembflr nothing can get you down 
unless you let it! Set your goals where 
they are right for you and be true to 
yourself in reaching them. Play, 
pretending to be a sparrow; later a 
kangaroo. Always returning to reality, 
finding you're still you . Your canoeing 
companion who's still waiting for another 
adventure. Much Love from a "Friend", 
Pamana. P.S. Found any new moss spots 
lately? (Ha.ha). 
Thanks EVERYBODY for making my 
19th a special one . It's great to have 
friends, or people you can pay to be 
friends, like you. Love you all. .. The Newly 
Mature Woman. 
To the Gals of Devine 8th - So psyched to 
have us all back together after our needed 
breaks. It looks like we might be all 
together on Dec. 12 if Gerty can find a 
companion . That might be impossible! 
But for the rest of you. WAAAAAter and 
the alfalfa queen, the AJ and the stone, 
the dad and the cute - little boy, and 
Gertrude with guess a date! You guys get 
psyched for the PD and remember the 
· family will stay together through thick and 
thin. Lovf! V::I ::,II r.orrh, 
ATTENTION, HETZEL HALL: We know all 
about you--sick and twisted, lean and 
mean--Charo, Peeda, Second Floor 
Roadies ... that smart group The I.Q.'s 
striking all the night chords and moving 
those TOES!!! UNH, Dive into your 
· Bermuda shorts--THE DANCE-A-
THON IS BACK!! 12/8 
Two fun-loving, responsive women tired 
of harsh alarm clocks, tired of waking up 
to the offensive sound of WOKQ, seek two 
gentle, sensuous men willing to arouse 
us from the tight grip of sleep through 
passionate displays of affection (i .e. 
nibbling our ears, softly kissing the napes 
of our necks, or gently massaging our 
fatigued bodies. You may be our man. Call 
2-1594. 
They are very kinky girls, uh huh. 
Thanks a lot ROBIN PETERS, you kinky 
typist that screws up everything she puts 
her hands on. 
Dear Nancy: Get psyched for the PD! It's 
going to be excellent! Don't forget about 
our date next week. We are finally sisters, 
thanks for the support. You're the best Big 
Sis around. Love ya, Wendy. 
Danvers bound ... Leg warmers 
galore ... muppet movie ... can we fit all this 
luggage? ... my "cheeks" are sore ... New 
Haven? Where? You want ·me to eat all 
that? .. . Lucky Loni ... Are you Japanese or 
Hungarian? ... You 're s,udying? ... N.Y.C., 
here we come ... Let's walk up and down 
Fifth Avenue AGAIN!!!. .. Yep. we went to 
the Empire State ... James!. .. Looking for 
phones ... princess ... l'm gonna melt. .. 
19th one of the best (certainly the - Kyle : You're the greatest big sister ever. 
strangest!) But, secretly .. . You know I I'm looking forward to moving in with you , 
can't stop dancing! Here's to Bacardi, next semester. Get psyched for the Pledge 
slumber parties, ladies teas. 2A, Dance. Love, you little Phi--Chris. 
backrubs, Randall Rowdies, Halloween 
parties, and getting physical! Start it up! To the hottest New Yorkers, Andy and bill, . 
'(_our Nympho roommate. It's time to get psyched for the great big 
thrill. December 5th will bring lots of 
"She's got kinesiology eyes." It was a cheer,andthepartywon'tstartti-lyouget 
long Thanksgiving, glad to see that you're here. So shut off the plow, put down your 
coming to class. Will the real Kinesiology hoe, it's off to New Hampshire you are to 
Woman please stand up. go. We guarantee you the time of your 
Celeste--Happy Late Birthday. I was too life--road trips, swimm~ng, wining & 
late with this before _Thanksgiving--Mr. dining, partying & dancing til all hours of 
Holywood. the night. We are looking forward to 
seeing the both of you, the pledge dance 
MUNCHKIN B--Tomorrow·s the BIG awaits and we do too! Love, Karen and 
DA YI! This will definitely be a wild Kyle. 
weekend--! can hardly wait to get out of ...;... ______________ _ 
preptown to help with the CELEBRATION HELP needy children at CHRISTMAS! 
... How's 21 schnots of schnapps sound?! Come to Stoke's revival of Oldies Night 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Love, Munchkin A. this Sunday in the Mub Pub. Admission is 
50C and a toy. It promises to be a wild time 
HEADING TO S.F. OR DENVER? I need a with DJ Jimmy Jay of THE BEACH BOYS--
rider to share expenses and driving. I will and you're helping to make the holiday 
be leaving Dec. 20-23. My destination is season a little brighter for some less 
S.F., with a few days layover in Denver fortunate kids in the area. 
area, so I'm looking for someone 
interested >in either city, or somewhere in STOKE HALL WQMEN!! Plax will be there 
between. Call Scott at 2-1617. and as if that weren't reason enough to 
go ... Jimmy Jay of the BEACH BOYS is the 
To Andrea in Woodruff: CHEER up, DJ! Oldies Night, Sunday 12/6/81, 
although the job is not yet complete! Not Admission : 50C and a toy to benefit needy 
ALL can fight with ARM & HAMMER and children at Christmas. 
win. Something now will soon WISK you 
away. And as sure as the TIDE rises and 1 pair of J. GEILS TICKETS wanted. Call 
the IVORY SNOW falls, you'll yet romove 862-1585. Ask for Peter Dunbar. 
the ring around t_he ring around my collr. 
Only then. will I consider you all washed 
up! -KIZDUD. 
J . Quinn ... sorry about the game Sat., you 
definitely deserved to win. A consolatory 
beer is yours if you'd like. Hope you had a 
Happy Thanksgiving! Jeanne. 
Looking for a kitten that will grow up and 
eat rats ... Call Alex at 749-2795. 
Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, 
Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, Cindy, Cindy--Alex. 
Twaxamus--Lady I love you- -Get well 
quick, I wanna hurdle some fences with 
you! Cindymus. 
Chazley--1 want your body and strawberry 
blonde hair. Meet me on the third floor to 
the left . 
JAR. Happy 20th Birthday. Your one 
nighter. 
Luther, Thank you for taking care of me all 
last week. I love you. I really appreciate 
you driving me to all my classes. P.S. I 
miss you all the time now that you work 
for my brother. All my love, Trudy. 
To Beth, the Paradise Waitress. You are 
one of the most gorgeous looking girls 
around this campus. As long as you work 
at Nicks, us guys will be there. Yourfellow 
admirers. 
Allo Luv, What everyone should keep, 
while, adverb relating to Christmas, 
about, go for it, in, be in it. I'm where 
everyone else should be. 
Autumn (l.l.) For your 19th birthday, I'll 
clean your muddy sweater--ifyou haven't 
· already. Or we can arrange to get it muddy 
again, then l'I clean it . Happy Birthday. 
Love ya, Boom Boom. 
Why is the library overflowing with men? 
The anser is simple: they all want to see 
Sue Wassell at the loan desk. 
Speaking of the library, hello DIANE 
RUSH! Long time no see. We should get 
together for a meal sometime, OK? Pizza 
at the Catnip again? Please get in touch if 
you have time. 
Xeno Smith never says: That's cool, I'm 
hip, or Keep On Truckin'. Why? Mr. 
Natural. 
Chuck--Don't be shy; come in on 
Thursday evening . I promise I won't abuse 
you!! It's time to buy some new old 
clothes .. .l'm sure you've done enough 
business to pay off the tux by now. Your 
TD Bow-tier. 
To the illustrious founder of the 
Bumfagging Hill School for Boys: The 
pressures of being temporary . 
Headmaster here have been enormous. 
Only with the most extreme efforts have I 
been able to maintain proper discipline. 
Your presence here is greatly missed. 
Shall we meet later for Green Deaths to 
discuss the practical limits to 
Authenticity? Nescio ergo Dubito, Xeno 
Smith . 
Super sights for the super sloshed--Phil 
and Dale's t9ur. See the UNH campus as 
you've never seen it before. Reasonable 
rates for the really wrecked. P.S. 
Margarock and Carot, thanks for the all-
nighters. The tour wouldn't be the same 
without ya! Love, the Mittys. 
WANTED: Person knowledgable of 
American Sign Language to be friends 
with and practice advanced sign with a 
hearing person . Call Pam 742-2096. 
Keep trying. 
Want to buy or sell good ski equipment? 
The Outing Club will be holding its Ski 
Swap Dec. 9- 11 at the East/ West Lounge 
and Merrimack Room. We'll be there all 
three days between 9-5 p.m. Eight 
companies including Wilderness Trails, 
Ski Shed, and Chuckroast will be 
displaying skis. winter equipment and 
clothes . If you want to sell anything, bring 
it to the Equipment Room beside Scope 
with 1.0. and a dollar. We'll be there Dec. 
4, 7, and 8 between 10-3 p.m. Don't miss 
this chance to buy some good stuff at a 
good price! 
TO ELLEN HUME and KAREN 
PUTNAM ... printing someone's full name 
in the personals is really feeble, girls. I'm 
still alive, but apparently only secluded 
Can you imagine: Gregg without 
Jordache, Marianne not backstabbing 
Maureen, Adam in a nudist colony, 
Melissa offstag,e, Maureen not 
backstabbing Marianne, Jeff not getting 
drunk on 2 beers, Elaine talking for 5 
minutes straight, Maureen not 
complaining, Daralin sleeping in her own 
bed, Christine not having more than one, 
Doug running Monty's Den, Marc as a 
SDSU cheerleader, David with a fourth 
roommate, Susan not smiling, Elise with 
a fat body, and San Diego without 
sunshine! 
Prictor--How 'bout three on one on the 
way to afterhours? We know Barrington's 
out there somewhere! Where did you go 
Saturday night? How 'bout another 
chance? The wild foursome will ride 
again. Love, your favorite fans, J.Y., V.T., 
, and D.P. P.S. Are you REALLY a 
freshman? 
Dance away that Thanksgiving Dinner at 
the OLDIES NIGHT REVIVAL this 
SUNDAY, DEC. 6th! lntheMUBPUBfrom 
8:30-11 :00 . YAHOO! A Prefinal 
BLOWOUT! 
Mary and Todd are going but will Tom be 
there? If he has any taste at all he'll be 
there when the doors open! Stoke Hall's 
revival of Oldies Night, Sunday, 
December 6th, promises to be the big 
event of the season. From 8 :30-11 :00 in 
the MUB PUB (and alcohol will be served). 
Be there .. . Aloha!! 
Health care professionals will be on 
campus Wednesday, Dec. 2, to discuss 
opportunities in the field. Join us at the 
Alumni Center at 7:30. Refreshments will 
be served. 
Chris H.--Thanks for all the great dances 
and the after dinner mints at the semi. 
Hope to see you sometime soon . R.P. 
J .Quinn .. alias Lucan ... Better late than 
never. (1 really did put a personal 
in ... honest!) It's a little late to wish you a 
Happy Thanksgiving, and express my 
regrets about the game, but my intentions 
were good. Glad you had a good 
vacation .. . you look like you need some 
rest! Nice haircut--J. 
Birds . .. special this week ... Zebra, 
Silverbill, Nun, Weaver, Finches. $9.00-
$19.00. Call 868-2230. 
To my friends on second floor Babcock!!! 
To Lorrie K., Mike H. & Mary Z., Joe F. & 
Mary, Bill V., Tony & Janie, John P., ML & 
MJ, Mike M ., Todd, the Chris's, Jennie 
and to Dave Labmuscle V. and all the 
others! I miss you terriblyl! Without you 
who would want to spoon a goose?Where 
is the Cat Nip, the Lobster Barn, the 
Health Club and the Creature Double 
Feature? Here are no horseshoe crabs, no 
Spitfires, not even Tyotas! Who will help 
me fight Wandering Monsters and 
conquer dungeons and the Gamma 
World? I need more Swords to be more 
nice, and I love New York, NY--With love 
from the Human Ranger, Peter-
Paul.12/8_. 
To: The Hot Stuff Edgewood Males, From: 
The Sensuous Six 'Females: We'd like to 
extend our sincere congratulations on 
one hell of a party. We had some hot stuff-
·baby--that night! From the moment you 
awoke us at 3 :00 a.m. with those chords 
of peanut...peanut butter and jelly and 
wisked us to the Macy's parade we were 
encaptured. None of us could keep our 
feet from going numb or our fingers from 
shaking around such "seeds" as you 
guys. The next evening was even more of 
a climax. The dinner was excellent, the 
wine was fine, the dancing was awesome 
and those games were orgasmic (What 
did we play? Thumper! How'd we play? 
Real dirty!) Making butt was excellent, 
caroling, flamingo action, strip tease acts, 
and the gong show made for one wicked 
bad Thanksgiving . We didn't realize post-
party action would last clear into the next 
day ... and the next(?) but you guys are total 
lushes. You sure know how to show a girl 
a good time. Let's get physical again soon. 
Was it as good for you as it was for us? The 
Sensuous Six (We .love you). Harlem? Well. .. N.Y. subways ... Radio 
City ... $3.00 for cheesecake? ... Macy·s ... 
can you take our picture? .. . Home again ... it 
was a great thanksgiving! Let's do it again 
soon . Love, the preppie with sore feet . 
Lili had a very good Thanksgiving!! She 
can't wait for Christmas and the 
mistletoe!! 
, from certain people. Don't even attempt to 
show your faces in the upper quad 
courtyard once there is snow on the 
ground. · 
More, p. 28 
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dnne-have you got BAD taste in men. J. 
Ju inn!! Open your eyes and look around 
you, with all the gorgeous guys here on 
this campus, How can you give a monkey 
face like "Lucan" a second glance! On 
second thought, maybe you two deserve 
each other! Monkey see, monkey do. 
Dinner, Dancing, Drinks & Delights! Get \ 
your tickets now for the Hotel Social, "A 
Night on the Titanic", Sunday, December 
13, 6:30 p.m. Tickets available for this 
unsinkable event at MUB ticket office, 
WSBE lobby or Hotel Admn. office for just 
$8.50. 
Bll'JNf=R-WHERE'S MY LETTER?-Tim 
Jillian, I love you, Hurry home-Tim 
Need a good Christmas gift idea for that 
special someone? A gourmet dinner and 
dancing close aboard that luxury liner, the 
S.S. Titanic is the answer. Pur,chase your 
boarding passes from the lv'IUB ticket 
office or Hotel Admn. office in WSBE for 
only $8.50. "A Night on the Titanic" takes 
place December 13 at 6:30 p.m. Don't 
miss out!! 
Dear Abby--lf you were .,as smart as you 
think, you'd do your shopping at "The 
UNH Christmas Crafts Fair " in the Granite 
State Room of the MUB on Dec. 10 & 11 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.12/ 8. 
MATT "GUITAR" CURRIER, Play it with 
your a: ,hole, Matt. Maybe it will sound 
better. YOU TURKEY. 6-3 
Wanted : one (1) ticket to J. Geils concert. 
Call Bill Angevine, Gibbs. 868-9699, 2-
1594. Thanks, thanks, thanks. 
····- --·-· ··-·· ·-- -
.·-
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Who ~aid There's No Such Thi_ng As A 
FREE Lunch? 
There Is Now! 
Every Monday thru Friday 
We'll Give Away One Free Lunch* 
There's Only One Catch 
You Can't Win Unless You Come In! 
(begins Dec. 7) 
*exclusive of alcohol 
Lunch 
Mon-Fri 11:30-2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
Mon-Thurs: 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
Fri-Sat: 4:00-9:00 p.m. 
Sun: 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
UNH Students, Facufty ·and Staff 
. Racucla uour cans and bottles 
At· Leavitt saru1c, canter 
Rte. 155A north ~ 
(Just before Rte. 4 overpass) 
Saturdays 9.:.2 
Green; brown and clear glass 
Aluminum, metal and· bimetal accepted 





1-H~+-H-+-+-+t+-t+.:w=;"L+-+-+-+-~~~.J-LI_J,_J_4 Credi ts is being offered during the January 
lt-t-1-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-4-4-~-I-J-l--+-l--1--1--lW-l-~break to give s tu den ts and faculty a 
~r-:t-:+.=+-+-+-tt+-+-+-4=+=-+-+-~~-1-1-,J....J.-J.~.J..J._Ji.J...concentrated time period to study the 
lt-H-t-t-+++-+-+-FH-H-+-+-+-+-+-H-+~~~~; overlapping weave of history, psyc"p.ology, 
-t-+-+-+-+--+-+-~-+---+--1~,language, literature and art and the interplay 
-+-+---+--+-4--i---+--.............. -4- of these subjects in the personal and 
+-+-!--+-l-~~-'-'Professional lives of women. This · course 
--+-+-+-+--+~~~:will enhance leadership skills by giving a 
-+-+-......-+--i~_._...vision of where gains for women have come 
__ ....._._ __ from as well as inspirations to contribute to 
-+-+-,.;~~~future gains. 
J_anuacy 4-15, 1982 
lf-+-,f-r-+--t--4-........,._._ For registration information contact the department 
--+--+-..........t--~--'--l- of Continuing Equcation, Verrette House 862-2015 
deadline December 14 
*on campus housing available 
i ., ~ t \ 'i ~ .- , \ \ \ t 1 . 1 ~ '\ • 
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CREATIVE ARTS SYMPOSIUM 
-A nine day potpourri of free workshops, _performances, talks" films, and more 
Strafford Rm, 
3 p.m.-7 p.m. 
Dec. 5-13 · 
Sat. Dec. 5 
"Afternoon With the Performing Arts" 
3 p.m.: UNH Dance Theatre, Lecture/Performance · 
Ballet - Rossini's "Dance For Four" and Le Corsaire pas de deux 
Jazz- "On The Town" and "Dancin"' 
Modem- Aaron Copland's "Appalachian Spring" pas de deux 
4 p.m.~ UNH Touring Musical Production presents: Selections from "Evening on Broadway" 
5 p.m.:Student Woodwind Quintet 
6 p.m.: Looney Tune Productions presents: Senior Dance Recital 
6:45 p.m.: _Sue-piece flute ensemble 
Hillsboro/Sullivan Rm. 
Sun. Dec 6 
1 p.m.-4 p.m.: "Opening Reception" Sculpture Exhibit, w/paintings sculptor: Antoinette P. Schultze from S. Eliot, Me. 
w/live music and refreshments - meet the artist!!! 
4 p.m.-6 p.m.: Jazz dance class, Swazey/Luigi technique - Lori Mello ( wear loose clothing) 
7 p.m.-8 p.m.: The NH Noteables, female acapella singings group, will perform 
Mon. Dec. 7 
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open 
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.i~~hen Sink Mime Theater - introductory class in pantomime (wearloose clothing) 
2 p.m.-4 p.m.: Kitchen Sink Mime Theater - improvisation workshop, from Portsmouth, NH 
4 p.m.-6 p.m.: Shiatsu Massage Therapy workshop - Oriental art, w/Ginriy Bradley, from Macro Polo, Inc, from 
Portsmouth, NH 
8 p.m.-9 p.m.: The NH Gentlemen, male acapella singing group, will perform 
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm. 
Tues. Dec. 8 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open 
1 p.m.-2 p.m.: Lecture/Demonstration on classical ballet w/Lar:ry Robertson, UNH dance instructor 
2 p.m.-5 p.m.: Free art class, from models! Three hours of open class, using people, sculpture and paintings, w/UNH 
instructor to comment Bring own materials. 
Wed. Dec. 9 
Hillsboro,.Sullivan Rm. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open 
1:30-6 p.m.: -Mill Pond Center offers improvisational movement workshops, w/Judy Roberts, director from Durham, · NH 
-Jon ·Kimball, director of Theatre-By-The-Sea, Portsmouth will give an actor's workshop 
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm. 
1bur. Dec. 10 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open 
4 p.m.-6 p.m.: 3 poets from UNH; McKee! McBride, Kathryn Sky-Peck, Larkin Warren read original works. 
6 p.m.-8 p.m.: "Mutual Creadon of Meaning" - Pat Fleming, Th/Comm. Professor, will speak on a wide variety of 
fascinating, fun topics, with a slide show on media/ advertising 
8 p.m.-10 p.m.: Dr. Donald Land, director Nutrition Information Systems, will talk on health and creative living. 
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm. 
Fri. Dec. 11 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open - 'The Artist Is In" - Antoinette Schultze, sculptor will work on a piece and be 
available for comments all day. Come meet her! 
2:30 p.m.-4 p.m.: Jean Brown, UNH modem dance instructor - improvisation class (wear loose clothing) 
4 p.11r.-6 p.m.: Slide show on "South Africa" by Gerry Munck, International Student Association president 
6 p.m.-9 p.m.: Continual films, video on art, dance, etc. "Pilobalus", "Dance in America", "Art in the Orient" 
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm. 
Sat. Dec. 12; Sun. Dec. 13 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit open 
-Schedule Subject to Change-
Sponsored by: Programming Fund Organization, Association for Creative Arts, Eaton 
House (Creative Arts Mini Dorm), and Artist In Residence 
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Kimball: an All-American not totally satisfied 
By J.T. Harris 
All-American. It was a goal set a 
couple of years ago and now, after 
running in his first NCAA'S, Dean 
Kimball has it under his belt. The 
UNH tri-captain is not totally 
satisfied, but he's All-American. 
"J.. am somewhat satisfied, but 
after satisfaction there really is no 
desire. I have more things to 
.achieve in running, as to the 
amount of achievement I am not 
really sure," Kimball said. 
Running along with his brother, 
a Boston University standout, 
Kimball finished 46th overall, but 
the 20th American. The top 25 
Americans to finish are 
recogmzed ~s All-Americans. "A 
combination of practice and other 
people putting a value on what I 
was doing cont_ributed, "said 
Kimball. 
Held in Witchita, Kansas, the 
race was Kimball's last as a UNH 
cross-country harrier. 
•~He set high goals and was 
looking for the All-American 
status, and he went out and got it. 
You really can not help but be 
excited, only a select few are 
chosen, and Dean deserved it," 
saiil UNH Coach John Copeland. 
"He ran a smart race, he went 
out conservatively then finished 
strong, and he could of finished 
better if not for an occurring 
cramp. He could have finished up 
with his brother who finished 
37th." 
The race was one of 
international caliber, nine of the 
top IO finishers were foreigners, 
added Copeland. 
"Running was something put in 
my head, my father was a runner. 
Coach Copeland was supportive of 
my training, and of course the 
team helped, "said Kimball. 
'"Dean worked very hard, 
actually too hard. A lot of distance 
(any where from 95-105 miles a 
week), in addition to two speed 
workouts definitely paid off, "said 
his coach. 
In the future it's more running 
for Kimball, but this time in the 
form of indoor and outdoor track. 
"I am going to slowdown now, but 
pick up aft~r Christmas," he said. 
It sounds as if there could be 
more s::iti1:for-tion :lnd accomo-
1 ishments beyond the AII-
Amencan status in store for 
Kimball. Copeland is hoping the 
senior will carry his future goals 
into the indoor track season. The 
track team, like the cross-country 
team, needs to fill gaps. 
"As of now we need help in the 
middle distance area, and I am 
counting on the cross-country 
runners to fill the gap. Good 
recruits should field us a good 
strong team showing in all 16 
events." said Copeland. 
----MEN'S BASKETBALL----
(continued from page-32) 
Hobbs ended the first half in 
familiar fashion for UConn when 
the 5'8" guard drove for an 
uncontested layup with six seconds 
left against a flustered UN H 
defense to give the Huskies a 19-
point cushion at the half. 
'Tm disappointed in my team," 
said UNH coach Gerry Friel. 'Tm-
very disappointed in the fact that 
with six seconds to go, we give 
them a lay-up." 
UNH matched UConn's efforts 
in the second half as each team put 
43 points on the board. UN H shot 
45 percent from the field while .the 
Huskies shot 46.6 percent. · 
McClain started the first of what . 
would be back-to-back six-point 
surges for UN H when he buried an 
18 footer from the left side. Center 
Mike Keeler ( 12 points) added a 
lay-up after Dixon converted two 
foul ' shots. 
Keele·r and Tony Stanfield (8 
points) combined for six straight 
UN H points after Huskie Jim 
Sullivan scored a lay-up and 
subsequent free throw. With 9:22 
remaining in the game, UNH was 
down by IO. 
But U Conn, relying on the fast-
break game, soon lifted its lead 
back to 20 through the work of 
Bruce Kuczenski and Giscombe. 
UN H would not threaten again. 
"In the. second h-alf, we 
recovered 10 points," said UNH 
guard Dana Chapman. "We did 
that, then let them play tic-tac-toe 
with us again. Then they got back 
thei_r 20. 
"We didn't attack. Whenever we 
attacked, we took two steps ahead 
and one back." 
UNH travels to Kentucky this 
weekend for a ,tournament with 
host Western Kentucky, Tulane, 
and Louisville. The work has just 
begun. . 
WOMEN HOOPSTERS--
( continued from page 32) 
of her four second halt - buckets 
before a solid corps of freshmen, 
and the veteran strength of 
forward Jackie MacMullan closed 
out the night's scoring. ~reshman 
Jennifer Mueller (Madison, CT) 
notched a pair of free throws ana floor, ·and 5 of 8 (.583) from the 
two jumpers while freshman Terri foul line. Gail Jackson and Denise 
Crete layed in a bucket. Higgins notched 12 and 11 points 
The Wildcats' improved on their respectively while Jackson and 
first half shooting in the closing -Morrison shared rebounding 
half, hitting 13 of 19 (.684) from t_he _ honors with nine each. Kate Carey 
and Concord's Jane Haubrich 
pitched in 10 a piece for Boston 
College with co-captain Kerry 
Murphy hitting for nine points. 
'Tm excited that we're playing 
this well and because we've gotten 
to be 3-0 convincingly; we haven't 
just been squeaking by,'' said 
DeMarco. "I don't think th.at we 
have to shoot well to win but 
defensively, we're going to have to 
be intense. It we play wel_l 
defensively, we'll win our snare ol 
ballgames." 
The Wildcats hope to extend 
their winning streak to five as they 
head to the Montclair Dial Classic 
for games scheduled for tomorrow 










u_enise Higgins (Ji) hits two of eleven points she had in Wednesday's 
wm over B.C. (Caroline Blackmar photo) 
Dean Kimball (Tim Skeer photo} 
UNH visits Storrs, Connecticut 
this weekend to meet rivals U Conn 
and UMass. The Huskies, who are 
always tough, will ·be the favorite. 
And although UNH has beaten the 
Minutemen the past five years, 
only a combined total of five 
points separated the two teams !~st 
year. 
The record setting mile relay of 
Peter Bergeron, Steve Patterson, 
Dave Gaskill, and Dennis Dobe is 
back. They will be supported by 
pole vaulter Bill Marcotte; l<?ng 
jumpers Greg DeVolder, Jam~ 
Walters, Mike Gooden; triple 
jumper Brian Sommers; and 60 
yard hurdler Steve Smith. 
Although a large crop of 
· freshman, including cross-country 
runners Aaron Lessing, Kevin 
Klein, Dan Grimes, and New 
· England high school scorers in the 
triple jump, John Belanger a~d 
Dennis Dobe should be heavily 
looked upon for substantial 
contributions. Waiting in the 
track is Kimball, and injured cross-
country run·ner Dicky Robinson. 
"Improvement and a little bit of 
luck•with injuries will be key to a 
winning season. UConn, Brown, 
Southern Ct., and URI are 
toughies. We have to beat U_M~ss, 
otherwise, truthfully a winning 
season might be lost," said 
Copeland. 
. The Cats open Saturday at noon 
in the U Conn field house. 
W omen harriers place 
nationals 12th • ID 
By Nancy Wogan 
What do you do with the icing Coach Krueger (incidently the 
on the cake? You enjoy it right? only female head coach of the 13 
The women's cross country team schools) set her girls out by 
savored their icing at the NCAA reminding them it was their 
National Championships on season's goal to reach the 
November 21st. Nationals. She urged them to run a 
After reaching their year-long . good race for themselves. That is 
goal of making the Nationals, the what the women 'Cats did with the 
squad went to Witchita, Kansas to . exception of Ann Miller who had 
enjoy what Coach Nancy Krueger her first bad race all year. 
described as "a tremendous Krueger was not disappointed 
experience" that not even a 12th with her girls. For many it was 
place finish out of 13 schools could their first time ever at a national 
mar. competition. "They handled the 
First place was grabbed by immense pressure. They knew they 
Virginia with 36 points. It was · belonged," she said. 
Betty Springs of North Carolina "This whole year clicked for us," 
State who was the overall said Coach Krueger. Looking at 
individual winner with a time of 16 the entire season, "The early 
minutes, 19 seconds. As proof of victories are even sweeter now that 
the caliber preserit, the first 18 we reached our goal, the 
finishers came in under 17 minutes. Nationals," she said. 
The first Wildcat finisher was With no losses to graduation, 
Kathy Brandell who placed 60th next year's crew should come back 
overall out of 112 participants. The even stronger and Krueger hopes 
rest of UN H's crew came in as "to do something at the Nationals" 
follows: Nancy Scardina (80th), now that her girls know they can 
Karen Dunn (91 ), Mary Ellen make it. So it appears that for the 
Rose (94 ), Cindy Stearns (99), UN H Women's Cross Country 
Liese Schaff (107), and Ann Miller Team things will get even sweeter. 
(108). 
SWIMMERS 
(continued from page 31) 
48 win with a victory in the 400 
freestyle relay. UNH's Ann 
S 'u 11 i v a n , K a t h r y n J o h n s o n , 
Martha Clohisy, and Emily Cole 
took second to BU's 3:39.0 pool 
record effort, with a 3:47.4. 
Joining a host of New 1::ngJ<:1nd 
qualifiers are the following 
Division 11 National qualifiers: 
Martha ·clohisy (100 & 200 fly, 200 
medley relay, 400 medley relay)_; 
Emily Cole (50 & 100 fly, 200 
medley relay); Sue Herskovitz (50, 
100, & 200 breaststroke, 200 & 400 
medley relays); Carol Hickey (200 
& 400 medley relays); and Ann 
Sullivan (200 medley relay). 
The 3-1 Wildcats will play 
Boston College tomorrow 




"They were the same team as last 
year, just different players," UNH 
sophomore Steve Lyons said. 
"You don 'i know anything until 
the game is over." · ·· 
The 'Cats host Providence 
tomorrow night at Snively at 7:00 
p.m. The Friars are rated one of 
the top teams in the ECAC east 
this year, but like U NI-i, are 
notorious slow starters. Still, if the 
opportunities are there PC's 
shooters might find the range 
alone on Pearson. 
"We drove up (to Maine), 
played a game, won it and drove 
back~ so I'm not complaining," 
Holt said. "But we've got to play 
with more dis.ci'pline." 
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·i~e women's ice hockey team rolled over Northeastern, 6-3 in their season opener Wednesday night. 
(Tim Skeer photo) · 
Hutchinson paces Icewomen, 6-3 
By Kent Cherrington 
Sophomore Lori Hutchinson 
scored three goals and senior 
Diane Langlais added two more as, 
the women's ice hockey team 
opened their regular season with a 
6-3 win over Northeastern · 
Wednesday night. 
The Wildcats are now 1-0 and 
their renowned winning streak 
stands at 73-0-l. 
"There's too much pressure 
from the streak," said UN H Coach 
Russ McCurdy. "They aren't loose 
out there." 
Northeastern was a physical 
team that surprised the Wildcats 
with their aggressive play. 
"They turned out to be more 
competition than we expected," 
Langlais said. "After all of the 
exhibition games, it's good to get 
· shocked like this. Our games tend 
to be rougher because other teams 
are "up" against us. It makes it 
harder for us." 
UNH broke out of the gates 
, early. Hutchinson got her first goal 
only nine seconds-into the game as 
she knocked in a rebound off a 
Marcy Pannabecker shot. 
The Huskies came right back a 
minute and eleven seconds later 
when NU forward Beth Murphy 
broke in on the right side and beat 
UNH goalie Lynn Walsh. 
When Lauren Apollo took an Balducci had shots at Scanlin . 
interference penalty midway before Langlais slammed it home. 
through the first period, Walsh Marcy Pannabecker closed out 
played tough in the net to keep the the scoring with a third period · 
game even. Langlais changed that backhanded blast from 18 feet to 
with a pretty play while UNH was seal the victory for the 'Cats. 
shorthanded. She took a Robin McCurdy was pleased with the 
Balducci pass and shoved it in the win, but said play was a little 
near corner while falling into NU sloppy. "I saw some good things 
goalie Karen Scanlin. out there. I wish we'd have played 
Hutchinson got her second goal this game November 2 instead of 
on a UNH power play to give the tonight. We'll just have to work 
'Cats a 3-1 first period lead. harder." 
· The second period started off The players feel they-will have to 
almost the exact same as the first play better to beat teams like 
with a quick Wildcat goal by Providence, one of this season's 
Hutchinson. The UNH center took top contenders. 
the face-off and weaved through "We to~k advantage of. th~ 
the Husky defense then-breaks (against NU), but we didn t 
backhanded a shot to 'the far create as many possibilities," 
corner. Hutchinson scored even Langlais said. . 
quicker than on her first period "T~ey we~e very_ ph~sical,', 
goal this one coming at the seven- especially with their sticks, 
seco~d mark. Hutchinson said. "I felt like they 
Again the scrappy Northeastern were after me. The idea was also 
team came right back. A goal three slow. The puck moved slow and we 
minutes later brought the Huskies skated slow." _ . 
within two, 4-2. If they are anxious to key m on 
At this point, UNH senior Cindy Providence, UNH has less ~h~~ a 
McKay took charge on defense. week to prepare. Two exhibition 
She controlled the tempo of the games ~gainst the M_inn~sota Blue 
game with outstanding skating an Jays this weekend will give them a 
stick hand Ii n g. The •Cats chance to pro~e th~mselves b~fore 
cushioned their lead when the Lady Fnars invade Snively 
Langlais capitalized on a UNH 3- Arena next Tuesday. 
on-2. Kip Porter and Robin 
B.U. triumphs, 83-48 
Swimmers set records, lose meet 
By Sue Valenza 
· The UNH women's swim team 
dropped an 83-48 contest . to 
defending New England champion 
Boston University on Saturday, 
November 21, its first loss against a 
pair of season wins. The afternoon 
wasn't a total loss however, as the 
Wildcats collected three Division 
II qualification, three ream 
records, and pool records. 
The Terriers did their share of 
record-breaking as well with new 
pool standards posted in the 400 
freestyle relay (3:39.0) and the 100 
freestyle (54.0). 
Freshman Martha Clohisy was 
responsible for both UNH pool 
records, one coming in the 200 fly, 
the other in the 100 fly. Clohisy's 
2:12.0 in the 200 stands as a new 
team record and a national 
qualification. The freshman's 
1:00.6 in the 100 fly was also a new 
team record. 
The 400 medley relay team of 
Carol Hickey, Sue Herskovitz, 
Clohisy, and Emily Cole also 
posted a national qualification 
with a first place, 4:07. 76 finish. 
BU's Dee Dee Mayer came back 
in the next event with a first place 
finish of her own, this one in the 
1000 freestyle. Mayer's 10:53.8 
edged Wildcat Cathy Jones whose 
second place, 11:05.0 effort stands 
as a new team record. 
Terrier Marilla Strona turned in 
a 25 .2 showing in the 50 free, just 
enough to finish ahead of UNH's 
Emily Cole. Cole's 25.3 in that 
event ties the existing team record. 
UNH's Ann Sullivan registered a 
25.7 in the 50 but a judge's decision 
left the sophomore in fourth place 
behind BU's Margaret Fink (25.8). 
Senior Kathryn Johnson and 
junior co-captain Carol Hickey 
combined for a 2-3 finish in the 100 
backstroke behind winner Shawn 
McCluskey of BU.-Sue Herskovitz 
claimed a first place finish in the 
100 breaststroke with a 1:09.43, 
lowering the pool mark of 1:09.9. 
In the one-meter diving event, 
BU 's Chris O'Hagan and Cathy 
Butler ousted UNH's lone diver, . 
Sally Slovenski (160.65) with 213.70 
· and 211.0 ' points respectively. 
Wildcat diver Beth Hafey is out 
for the remainder of the season, 
although th~ sop~omore was off to 
one of her b·est starts to date. 
Co-captain Carol Hickey 
copped a second place finish in the 
200 back (2:22.4) behind BU's 
McCluskey (2:21.4) but just ahead 
of opponenet Brenda Morley· 
(2:22.5). The Wildcats could come 
up with only a third in the 400 IM 
as Randi Simon and Seana Blazey 
shut out Cathy Jones (5:0,1.8) and 
Debbie Maskell (5:03.2) with times 
of 4:53.6 and 4:58.7. 
Cole tied UNH's ream record 
with a second place, 2:00.2 finish in 
the 200 freestyle, an effort not 
quite strong enough to catch BU 
powerhouse Sue Kitchen (l:58.4). 
Freshman Slovenski took third in 
the three meter diving event as 
well, her 178.60 point totals 
shadowed by Sheri Katzman's 
191.05 points and O'Hagan's 194.05 
points. . 
Herskovitz took second in the 
200 breaststroke behind BU's 
Dierdreia Mayer (2:30.0), but the 
senior's 2:30.7 was good enough 
for national qualification. 
The Ter,riers closed out tl}eir 83-
SW~MMING, page 30 
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Swim men unable to 
outstroke 
dy Sue Valenza 
Pairs of wins from junior 
freestylers Ed Landry anq John 
Colbert simply weren't enough as 
the UNH men's swim squad 
dropped a 64-49 contest in 
Wednesday night's season opener 
against the· University of Rhode 
Island. 
URI jumped to a 7-0 lead with a 
one-two finish in the 400 yard 
medley relay, but two firsts, a 
second, and a third from the 
Wildcats in the following three 
events closed th.e gap to four. 
Senior Doug Sampson and 
freshman John Narva copped 
second and third place showings in 
the grueling ·1000 free. URI's Greg 
Sundberg took the event with a 
time of 10:31.0. 
Landry recorded the first of a 
pair of wins in the 200 freestyle, his 
1:50.2 edging URI finishers John 
Tafee (l:51.3) and Scott Boudreau 
(l:54.6). Colbert matched Landry's 
first place showing with a 22.8 
effort in the 50 freestyle. 
Wildcat sophomore Tim 
Hamilton followed up with a third 
place, 23.8 finish. Colbert's time~ 
was just six tenths of a second off 
the pool standard. 
"Frank (Helies) .and I expect 
everyone to be three to four · 
seconds per 100 yards off. 
Anything better than that for this 
early in the season is a bonus," 
explained UNH assistant coach 
Peter Markos. Both Markos and 
head coach Frank Helies enter 
their sixth years as Wildcat 
mentors. 
Sophomores Al Stuart and 
Steve Warren combined for a two-
three finish in the 200 yard 
Individual Medley with times of 
2:10.5 and 2:14.5 respectively. 
UNH's sole diver, freshman Al 
Beaulieu, was beaten by URI's 
Dave Haskaway and David 
Veneris · in the one meter diving 
event, and placed third in the three 
meter beh}nd Veneris and Don 
Kent as well. 
Junior Kent Cherrington cited 
personal reasons for not returning 
this season leaving Beaulieu as the 
· only ·member of the 1980~81 diving 
squad . . 
Stuart notched a winning time 
of 2:03.4 in the 200 fly to finish well 
ahead of the Rams' Doug Cole 
(2:09.6) with Rob Warren, 
freshman brother of Steve Warren, 
Rams 
picking up a third in the· same 
event. 
Colbert blazed to first place, 50.l 
. showing the 100 free. John 
Scheenser (51.0) and Dave Sullivan 
(51.2) came through with second 
and third place finishes for Rhode 
Island in that event. 
Landry picked up his second win 
of the night in the 500 freestyle 
edging URI's Greg Sundberg by 
two seconds. Senior co-captains 
Doug Sampson and Jeff Growney 
·collected third place finishes in,the 
500 free and 200 backstroke events 
respectively, while Steve Warren 
added a third place effort of his N 
own in the 200 breast stroke 
The Wildcats closed out the 
contest with a first place, 3:23.2 
showing in the 400 freestyle relay 
(John Colbert, Tim Hamilton, 
freshman Bob Schuler, and Ed 
Landry). UNH took third in that 
event as well , with seniors · Joe 
Harkaway and Doug Sampson, 
and juniors Pete DeVries and Jim 
Gargan turning in a 3:43.6 effort. 
Helies welcomes ten returning 
lettermen and a corps of solid 
freshmen in hopes of surpassing 
last season's 12th place New 
England finish. Colbert, Landry, 
and Sampson should continue to ' 
· dominate the freestyle events while 
sophomores Al Stuart and Steve . 
Warren cover for the loss of lastr 
season's captain Steve Derranti in 
the IM events. 
Stuart returns as the Wildcats' 
top "flyer" but adding depth in 
those events will be freshman Bob 
Schuler (Dover, NH). Growney 
wjll be .. joined by freshman Steve 
_ Fernandes (Exet.er, .. NH.) and .. 
junior Jim Gargan in the 
backstroke while Steve Warren, 
Rob Warren and Mike Galante 
cover the breaststoke events. 
Paul Stark (freestyle) and 
Wayne Wi_lusz (freestyle) return as 
veterans this season as well. Other 
newcomers include Carl Clemets 
(Chelmsford, Mass.) and John 
Narva (Windham, NH). 
The 0-1 Wildcats host Boston 
College this afternoon in a 4:00 
meet. 
"Everyone has been swimming 
faster in this year's workouts than 
in any previous season so I think 
they expected a lot more," said 
Markos. "We just want to see what 
people can accomplish before 
Christmas break and then come 
back for the re::\ l work." 
SPORTS SHORTS 
Doig is All-New England 
UNli linebacker Steve Doig had been named a first-team All-New 
England player by United Press International for his defensive 
.playrthis year.- · . -
Doig also earned ECAC Division I-AA player of the year honors. 
A _ senior, Doig is the first defensive player in history to win the 
.award. 
The Yankee Conference named Doig the defensive player of the 
year as well. He made 89 tackles this year and assisted on 106. 
Doig will play in the Blue-Gray game on Christmas day in 
Montgomery, Alabama. C.B.S. will televise the game live. 
Gymnasts open this weekend 
The UNH gymnastics team opens its 1981-82 season this weekend 
when they travel to Amherst, Ma. to participate in the UMass 
invitational tournament. Hoping to capture their third consecutive 
title, UNH will have to get by the likes of Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, and Connecticut. 
Wres~lers in action ·today 
The UNH wrestling team will travel to New London, Connecticut 
this weekend to participate in the Coast Guard Invitational 
tournament. The tournament will be held Friday and Saturday. The 
grapplers are 0-1 following a disappointing 21-16 loss to Lowell last 
week. 
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Icemen 'Bear' -ly squeak past Maine, · 7~5-
By Larry McGrath 
With 35 seconds left in 
Wednesday night's game, Maine's 
Robert Lafleur broke in alone on 
UNH goalie Todd Pea~son:"UNH 
held a 6-5 lead and Lafleur, UM O's 
leading scorer had added his six 
and _ seventh goals of the year 
earlier in the_ game. 
The lead was something less 
than secure at that point and 2300 
fans at Maine's Alfond Arena were 
screaming for the tie. 
"I had that much (spacing his 
hands six inches apart) but I hit his 
pad," La Fleur said. "I had him, but 
he made a nice play." 
It was the third break-in of the 
final period by Maine and Pearson game said. "You just have to wait 
handled each one. Each time for him to make the first move. If 
Pearson knew what to do and you're in good ·position, there's a 
UNH won 7-5 to raise their record good chance you're going to stop 
to 4-3 overall and 2-1 in the ECAC. it. He'll beat you only if you're too 
"I go out and just relax, take a deep or too far out." 
breath. In that situation, I feel the An earlier breakaway was 
goalie has the advantage," averted when Craig Steensen was 
Pearson, who made 26 saves in the forced to haul down UM O's Rene 
· - Comeault from behind in the UNH 
zone with 4:35 left. Comeault 
punched Steensen, according to 
the Wildcat defenseman, and when 
Steensen complained to official 
Joe Albert an additional two 
minute penalty for unsportsman-
like conduct was tacked on to the 
hooking call. The possibility of 
UNH's first 1981-82 win away 
from home was in doubt. 
It appeared that UNH would 
play all but 35 seconds of the 
remaining time in regulation 
shorthanded, but 54 seconds later 
UMO's Gaetan Bernier was called 
for cross-checking reducing the 
length of Maine's power play. 
With I :41 left, Bernier came out 
of the penalty box and Maine 
pressed to tie the game with the 
man advantage. Black Bear goalie 
Duffy Loney came off the ice with 
55 seconds remaining, but a 
whistle blew. 
Loney had left too soon and the 
Bears had to try again. 15 seconds 
later Loney got off the ice and 
Maine mounted the attack. 
It was the second win in a row 
after three straight losses for the 
'Cats following the 8-1 thrashing of 
Princeton Sunday and while the 
offense is there, the defense seems 
suspect. 
The Wildcats had built up a 6-3 
lead at the beginning of the third 
period against Maine with three 
quick scores. Andy Brickley scored 
his eighth goal of the year and 
second of the game at 18 seconds 
(the second straight two-goal game 
for Brickley), Dan Forget scored 
his second at 30 seconds and Chris 
Pryor knocked in a Miller p-ass at 
2:16. 
The lead seemed secure, but the 
'Cats had allowed a 3-1 slip ·into a 
3-3 second period tie. 
"If you play poor defense it 
doesn't matter if you're three or 
four goals ahead," UNH coach 
Charlie Holt said. "We haven't 
really got it together." 
The 'Cats held on due to 
Pearson's heroics and an offense 
thatput4l shots on UMO's Loney. 
Maine was scrappy enough to 
hang in and not allow UNH to get 
too far out of reach. Princeton had 
blown out Maine 7-1 Saturday. 
"That's a big point for us, to 
keep coming back like that," 
Lafleur said. "Someday the puck 
will go our way." 
Junior Chris Pryor (18) scores one of six goals against Maine Wednesday night. (Henri Barber photo) 
Pearson robbed Lafleur and the 
puck was cleared. UMO's Andre 
Aubut tried to move the puck out 
from his own zone with UNH's 
George White fiercely fore-
checking him. 
Maine coach Jack Semler saw 
13 of the lettermen that founded 
Maine's Division I program four 
years ago graduate last spring. Still 
his squad gave the 'Cats all they 
could handle Wednesday night, a 
tribute perhaps more to the intense 
interschool rivalry than to the 
talent of the two teams. . 
Wildcats stifled by Huskies, 87-68 
By Steve Damish 
The University of Connecticut's 
goal was to contain UN H top 
scorers Al · McClain and Robin 
Dixon. The UNH men's basketball 
team set out to establish an inside 
game. UConn was the accom-
plisher, UNH floundered in its 
attempt. 
The result was an 87-68 Huskie 
win Wednesday night in front of a 
sellout crowd of 4,660 at the 
U Conn field house. The Wildcats 
are now 0-2, their first loss coming 
against Alabama, 99-65, on 
November 27. 
"We knew that if we could 
contain McClain and Dixon, it 
would be hard for them (UNH) to 
get going," said tJConn guard 
Vernon Giscombe. 
McClain and Dixon were 
pressured all evening, causing their 
shots to be off the mark. 
In the first half, the two guards 
combined for a total of onlv 10 
l 
Mi~e Keefer (22). •~ his WHdcat teammates had:fittl~ succe~s inside 
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points. McClain finished with 15 
points and Dixon scored a total of 
14. 
"We know that Robin and Al 
are good ball olavers." said 
UConn's Norman Bailey. "We 
wanted to put pressure on them." 
UN H shot a lowly 48 percent 
from the field. The Wildcats had 
trouble finding an open spot to 
shoot against UConn's quick 2-3 
zone defense and intermittent full-
court pressure. And chances to 
,ass the ball inside just weren't 
here. · 
"We came out and didn't go into 
,ur offense," said UNH 
ophomore forward Dan Nolan. 
We wanted to get the ball inside, 
,ut our big guys were just standing 
round." , · . , 
The Wildcats lost the game in 
he first half. UConn, led by high 
corer Mike McKay with 25 
1oints, sunk 70.4 percent of its 
ield 1wa ls in the opening half and 
Jilt up 44-25 advantage by the 
nterm1ss1on. 
After the Huskies jumped out 
nto a four-point lead to start the 
;ame, the two teams exchanged 
,askets until UConn started a six-
>oint streak with I 3:09 remaining 
n the I st half to build up a 17-8 
ead. 
McClain hit two 20-footers and 
folan added a lay-up before 
)Conn started its scoring spree 
vith 6:29 left in the half. 
Giscombe started an eight-point 
--luskie streak by converting two 
·oul shots. Bailey, McKay. and 
(arl Hobbs ( 14 points) initiated 
heir outside barrage and gave 
JConn a 40-20 point advantage 
vith two minutes left before the 
,reak. 
"I think we were too psyched," 
aid UNH's Chris Gildea. "We've 
1ad problems in the last couple of 
:ames. We fell behind, then we had 
o come back when we're behind· 
,y 20." 
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"I was all over him, I almost got 
a penalty." White said. "He 
coughed it right up to Jay." 
UNH's Jay Miller was cruising 
outside the Maine blueline and the 
puck came right to him. With 26 
seconds left and an empty net in 
front of him, Miller calmly hit the 
middle of the cage for the 7-5 final. 
"Georgie forechecked the hell 
out of him, it came right to me," 
Miller said. 
"We gave up some sloppy goals, 
but we went end to end with them," 
Semler said. "It was a very good 
hockey game. We're young in that 
thr-ee of our lines are made up 
primarily of freshmen, but we have 
some good - veterans too. We _ 
played an awful lot better than 
HOCKEY, P,age 30 
Women hoopsters soar 
above Eagles, -63-46 
By Sue Valenza 
Missed shots, turnovers, and 
early foul trouble were all there but 
not in amounts large enough to 
stop the UNH women's basketball 
squad from posting its third season 
win in as many outings, this one a 
63-46 victory over Boston College 
Wednesday night. 
The Wildcats earned back-to-
back victories last weekend in the 
season opening the New England 
Tip-Off Tournament. UNH 
copped its second straight 
tournament title with 63-50 
opening round and 75-54 title 
round wins over UMass and the 
University of Rhode Island, 
respectively. 
BC combined solid coverage of 
UN H's point players and double 
teaming within the lane for 
successful first half def en·sive play 
Wednesday night. The Eagles 
were unable to match defensive 
efforts with offensive success, 
however, as the Wildcats jumped 
to an early 20-11 lead. 
Sophomore center Denise 
Higgins and sophomore forward 
Gail Jackson did their best to 
establish an inside game for the 
Wildcats, but each picked up a pair 
of fouls early. 
BC continued to seal off the lane 
effectively forcing UNH to an 
outside game. Seniors Kathy Ladd 
and Martha Morrison · took 
advantage of this, each collecting 
three fi~ld goals in the first half. 
Junior torward Theresa Redmond 
dumped in three jumpers of her 
own. 
Off-target passing and 
numerous turnovers contributed 
to scrappy Wildcat play in the 
closing minutes of the first half, 
but Morrison's third basket pulled 
UNH out of it. Morrison 
contributed six assists to UNH's 
29-19 first half effort. 
"We were tentative in the way we 
passed against BC in the first half," 
explained fifth-year UNH head 
coach Cecelia De Marco. "You've 
got to give BC credit, though. 
They were jumping into the 
passing land well." 
The Eagles attempted to climb 
back into the game with the 
implementation of a defensive 
press during the second half. BC 
came to within seven but the 
Wildcats scored three straight 
times against the Eagle press. Led 
by Morrison and Redmond, UNH 
extended its lead to 38-26, beating 
BC's press for the fourth time of 
the half. 
UNH continued to be plagued 
by weak passing but BC could only 
answer back with an assortment of 
turnovers. Redmond continued to 
be hot from the outside, collecting 
six of her game-high thirteen 
points in the second half. 
Higgins made it 57-38 with one _ 
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